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with the delightful

music material

in the Progressive

Series Plan

of Music Education.

Spark" ng ...

alive with pictures ... tuneful
... original! This music material speaks the
language of a child, but with an educational
soundness unsurpassed throughout the world.
It is presented in a fascinating and logical
sequence that not only captures a young child's
fancy, but holds it. How valuable this is during
the important Formative yearsl
And this is but one of the many advantages you
and your students will enjoy ... for as a
Progressive Series Teacher you will be offering
the most comprehensive
THE PROGRESSIVE
• Tested Lenon
•

Teacher

•

Pre-Instrumental

•

Foreign

Plans

Workshops
Program

Music Seminars

instruction ever devised.

•

Correlated

•

Superior

•

ln5filutional Affiliation

Constantly revised and augmented, the Progressive
Series Plan of Music Education has been proven
the world over to be superior in every wayfor young beginners on through to the most

•

Teacher

advanced

SERIES PLAN OF MUSIC

TEACHER AFFILIATION

EDUCATION

Theory Progfom

Teaching

Placement

Materials

Service

BY APPOINTMENT

ONLY

If you are a successful career private piano
teacher, it will be well worth your time to
investigate the possibility of your appointment
as a Progressive Series Teacher. Fill out the
coupon for complete information - your first
step in appointment to the Progressive Series
Plan of Music Education!

Career teachers with acceptable backgrounds
and active classes are invited to inquire about
Appointment and Teaching Authorization.

No fee for appointment

A copy of the handsome

instruction!

brochure,

"The Career Private Piano Teacher", will be
sent without obligation to any active teacher.

.

..
PROGRESSIVE

SERIES PLAN

Dept. 126, P. O. BOll: 223, Clayton,

St. Louil

5, Mo.

om a career private piano teacher with an active clan.
Please send me a copy of "The Career Private Piono Teacher"
I

Nome

*"

Addreu
Progressive
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Series Teachers are located in every stare
and 14 foreign countries.
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LETTERS to the Editor

Founded 1883 by
Theodore Pres-er

from Baldwin ...
another triumph in piano engineering

THIS NEW

HAMILTON
STUDIO PIANO

contents

I Like Judging Piano Auditions
Sir: This is the second week of my
Judging Tour throughout
the state. I
feel it is a great privilege to be chosen
as an Audition Judge, since it involves
a great responsibility to the piano students and thei; teachers.
I have listened to scores of young
pianists of all ages and in all levels of
advancement and it does my heart. good
to see their enthusiasm and interest.
I've heard the 6 and 7-year oldsvery serious and determined to make
their small hands play chords and
scales. Then the 9, 10 and Ll-year olds
- very sure of themselves - but the
rhythm and flow of music doesn't mean
very much yet. Also, we have ]2, 13 and
14-teenagers-in
all stages of development. Then the final stage when the
diploma
students
hold forth - high
school seniors getting ready to graduate.
They have found time in their busy
days of school activities to keep up their
piano practicing. They have a flair for
technic but have to be guided into thinking of fine tone production.
They are all doing their bit to contribute to our world of music. Not many
want the concert stage but they do want
the satisfaction of making music for
themselves and their friends.
Hazel B. Dorey
WiJIiamsport, Fa.

FEATURES

... excitement's in the
air as Kimball enter their
second hundred years of
building and selling fine
musicalinstruments. The
carefully laid plans of the
past are becoming realities! Already tuned up
for more efficient production in Kimball's modern
new factory, dramatic
anticipation
fills the
present.
And what of the fy-ture?
It's yours to enjoy . . .
with the superb tone, the
easy responsive action,
the exclusive features
that indelibly stamp a
Kimball as apart from
the ordinary. Whether
you teach, study, or
"just play" . . . today,
more than ever before,
you can "Brighten your
Future with a Kimball!"
See the new models at your
nearby Kimball dealers.

KIMBALL
PIANO 5
Keyboarcl of the Nation
MELROSE PARK,

ILLINOIS
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HEAR THE DiffERENCE.
FEEL THE DIFFERENCE

• More soundboard area
• Greater string length
• More vigor, vitality, volume
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Accordion Page
Sir: In glancing through your February issue, I came across your section
devoted to the accordion. Since I am an
accordionist, I was naturally very much
interested
in the article written by
Theresa Costello. We do not see many
articles of such caliber, and I believe
an article of such informative and instructive nature published each month,
would certainly help to educate the
public and also some musicians, regard·
ing the tremendous possibilities of the
instrument. Your issue could actually
help foster accordion literature. True,
the' instrument has been recognized to
a certain degree, but it is not enough,
and articles such as the one in your
February issue should continue to be a
stimulating factor to our young and· upcoming artists who need the backing of
those interested in them.
Elsie K. Buehl
Phi}adelphia, Fa.
(Continued on Page 5)
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lalbwin
PIANOS'

ORGANS

America's first family
znmuSlC

Baldwin engineers have developed .a completely new scale for the Hamilton studio
piano. Only slightly wider than its predecessors, Style 243 has significantly greater
sound board area and increased string
length throughout the bass. This, with redesigning of ribs and bridges, results .in
what can best be described as TONE LIFT.
You feel the difference in its new more
positive response and ease of playing.. Y~u
hear it in the volume, quality, vitality of its
tone. For today's outstanding advance in
piano engineering ... the perfect piano for
teaching, school, professional and entertainment use or for the home ... get the
full facts on this new Hamilton, Style 243.

Send today far the new Homilton Fad File and
Ex~h,llive Baldwin Inlli'u'ionol Finoncing A·rrongemenl.

The Baldwin Piano Company, Dept.
1801 Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati 2,

Please send:
Hamilton Style 243 Fact File
Exclusive Baldwin Institutional Financing
Arrangement
.
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the instrument
for economic reasons:
tuition
is free for the double·bass in
most conservatories.
Domenico
Dragonetti
was the first
to achieve virtuosity
on the big fiddle,
When the celebrated
violinist Viotli
met Dr agoneni.
he took it for granted
that the other
was a violinist. too.
and suggested
play ing some violin
duets that he had just written. Drago.
nett i appeared
at the appointed lime.
carrying
his huge instrument. Viotti
was puzzled."
hat joke i that?" he

By NICOLAS

SLONIlUSKY

'0 j k
at all," replied
"This i. In) \ iolin. and I
assur
) ou 'hal I "ill play 10) part
t ) our
mir
SOli faction." As the)'
I egan 10 r h 'n'
ioui\\8 amazed
b) 'he bcuuriful
I n that Dragonetti
\\'8
a bl
to coax out of the upper
register of hi, big fi Idle. "You had
beuer Ila) the fir I violin part," he
said. "1 'nn hardl hope 10 match the
brilliance
of ) our ple lug."
Drngoneui
\,[1"
a mall of uncemmon strength ~ mu...lclen
called his
left hand ,·~t(lno monstro' [monster
hand) _ lie -e' the peg_ of hi douhlebuss so thai the ""Iring. were twice lb
high (rom the fing rboard as on Ih,

inquired

...

Dragonetti.

~

ITALIAN TENOR Enrico
CJ.:Tamberlik was famous for his

high C-sharp which was required
in
the role of ..Otello in Rossini's
little
known opera of that name. The public expected this high note with feverish anticipation,
and Tamberlik
never
failed to oblige. So notorious became
his high note that a parody was presented al the Variety Theater in Paris
under the name Ut dieze.

When Tamberlik chased Mme. Barbot as Desdemona, she stumbled and
fainted
which provided
a realistic
touch to the murder scene. She was
revived after the curtain went down.
Verdi' wrote "La Forza del Destino"
with Tamberlik
in mind. The first
performance of the opera took place
in St. Petersburg.
Tamberlik
was extremely successful and continued
to
sing in Russia every year. For several
years he lived in Madrid
where he
owned an arms factory. In 1883, an
erroneous
dispatch
announcing
his
death was widely published
in the
press. He lived another six years, dying in "1889 in his seventieth
year.
Among Tamberlik's
admirers
was
Napoleon III. He used to say to Tamberlik: "Ie vous felicite de votTe succes, 111ais la musique ne me procure
aucun plaisir."

Durhtg his operatic years in London, Handel had a mighty rival in
the person of Bononcini.
Music dictionaries
have a question
mark for
the place and date of Bononcini's
death. It is only recently
that the
story of Bononcini's
last days has
come to light. After his London debacle Bononcini played at various occasions in Paris and then went to
Vienna to seek eniployment
at the
Austrian court. The text of his petition to the young Empress
Maria
Theresa tells a tale of misery; "Giovanni
Bononcini,
in his declining
years, beset by grave ailments and by
4

molestations
itors
and
prostrates

August

of his numerouS
credmany other
misfortunes.
himself
before
the Mo.t

Throne

of Your

Royal

MaJ'

esty in supplication
of benevolent
condescension
to relieve
hi
lachrymose condition."
On November
21,

1742, Maria

Theresa

granted

to Bo-

a pension
of 15 guldens
a
month. Bononcini
lived on thi pensian for five years. He died in Vi nne
on July 9, 1747, nine days before his
noncini

77th

birthday,

A p;an;st

was asked by his manager about the timing of a s nata he
was g-oing to play. "With
feeling,
'15
mjnutes;
without
feeling.
10 minutes," he replied.

a lik I)'
performanc
s.

l'he double-boss is not

instrument
for virtuoso
and it is not voluntarily
selected
by
its practitjoners.
All three
doublebass virtuosos
of modern
ti me
Domenico
Dragonetti,
Giovanni
Botte·
sin1 and Serge Kous5evitzky-chosc
STORY OF THE COVER
The cover "Of ETUDE for December shows three panels of the
Nativity
window 111 St. John's
Episcopal Church. Cvnwvd. Pennsylvania. The windo\~ wa~ donated
to the Church by Stra\~'bridge
and Clothier department
store in
Philadelphia,
in memory of their
?,~esident, the late Dr. Herbert J.
lIly, who was also organist
of
St. John's (or 44 years. The window is the work of the D' Ascenzo
S.tudios in Philadelphia.
the designer being Ralph E. Ohmer and
the artist being David Bramnick
painter at the studios for the pa<:;~
~O years. The style of the windo: ...
JS of, the
15th century
English
GothIC period. just prior to the
Renaissance.
ETUDE appreciates
the cour.
teousco~operation
of the D'Ascenzo StudIOS.

ordinar

in~trumcnt.

Ih

r pla}t'r:

\\ h t rie I 10 u.-.c Orngonctli'll: double·
b ... 'ut 'h ir finger, badl) b) pr."
iug d \\ n the ..'ring.
ror nil hi I" ligiou< srli,ln DragonC'lti "as menlall
a child. lie could
nc\ cr learn 10 ~I ok an) language:
C\ Il hi.:- Itnlian
\\8
a dial l. \\hen
he "as recei, cd b) Napol n. he tried
to 111 ~ca sp ,,·h. "Pia). pla,." ,hou'·
ed
npoleon." It i easier for me to
enjo)
ur bi \ ioHn thAn )our un·
int lIigible COIl\ r~alion:'
Am og Dragonctli"
eccentricities
\\ as

hi

lI(1(."ti n of life·size gor·

geousl) dr <cd dolls. lie ne,er pla)ed
a concert
\\ithout
hi fa\-orite dark·
haired
doll. \\ hom he called ignol1l
Dragoneui.
being placed in a box
pparenll)
he \\0<:: perfectl) salisfied \\ ith hL inanimat
but beauti·
ful cOnlpanioli::-. for he 11 \-cr married.
Cio\ nnni Botl~ini wn a more \-er·
satil
rl1u~ician than Dragonetti. He
"a
a magnificent
pla)er on the dou,
ble ba~ : it is illier ting 10 note
that he used an in~trumellt with onll
three string~.
eliminating
the lo\\esl
string_
\\ hich
he regarded 35 too
coar~e
for solo pht)ing. Botte5ini
wrote operas
and olher \\ork.5. but
his historic
accomplishment
wa5 the
fact that he conducted. at Verdi's invitation. the \\ orld premiere of "Aida"
ill Cairo.

~('aL
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HOl11.c

Life

Sir: Lfeel compelled to write t.o express my interest in your story of musical life at Sunnybank.
("The Sunnybank Quintet." June, 1955.)
You so fully expressed my thoughts
about music in home life that it was
indeed a joy to be able to read such
an enlightening experience. While my
thoughts as to home entertainment may
be the same as yours, I 'am afraid my
musical experience is not very well developed. I am at the present. time trying
to spend whatever free time I have picking up the loose ends of my limited
musical instruction (or a two-fold purpose. I, myself, do appreciate music and
enjoy creating some hours of personal
entertainment.
but' my ma in purpose is
to be in a position to start either, or
both, of our young daughters along the
road to a rewarding musical hobby.
If my friends and neighbors can tolerate listening
to discords from our
piano and if the people in the vicinity
o( our church can persevere with an
amateur trying to coax smooth lones out
of the organ, 1 am sure both groups will
be rewarded al a later, dat.e if I cun
fulfill my wish thut my daughters will
appreciate music ,enough to make it an
important part o( their lives.
William T. Smith
Bloomfield. N . ./.

I

The nome is your guarantee
of a lifetime of
dependable performance. Mason & Hamlin
is the only piano with the Tension Resonator
which assures unsurpassed resonance and
beauty of tone year after year. A truly eloquent
compliment to your discriminating taste.
as a teacher.
. and as a musician.

ul{oiflQph)

CoPoP~(Jm-1

mason &: lLlamltn

DIVISION

THE
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STATES

RECORDERS BY FEHR are superb
instrumenh,
hand-tooled
in Switzerland by master craftsmen from
specially
selected woods - pearwood.
boxwood,
palisander.
rosewood,
plumwood and cherrywood. Each instrument is ;ndividvally
tested
lor trve pitch by
Hans Conrad
Fehr, noted
recorder performer.

Sopranos from $11.50.
Altos from $29.50.
Tenors and basses.

Consorts of Four Instruments

should be ad·
ETUDE,
Bryn

(soprano,
a/to,
fenor
and bass)
motc..hed in plvm or cherrywaod
on
special order only.

Supplies are limited ..
Act today!

--------------------------------_.
OMEGA

MUSIC CORP.,

19 W. 44 ST., NEW YORK 36, N. Y. (Dept.

Please send me free descripfive
Name _~

folder

E12)

and prices.

--:

(please print}

Address
City

etude-december

UNITED

RECORDERS BY FEHR are ideal
for amateurs
and professionals
who demand
exacting
musical
qvolity.
Yet. these superior
instruments are modestly priced.

Advertising
corrmlllondcnce
should
be addressed
to Sadler and Sangston
AssoGiaies. 342
M,,,lison Aoe .. New Yurk 17. N.Y., or Harry Lytl~,
332 So. Mich. Ave., Chicago 4, III.

Subscrilltion
rates
for U.S.,\. and pusses.
sions, ] yr., $3.50; 2 yrs., $6. Cails<la and Newfound·
land, I yr:, $3_75; 2 yrs., $6.50. All other countries:
I yr" $4.50; 2 yrs_, S8.

OF

R~CORDERS BY FEHR are used
and recommended
by famous
concert
recorder
players in Europe and America.
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to the Editors, Io:TUDE, the Illusic maga~ine. Bryn
Mawr, Pa. Manuscripts,
photoilraphs,
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he accompanied by return postage, and ETUDE ~ssumeS no responsibility
for return
of unsolicited
manuscripts, photogral'hs,
or art.

Chall~e of Address'
Allow at least 30 <lays to
have a change of address take effect. Please send both
old (an address imprint if available) and new address
to ETUDE, the music magazine, Bryn Mawr, Pa. The
Post Office will not forward copies unless you provide
extra postage. DupliCllte copies cannot be sent.
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copyright
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is registered
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Musicians Foundation. He was formerly
on the faculty of the New York College
of Music.

HSusannah,'~
a new American
opera
by Carlisle Floyd, was given its first
performance
on September
27, at New
York's City Center Opera. The principal
roles we're sung by Phyllis Curt.in, Norman Treigle, Jon Crain and Eb Thomas.
It was well received and in the words of
"The New York Times,"
"impressed
one with its dramatic
power and sincerity." Erich Leinsdorf was the conductor. The composer, Carlisle
Floyd, is a
teacher at Florida State University.
The winners

in the Eighth
Annual
competition
of the Northern
California
Harpists' Association were Mr: Ar-kudie
Kouquell
of New York City with his
Poeme for harp and violoncello,
and
Mr. Lex Van Delden, of Amsterdam,
Holland, with his harp solo, I mpromot u:
Ber-t Scnofsky,
1955 winner, the only
American violinist ever-to win the Queen

---~

Why not? Oh, probably not on a
"six-easy -lessons - and - you're -a ~
master" basis. But in a surpris
ingly few half-hours at home you
can begin to recreate your cherished classics ... make them come
to life at your fingertips. The
Goya guitar is a uniquely satisfying experience. And you'll find
your pleasure growing with your
playing skill.

.1'f.!

fJ

Here's another pleasant surprise.
Goya classic guitars start as low
as $79.50, which includes an excellent, easy-to-follow instruction
book. Yet these beautiful budgetpriced instruments, hand-crafted
in the Old World, embody all the
traditional design features.

GOYA CLASSIC GUITARS
in U.S., Canada

and

Mexico

Dept.
Fourth

HM1256

Ave.,

Dept.

E1256

Brooklyn

r he tra in
ept mb r. The concert,
giv n by the
nicer ity in Nonm,
wa the first in a rie of world,wide
xchange program
for mu..ic and mu·

sicians.
lIu,.:o
run\oold.
mll~l('lan. teacher.
last surviving found r of the Bohemians
1 ew
rk Musicians club. died October
2, in
w York
ity, at the age of 87.
He W85 also founder and director of the

Guy Maier
1892-1956

lecturer and t lei UI hard School of Music.
ew York City. He was a
eaCler
'aught for
b of adv ance d' plano at UCLA for ten )·cars. He a Iso
.
.
Among manyanum II ker of yea rs at 5 tep Ilens College. Columbia. ~1.i5soun.
The ed', .wle
ffnown students was Leonard Pennario
concert pianist.
1 ona
sta
of ETUDE'
.
loss in the passing
(G
M'
experiences
a deep seme of personal
o
uy
aler.

New York 3, N. Y.

THE FRED. GRETSCH MFG. CO.
60 Broadway,

condu lor of B, was guest conductor
with th 0 10 ( orway) Philharmonic

e

by:

Hershman
Musical Instrument Co.
242-248

Mariun
AJ)dcr~un, noted contralto.
was soloist and
Hr do Antonini. <;taff

Guy. Maie.r, internationally
known pianist. teacher. writer. died suddenly In Santa 1\10'mea. C a 1'('
I erma
on 5 eptember
24. at the age of sixtyfour. for ~ore than twenty years he was a member of the staff of ETUDE.
fi rst as editor_ of The Tea c Irer 'R
- .
s oun d ta bl e. Iater conducting.' the Pianist's
P age. It was only last Feb
h
(-1h
I
hi
I'
.
.'
ruary t at ar 109 ealth compe led rm 10
rh~mquI~h his work with ETUDE. Through
his writings in ET DE and
. I1 h e conducted
fIS special classes for t eac Iters. "IIuc
annually in all parts
I countrv . , he beca me k nown natlOna
o . the
.
IIy a an authonty.' on plano
I
payIng
. and I' piano stud y. H e was one 0 ( the earliest artists to feature
, wo-plano
p aymg
. ..
. I1 Lee Pattison.
.
..
.
' J01l1111g
Wit
a pianist of equal ability.
m
gIVlOg recitals
of
t'
'ional
. I'
wo-plano mllSIC. throughout
merica. Their edUCH'
reClta
s 111 school s an d co II eges were especially
·
noteworthyG uy M aler was bor
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Elizabeth
of Belgium Award. madehis
debut on the American concert stagein
October
when he appeared with the
Chicago
ymphony, under the direction
of Fritz Reiner. He is engaged to appear
with other
leading orchestras in the
United
tat s.

11, N. Y.

John Brownlee, baritone of the Metropolitan Opera Company, has been appointed
Director
of the Manhattan
School of Music. He succeeds Dr. Janet
D. Schenck, founder of the school, who
as Director Emeritus will have the title
of "Trustee's
Representative
to the
Administration."
Mr. Brownlee has
been head of the school's voice and
opera departments
for the past three
years.
Lewis James Howell, baritone, char.
al director, teacher, for a number of
years president of the Philadelphia Music Teachers Association, died suddenly
in Philadelphia
on October 14, at the
age of 77. Mr. Howell was widely known
through his activities in the music
world. He was a former opera singer
and was active as a teacher, alone time
being head of the vocal department of
Temple University. He also appeared
with the Philadelphia Opera Company.
A member of the National Federation
of Music Clubs and a founder of the
Pennsylvania State Music Teachers Association, Mr. Howell was actively interested in promoting the careers of
young musicians. He was the composer
of two operettas and appeared with his
own concert company throughout the
United States and Canada.
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COMPETITIONS
(For details, write to sponsor listed )
The Church of the Ascension annual
anthem competition. Award of SIOO with
publication and first performance at an
Ascension
Festival Service May 27,
1957. Deadline March 1, 1957. Details
from Secretary, Anthem Contest, 12

s.

West 11th Street, New York 11, N.
"!VIuSigma, honorary music society of
Washington Square College and Graduate School of Arts and Sciences of New
York University - second annual composition contest. Winning work will be
played in May 1957 at the Marion
Bauer Concert. Deadline: December 1,
1956. Details from Mu Sigma, Room
318 Main Building, New York University, New Yor.k 3, N. Y.
Friends of Harvey Gaul tenth annual
competition. A 5300 prize for an anthem with piano or organ accompaniment or a cappella, plus publication by
Volkwein's, Pittsburgh.
Also a $100
(Continued on Page 10)

Boris Christoff,
Bu l g a ria n-bom
basso, made his debut in America in
September when he sang. the title role
in Mussorgsky's "Boris Godinov" with
the San Francisco Opera, William Steinberg, conducting. According to.the "New
York Times" Mr. Christoff's performance in this opera is a "portrayal of
Boris Codinov that must evoke com parisons with that of the fabulous Russian,
Feodor Chaliapin.'
Randall Thompson,
American composer, member of the Harvard University Department of Music, has been
commissioned by the Jamestown (Va.)
Festival of 1957 to write a choral-syrnphonic work in honor of the celebration
next year of the 350th anniversary of the
founding of Jamestown. During the past
summer Thompson was in Switzerland
working on the project. He has selected
as the text the "Ode to the Virginian
Voyage," by the Elizabethan poet Mi·
chael Drayton. It was this poem which
did much to encourage the first successful English settlement jn the New World
at Jamestown, Virginia, in 1607.
'
Darius l\lilhaud's
biblical
opera,
"David," was given its American premiere on September 22 when it was presented in Hollywood Bowl before an
audience of 19,000. The opera was cometude-december
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missioned by Serge Koussevitzky to commemorate the 3,000th anniversary of the
founding of Jerusalem. The title role
was sung by Harve Presnell, with other
important parts being taken by Herva
Nelli, Mack Harrell and Giorgio Tozzi.
Isler Solomon was the conductor.
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Debussy, Musician

dO

of France
by Victor I. Seroff
Reoieued

uy Arthur

Darack

In his foreword, Seroff states that his
portrait.
differs from the accepted Debussy legend. But I hope
that my readers will judge the man for
what he has given the world as much
as for what he took from it."
Seroff is concerned principally with
detailing what Debussy "took from it."
He has sought out every scandal and
every

folly

of Debussy

in

an

effort

to

. create a personality for the edification
and delectation of the general reader
who

might

not

be

interested

in

har-

monic, melodic or rhythmic analysis.
Seroff has great skill in the rendering
of dry fact into color, reslle~~;nessand
scandal.
He begins by questioning the legitimacy of Debussy's birth. Just who were
his parents? Seroff finds several possibilities. We may accept the official
record, he says, but if we do, no scandal
attaches to it. On the other hand, we
may "leave false respectability
aside
and face the simple fact that this extraordinary
being may have been a
product of an extraordinary
union."
This suggestion appeals to Seroff, who
unfortunately is unable to supply more
than a thi~ tissue of supposition.
Seroff gives us a remarkably
complete picture ot the amorous nature of
Debussy. Naturally this makes for interesting reading. Gradually a personaEty picture of the subject:' emerges of
a man possessed of genius and women's
favors. Debussy became a problem because his facility with women was not
always matched by his vinuosity in
composition. This caused him to become hostile to women.
Writing biography is difficult, as Sero.ff is aware. When you set for yourself
the course of dealing with a man's life
-his
psychology and chronology but
not his works-you
lay yourself open to
various kinds of criticism, not the least
of them ~ensationalism. For Seroff can
create vivid pictures. In the final analysis, Seroff has given us a provoca"
tive, fresh insight into the character
of Debussy the man. Is it true? False?
One may say only that it is consistent.
When one attempts, as Seroff has here
to reconstruct a man's psychology a~
well as his life, one can hope only for
persuasiveness by the writer. Seroff is
an unusually persuasive writer.
G. P. Putnam's Sons
$6.50

THE BOOKSHELF

Mozart
by Annette
Hecieuwd

by Oika

Kolb
Newlin

Here for the Mozart Year is a translation of Annette Kolb's "Mozart:
sein
Leben"
(Vienna,
S. Fischer
Verlag.
1937; this translation is evidently based
on a later French edition.)
The author.
a pianist and novelist, did not intend her
work to be an original
musicological
contribution;
but, rather,
an appreciation, Accordingly.
the emphasis
is not
on detailed technical
analyses
of musical works. but on the events of Mozart's
life, and on his spiritual
and emotional
development.
This is not really fictionalized biography.
but Miss Kolb often
uses a novelist's
license in imagining
the influence
which Mozart's
life-experiences might have had on his music.
For instance, she speculates
about certain events of 1776 in Salzburg:
"Let
us linger a while longer on the days
which in his memory perhaps
seemed
the happiest of all. His dreams-who
is
there to forbid him them? The magic of
youth has lifted him out of his humdrum
existence.
He is Tamin.o! The golden
notes of the aria Dies Bildnis ist be::.au·
bernd Schon is (sic) an echo of the
pulsing of his own heart at this time.
For whom does it beat. if not for Louise?
What maiden else? Who else is there
whose memory could have endured
so
wondrously?"
"Louise" was Louise Lodro?, an aristocratic
pupil of :MozarL As
MISS ~olb herself admits. there is not
the slJ.ghtest objective
evidence
for
Mozart s having been in love with the
YOU1~glady; the author bases her con.
cluslOn
solely on "t1le new £ resh IIlspira.
.
t~on al~par;,nt in his music. its intensIfied
lIght. This type of hig"! y su b'Jecf
1ve treatment
is characteristic
of the
b oak throughout.
The judo~lozart's
friends and fa .I~ments
on
m, yare
extremely personal. with l'Oor Co t
( I I
ns Bnze
w 10 las b~en somewhat better treated
by other bIOgraphers)
C
.
.
tl
]. , ,
omll1g JI1 for
le IOn s s lare of critjcism
T'
m
d·'
.
lere are
any IgresslOns from the rna'
tl
Thus, th~ selection devoted t~nL le~~e.
menza (h Tito sudd
I
a
e·
t I .
, .
en y turns to nos
of pre-war mus ' c -I
rfa glC
. remllliscences
1 e 1Il Munich. where Tito \
' a
once or twice. and~.f
\'~s presented
r .
'lOzart
s retur
t
~e I~IOUS music at the close of hi 1l,.£0
InSllJres ad.
..,
S I e
IsqUISltlOn on the u g l'mess

of the modern "restorations" to which
so many of the famed European cathe.
d ruls have fallen prey. In personal view.
points of this sort. the book is rich: as
previously
indicated, it i not equipped
to fulfill the demands of the musical
scholar,
nor was it designed for thipli q)OS . There
are auractlve
illustra.
tions.
but 110 bibliogr(tphy. li~t or the
COOll) ...er's work .. or .ven index; the-e
muvt be sought in b cks of a le-s im.
pressionicric character.
It is unfortunate
that the [unnamed:
translator
oft n \\ r-ites in (1 rather stilted
style. und hn ... be n tripped up In a
numb r of lingui ..ti pitfalls ((or·in.
stall c. "seculnire" -ralned gla.... in ca.
thedruls
is "an iCIlI," not "secular"].
But 1\1 is-s Kolb'e
sensitiv
appreciation
of her sub]e t do.
manage to shine
through, and (0 give th book its chief
vulue. that of U sYl1lpath lie, rather seniimentn l presentation
of M07.artfor the
lu ymnn.
lien") Regnery
ompnny
$-l.OO

Da
'V "k B ethovcus ,
lhcmali
chbibliographi.
selle
rz i blli eiJ,cr
amllich
n voU ndctcu
Kompo iliollCJI

pages, devotes about half that space to
the treatment of Op. 1 to 138 in tbat
order, giving more than three times as
much information as Nottebohm offered.
Kinsley offers a detailed discussion of
the circumstances
of composition of
each work, its first performance, the
location of manuscripts,
first publication and other editions during the composer's lifetime, references
to books
and articles dealirig with the work, etc.
An example of the thoroughness with
which a major' work is treated is the
twenty-four pages devoted to "Fidelio"
and its overtures.
Perhaps even more impressive is the
information
brought together on the.
works without opus number (which
from now on will inevitably be referred
to by the strange-looking symbol WoO).
The progress of Beethoven scholarship
since Nottebohm's day is reflected in the
290 pages taken up by these 205 works
(remember Kinsky is dealing only with
completed
compositions),
as against
only 52 pages in the earlier catalog. The
Anhang, without which no such catalog
would be complete, is blessedly limited
to eighteen spurious or doubtful works.

by Hans Tischler
Dr. Hans Tischler. a distinguished
musicologist. has written an unusual
book of 458 pages with numerous notation examples, discussing outstanding
compositions in the following classes:
I Short Single Pieces
II Composition Works
111 Large Single Pieces

IV Large Instrumental Books.
The volume will be found valuable as
a text book in college, particularly
in
those institutions
which have a large
collection of records accessible to stu-·
dents.
Prentice-Hall.
Inc.
$5.75

Success in Piano Teaching
by Julia Broughton
For many years. Miss Broughton has
conducted
large classes of pupils in
New York City, and during this time
she made notes of certain principles
which she found helpful and pertinent
in the average teacher's success. Many
young teachers starling out in the profession do pot realize that keyboard
fluency and musical knowledge do not
in themselves
make one a practical
teacher. There are so many little things
that the teacher is obliged to find out.
These matters Miss Broughton presents
in a homely fashion that young teachers
will find valuable.
.
Such chapters as "Anecdotes in Several Keys" - "Quotations
for Recital
Programs" - "The Parents
and the
Music Teacher" - "Self-Analysis
for
Teachers"-"Sight
Reading and Playing"-give
an insight to the intimate
practical nature of the volume.
Vantage Press
$2.75

Announcinl· ..
THE OLDER BEGINNER-BOOK I
an Important addition to the •••

ADA RICHTER PIANO COURSE

by Gcorac Kinskv
Albrec.ht

George
Kinsky, one of the really
great music bibliographers
of our time.
unfortunately
did not Ihe to bring this
imposing
and badly needed work to
completion.
but we are lucky that so
able a scholar as Dr. Hans Halm. of the
Bavarian State Library in Munich. was
able to finish it with the same meticulous
attention to detail that Kinsk}'·s catalogs
of the Heyer and foch-Floersheim collections have led us to expect. The book
is published by the Henle Verlag. which
in the past few years has brought out a
series of yolumes of classic and romantiC
composers jn
rtext editions.
The
earlier
thematic
catalog of
Beethoven. which first came out in 1851
and was revised by ouebohm in 1868.
has long been unsatisfactory as well as
,'ery difficult to obtain. Kinsky's work.
containing
O\'er eight hundred quarto
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The Perspective
Music Listener

The various indexes will be of particular service, since in several cases no
such lists existed previously. There is
the usual systematic list of compositions, and in addition lists by date of

('I'heUlCltic Calalog of
UeelIJOr:p,,'s Ifork)

Uel"icu·ed hy Otto

composition and of publication.
Then
there follow alphabetical lists of publishers. of the objects of Beethoven's
dedications. of the location of autograph
manuscripts, of song titles (including
first lines and the individual numbers
in "Fidelio").
and finally an index of
persons and things referred to in the
body of the work.
It should be clear that this is a basic
volume for any music library. and that
a 11 Beethoven specialists will have constant usc for it. The average musician
who occasionally turns to it wiII be rewarded by the same kind of detailed
and reliable information which he finds
in that other similar monument of modern musicology: Einstein's revision of'
Koechel's Mozart catalogue.
G. Henle Verlag
88 Deutsche Mark

1956

New principles in Piano Study designed for any student
from ten years of age on. There are no prerequisites involved
save the desire to learn Iww to play the piano.
This is not a "slwrt cut" but a unique approach
to the ever growing problem of the Older Beginner.
PRICE

$1.00

IN U.S.A.

See It at your dealer, today I

7"-..-'7-"1,....r-rr..-

M. WnMARK & SONS·
etude-decem

ber
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619 West 54th Street·

New York, N. Y.
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prize for a composition [or two harps.
This prize limited to Penna., W. Va.
and Ohio. Deadline: December 1, 1956.
Details from Mrs. David V. Murdoch,
315 Shady Avenue, Pittsburgh 6, Penna.
St. Mark's Church,
Philadelphia.
third annual composers' competition for
a "festival
Voluntary"
for organ.
Award of S100 and publication by St.
Mary's Press, New York. Closing date
January 31, 1957. Details from Wesley
A. Day, St. Mark's Church, 1625 Locust
Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa.
Benjamin Award of $l1000 for a "restful" musical composition offered through
the North Carolina Symphony Society.
Closing date December 31. Details
from North Carolina Symphony Society,
Box 1211, Chapel urn, N. C.
Pennsylvania
Federation
of Music
Clubs nineteenth composition
contest,
1956-1957. Awards of $50.00 in each .of
three classes: 1. A Song for Wedding;
2. Two Strings and Piano; 3. Piano
Suite (3 numbers). For native or resident Pennsylvanians only. Closing date
January 15, 1957. Details from Mrs. M.
Jack London, 5627 Callowhill Street,
Pittsburgh 6, Pennsylvania.
Northern California Harpists' Association ninth annual competition. Two
cash awards of $200 each for new harp
compositions. Deadline:
December 3l.
]956. Details from Yvonne La Mathe,
687 Grizzly Peak Blvd., Berkeley 8.
California.
National Federation of Music Clubs
twenty-second biennial Young Artists
Audition. Cash prize of $1,000 or a
debut recital, with various supplementary awards. Prize awarded in each of
the following categories:
male voice,
female voice, piano, violin and chamber music. Details from National Federation of Music Clubs Headquarters
Office, 445 West 23rd Street, New York
11, N. Y.
American Guild of Organists competition. Prize of $150 offered by the H.
W. Gray Company, Inc., plus publication, for an anthem for mixed voices.
Deadline: January 1. 1957. Details from
the American Guild of Organists. 630
fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.
National Association of Teachers of
Singing second annual Young Artists
Auditions. Three prizes of $500. $100
and $50 respectively for winner, second
and third place. Winner promised au"
ditious by the Metropolitan,
the Lyric
Theatre of Chicago and the San Francisco Opera Company. Details from
NATS Singer of the Year Contest,
Charles Pearson, Nat'l Audition Chairman, Waban 68, Massachusetts.
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The Story of Roy HarrisAmerican Composer
b)' Nicolas Slonimsky

_---

HERE IS SOMETHING

T

'~'
.•

~
YEAR 1956 is the 75th annivcr a r y of the birth of B'I. Bartok.
-, C.Lwhose
contribution
to 20th century musical st le find to our understanding of folk music cannot be ovcrestill1al
d. It is prop r for a magazine
devoted to music and musicians
to rev! w Barl'k's
folkloristic activities.
for he is music history's
outstanding
xarnl le f the intcgrati 11 of artistic
creativity with thorough,
deep understanding
on
folk mu ic heritage.
According
to the authoritative'
biograph)
b) liaise)
I ven , Bartok first
discovered
Hungarian
folk rnu ic in 1.904. Earlier
Ilungarian
musicians.
notably Liszt, had been intere ted in thi material.
but the} had mistaken
the popular
gypsy music of the towns f r tru
l lungarian
f lk music. a
belief which Bartok disproved.
Bartok, log th r \\ ith his lleegue Zoltan
Kodaly, is responsible
for unearthing
a t) I of folk musi in Hungary
which was unknown
to the world at larg . mu i whi h is quite different
from that of the gypsies,
and which is extremely
81 paling in it austere.
ornamented,
modal and pentatonic
tunes. it mel Ii sequenc . its energetic rhythms,
its compactness.
This music
xi ted only in the relatively
isolated
countryside,
and from this fact
tern
Bartok'
d finition of folk
music as peasant
music,
a definition
which is accepted
b)' many _ hclars

r

I

today.
Bartok began to incorporate
some of the elements of the Hungarian folk
style into his compositions.
He began writing them
which sound like folk
songs (although
they are original
with Bartok).
and to abstract elements
and devices of the folk style and use them in his own pieces. He also began
~o arrange and harmonize
folk songs in order to present them to the public
1Il an acceptable
form, but without changing
the tunes 85 he had recorded
them from peasant
singers.
Instead
of catering
to prevailing
musical teste.
he strove to mold it to accept the archaic
Hungarian
folk style.
Bartok di~ not confine
his folkloristic
work to Hungary.
In additio~ to
many extensive field trips in his native country.
he collected RUl11an~an,
Slov.ak, Yugoslav,
Turkish,
and Arabian
music. and engaged in detailed
studies of the recordings
he had made. Hi
main research activit)' was
transcribing
- setting
down in musical notation _ the recordings. and he
did
hi
.h
1 t IS WIt .unexcelled
accuracy
and thoroughness.
His notations s~o\\"
every fluctuation
of the voice, ever
sl1ght d viation from the intonation.
I:Ie was. not content
with putting
down the notes so that the)' would look
like a piece of ordinary
music, because he believed. correctly. that in order
to find out the es sen t iia Iff
. style one must put d own \\,hal
s 0 a 0 Ik mUSiC
sounds
the
singe
II'
. k t h'e} are
i'
rs are aclua
y prodUClllg.
not what one thm's
ntendmg
to produce.
Much
of Bartok -s research
remains una\'ailable.
and We hope tl 13 t' It WI'11 b e edited and
(Continlled on Page 5-1
I
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idential
about the Americanism of Roy Harris,
for he was
born in a log cabin on Lincoln's
birthday in Lincoln County, Oklahoma, in 1898. His grandfather
.was one of the early homesteaders
of the Cimarron Rush, who came
from Kentucky
and married. a
Scotch woman from Ohio. After
the Civil Warl-grandfather
Harris
became a circuit rider, preaching
salvation. He had a fine singing
voice and a commanding
presence.
At the age of 63 he won a railsplitting contest.
Roy Harris, whose full name is
Leroy Ellsworth
Harris,
is half
Welsh, quarter Scotch, and quarter
Irish by racial stock. He weighed
12 pounds at birth, and grew to
ROY
be a sturdy boy. His early childhood was spent in pioneer surroundings.
His parents lived
by barter rather than by monetary
exchange.
Mother
Harris would take a tin bathtub full of eggs to the town
of Chandler and bring back a bolt of gingham dress goods.
But despite their frugal life, the Harr ises were hospitable
to strangers. This hospitality
remained
the outstanding
trait in the life of Roy Harris. A typical Harris household,
whether in California,
Princeton,
New York, Colorado
Springs, Nashville or Pittsburgh,
always harbored a number of amiable transients. There was, for instance: a young
married man, who wanted to study composition
b~t had
no money. His wife was a good cook and she gave her
services around the house in exchange for music lessons
for her husband. Other pupils have often acted as babysitters for the growing family of Roy Harris and his wife,
the pianist Johana Harris. SOBle·of these domestic helpers
later became musicians well known in the profession.
The Oklahoma days of young Harris came to an end in
1903, when his father auctioned off the homestead: prepared a huge basket of fried chicken and sandwiches, and
look his wife and the boy to California
on the Santa Fe
coach, They bought a small piece of land and settled down
as farmers. At the age of 10, Roy Harris cultivated a vege-
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table patch. Soon he was delivering
eggs and corn to nearby communities, driving a horsewagon.
At the age of fourteen
Leroy
Harris enrolled in high school in
Covina,
California.
In the same
year the family acquired
an old
upright
piano. This was a great
event in the boy's life. "All the
neighbors
came in to see the piano," he recalled later: "but only
Mother
could play. it. When she
pressed the keys, it sounded wonderful, but when I tried to play,
the notes seemed to quarrel among
themselves like the kids in school."
But gradually
he learned
what
keys, when pressed together, produced a pleasing
sound and he
spent more and more time trying
out the newly found harmonies.
HARRIS
His schoolmates
looked askance at
this pastime as fit only for girls. To prove himself: Roy
played a rough game of football, breaking his nose and
his left arm. He also jammed the fourth finger of his right
hand so that he had to abandon
piano playing. Another
change was imperative:
the name Leroy sounded too precious to the young roughneck,
and he shortened
it to
plain Roy. No longer was he The King, but just King.
The education
of Roy Harris was interrupted
by the
outbreak of World War 1. He enlisted in heavy artillery
but did not see action. He was still in training camp on
Armistice Day. Out of uniform,
he had to earn a living.
He took a job as a truck driver for a dairy company. His
daily load to deliver was 300 pounds of buller and 300
dozen eggs. His work began at the first gleam of dawn.
This habit of early rising has remained with him all his
life. His best hours for work are still between five and
seven o'clock in the mot nihg.
Han-is drove the milk company truck: off and on, for
four years, and his experience
has become part of the
Harris legend. A Boston dowager,
reading the program
notes of a concert featuring
Harris work, was heard to
say: "I don't believe I want to hear this. How can an ex·
truck driver write symphonies?"
(Continued on Page 62)
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A Cradle of Music

r7 HA VE BEEN lNVITED by the Editors of ETUDEto express my positi~~ on
LJ some of the basic issues raised by Wm. Schuman
his address,
The

b)' Louise Annstrong
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Some

A brief visit to one of the most
interesting of old-world
music publishing houses,

In Schott's

Basic
Issues

engraving

room three
generations
of a
family
often
work

In

side by side.

A winding
in

Music

staircase

the oldest
port
of the publishing

Education

house.

~

LAST WORDS. UTTERED by Ludwig van Beethoven, "what

"-~.r_·too

late",

were whispered

out of. gratitude

friend, Bernhard Schott of Mainz,\Germany,
to Beethoven's

to his publisher

and

wine

sick, bed.

Today, almost 150 years later, the world is still enjoying the music of th

excellence itself."
Contemporary educational philosophy has placed great stress on the importance
of developing within our students those skills and understandings
which are
necessary for working with other people. Such skills will include not only the
development
of a co-operative
spirit which enables people to work together
towards the attainment of common goals but the ability, as well, to disagree
during the democratic process in setting such goals without being disagreeable ~
This is quite generally accepted as a valid educational
objective of the utmost

b y PAUL van B-ODEGRAVEN

immortal Beethoven and the white wines of Germ,any's
Rhine Valley.
But few.are aware that the influence of .the music publishing
company
founded by Bernhard Schott also has lasted nearly two centuries
and even
today plays a leading role in shaping musical tastes and modern composers
in
America as well as Europe.
.
B. Schott's and Sons music publishing house was founded in 1770, the year
of Beethoven's birth, and its association with the great musicians
of the world
h~s made it the scene of music history for the past 135 years. Most of the company's priceless collection of historical
material
has been . preserved
althoueha
_
it almost was lost to the world during a World War II bombing raid.
The :ompany is still located on its ~riginal site on a narrow, out of the way
street, 111 an old 'quarter near the Maine cathedral
that is rich with the 18th
century French architectural
inAuence. Its name, known to musicians
everywhere, is still B. Schou's SO/we (B. Schott's and Sons).
Today the company
is owned by brothers
Ludwig
and Wilhelm
Strecker
and Ludwig's son-ill-law, Heinz Schneider-Schott. The Streckers'
father
was
~n ~eir"of the last S?hott and acq~ired t1~e company in 1874. Both Ludwig: and
Willy Streckerv.airled
by a family trait of longevity,
have guarded
the company~s heritage of playing a quiet but yrofound
role in contemporary
music.
whose stud)'
is filled '.with gr ec t'IIlgs ane I
.. WIlly Strecker, a spry gentleman
.
.
Signed pictures
from such friends as Paul Hindemith ' Fritz Kr elS
' Ier. G eorrrc
.
Cershwin and Igor Stravinsky,
refuses to entert ain the idea
[
"
a
.
.
"
'
0
wrrt ma a
memoir about his associates.
0
"I know most everything
about these music chaps"
he c
' I
.
"
,
'
ornments Wit 1 a
twinkle,
but we re all such close friends that we'd never tell"
In private, however, he enjoys recounting
tales of three-w
k
lki
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wee wa Ing lours
Wit 1 au . r- Inc emith and souvenirs of .the days of Debussv. Rid
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most significant.
1. " ... school music is often regarded as a social force and, if you wish, as a
therapeutic
agent. These uses are often considered
more important than musical

importance,
Music, as part of our system of public education, must make specific conu-ibutions to the overall objectives of this educational program;
and it must be taught
in such a fashion as to show full realization of these objectives. Some readers will
remember that about thirty years ago, educational
content revolved around the
seven cardinal
princi-

a pity

who had sent some Rhine

Responsibility
of Music Education To Music," delivered at the Music Educators
National Conference in April, 1956, and printed in the September issue of ETUDE.
The reader might profitably refer back to this address before reading my comments.
There is a small point which should be made at the outset. Mr. Schuman
delivered his address, which, as certainly was expected, was critical of certain
aspects of the program of music education,
at the invitation
of the officers of
our Conference. T do not feel that one'should ask a person for criticisms
and
then immediately try to refute them, however great the temptation
may be to
do so, particularly
when it may seem perfectly clear that some of. the criti::isms
are based on the flimsiest kind of evidence. In other words, the 81m here 1S not
to enter into a debate but rather to add further viewpoints
to those already expressed by Schuman concerning
issues he has ?elineated.
To this end, ,I have
selected four such issues from his address which appeal to me as being the

pIes of education.

Mu-

sic education, just get,
ting its foot well inside

Historic
and
of

Wagner

letters
music

that
from

the curriculum door, was challenged to show how it contributed
to each of these
objectives. But, as inevitably will happen, objectives are modified or-changed
as
conditions
change, and with these changed objectives
go changed procedures
and emphases. So now, in a world shrunk by science, attention must be focussed
on the development of socially adjusted persons. This has created a fine opportunity to lay claims for special emphasis on music, since the conditions 'under
which music is produced are so ideally suited t.o the development
of desirable
social attributes. There is no doubt in myown mind that we have overstressed these
virtues to the point where some individual music teachers have used the socializing benefits as a justification
for a program which fails to realize valid musical
obj ectives.
However, in none of the literature of music education
do I find anyone taking
the position that social values in music training
are primary and that musical
values are of secondary importance.
There is, moreover,
an emphasis on the
position that unless valid musical objectives are realized, social values will be
quite difficult to obtain. My own position on the primacy of objectives has been
statedpreviously
and it might be more effective to quote than to establish a position at this time which might be considered
to be the result of Schuman's
criticism:
"As music teachers we must maintain our faith in the belief that the study of
good music can be immensely rewarding to those who' will exert some effort to
understand
it and that, therefore,
our primary
function
is to teach music."!
"Many laymen, administrators,
and even some music educators,
regrettable
as
that may be, have advanced the curious idea that quality ol performance
is of
secondary importance. or even of slight importance,
just so long as the members

Holl houses mOf\uscr;pI5
trace

the development

1770 to present.
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of a performing organization are being
exposed to musical 'masterpieces.'
\Vhat
happens to these 'masterpieces'
under
such thinking can hardly be described
as a musical experience or an educational one for the per for rner.V''
2. "Would you not agree that no musical performance should be given in
public which does not meet acceptable
standards.
. a poor performance of a
piece of music does a disservice to the
art of music regardless of what developmental benefits may accrue to the students taking part in such a performance.
Any performance of a piece of music
which is unmusical in its projection and
which falls below acceptable technical
and aesthetic standards does harm to
the art of music .."
These statements, emphasizing very
specifically the exact meaning carried
in the title of the address, really raise
two basic issues: (a) Why is music
taught in our schools; and (b) Are
standards of performance
important?
Both of these issues are so important
that I hesitate to try to answer them in
a brief space for fear that the result will
be inadequate. but I do want to take
a very definite position on them.
(a) Why is music taught in our
schools? Very simply, because of its
human values. It is an important part
of our school curriculum
and will remain so only so long as it serves human
needs. The teacher's obligation is to see
that music serves these human needs
rather than to consider the obligation of
his students to music. This is true of all
segments of our educational
program.
be it dramatics, history, science or music. I find nothing in the literature of
music education from its first inclusion
in the school curriculum to the present
time which fails to support this viewpoint. Morgan slaLes it this way:
"I have been usually interested in
making as thoughtful a study as possible of what some of the aims in school
music should be. It js very easy for the
instructor to say, 'Why, yes, I know
what I am trying to do,' but when asked
why he believes in some particular thing
and how he regards its importance in
comparison with other objectives. he
is apt to become more and more uncertain as to just exactly what he is trying
to do.
"In the first place, the usual answer
to the above question is, 'I am trying
to perfect an organization that can play
or sing good music.' That is in itself a
fine thing to do, but why do it? In other
words, is the objective the production
of beautiful music, using our young
people as so much !"aW material in the
process, or is the real answer that such
activity will bring richer appreciation
into the lives of the participants?
It
should be definitely estabjjshed that our
music program, vocal and instrumental.

!

is set up primarily for the student an.d
onlv incidentally
for the music. ThIS
is the fundamental
difference
betw:en
professional
and school music organJzations.""
(b) Are

standards

of

performance

important?
.
.
Most certainly they are of Vital Importance. I have already given ~y vi~w,
point on this problem in the dIS?USSlOn
of the first issue, therefore
I will now
concentrate
on explaininx
why they are
important.
First of all. to begin negativelylet
me make .it c'lear that I do not share
Sch~man's concern that a poor performance (in public) does harm to the art
of music. Music has survived poor public
performances
by all conceivable
types
of amateur and professional
groups for
centuries
and I have no doubt that it
will continue to do so during
the lifetime of man; it is good that this is so
for no "agreements"
nor Iegislation will
change the condition. Education
will do
it gradually
over quite
an extended
period of time. I believe that the performance standards of our professional
and amateur
groups are today at the
highest level in the history of our country. We not only have more amateur musical organizations
in au I' schools than
we did twenty years ago but many.
many more of them are meeting
high
standards
of performance.
We have not
only been making progress
quantitatively but also qualitatively.
and to imply otherwise is to indicate that education has been neglected in favor of promotion.
While music as an arl bas survived
countless
poor performances.
many o{
the performers
and listeners
who par.
ticipated in such performances
have not.
They never come to know the essential
qualities of music under such conditions.
Music, under such presentations_
does
not possess the human values which set
it apart from other experiences
in the
educational
program. Here then is the
reason t~1at I am interested
in the high.
est pOSSIble standards
of performance.
be they in public or in private. The job
?f the teacher is to bring the student
~J~to con.tact with those aesthetic
qual.
ltles whIch will make music an important part of his life; the student is the
loser when this fails to happen,
be it
due to low standards of performance
or
for other reasons_
3. " ...
Using music without a funda'~le~ltal concern for its merits as an
artIstIc enterprise
is nothinO" shon
f
exploitation."
."
0
. The human values which can be deflv.ed f.rom experience
with music are
~~lman 1 y ba.sed on its aesthetic
qua 1_
Illes .. Expenence
with
music
which
co.ntams such aesthetic
quaJities
will
le.~d .to tl!e development of taste and disCllmmatiOn. a basic aim of InU~IC
" e{Iu·

catron. Use of material which has no
aesthetic
value makes the attainment of
this aim impossible. Again. in none 01
the literature
of music education do I
find any deviation from this viewpoint.
Mursel! has written as follows:
"Perhaps
the first and most ob,'ious
point to have in mind is that we must
use only artistically
worthy music. Mate.
rial made to order, for the sake of illus,
rrating. or affording drill Upon some
technical
point. cannot, in the nature of
things. have any cultural significance.
As music. it is essentially m~aningless.
For it is precisely not a direct emotional
expression on the part of the composer."
The obviou problem here is that each
teacher must del rmine. in the light of
his own expert
nee, training and sensitivity.
which
music i artisticallv
worthwhile.
F r instance. 1 like h~.
man
a rrangem nt of The Orchestra
eng (for voices}. but would there be
gen ra l agreem nt that it has artistic
merit. pe rt i ularly wh n compared to
other music that might be used? The
problem is u ier 10 talk about than it
is toll'
. It i u probl m about which
those of us in the field of music educat ion ha ve b en c ncem d, ar concerned,
and will be concern d, By looking back.
w
an again see that progress has been
made but a r alistl appraisal of present pra rices in ho sing music for use
with our
hool groups indicates that
the road still to be travel d i a long
one: an I n single factor i more import ant in our
ffens 10 h lp our students
appr ciat e th
human values
which can b realized from musical erperiencel'l.
4. "MEN sh uld use ilS great prestige and strength
10 cOI\\'ince the appropriat
:-lat and teacher training in·
stiltuions
Ihat 111 music teacher must
first and abo' e e' rything else be train·
ed in mu::-ic:'
~Iy I>osition Slated very direclly is
that you can"t teach what you don't
know. therefore training in music must
be given the primary place in the training of the music teacher. But it also is
true that if you can't impart to others
that which you kn w. you will fail in the
teaching
profes:,;ion. and that you ha\·e
other duties as a citizen which make a
general education e~elltialto all. There·
fore. our training
programs hare been
divided into three areas: general educa·
tion. profe::.sional education and special.
ization. all of which must be given at·
lenl ion within a four year span. Cutting
the four year pie into three parts reo
sults in portions that please no one and
results in a product which is criticized
for its short olllings in each. Those \\'ho
are intere::-ted in general education say
thal our ::-tudents do not ha,-e a sufficient
background
in gel.eral education. Olhers
say that Our 5tudents don·t know howto
(Conlinued
0" Page 42)

by Abraham. SlmlsllY
@NEOFTHE

VERY few to have emerged recently as
a first-rate op~ra composer is Hugo Weisgall. Offhand it must be emphasized that the scope of this composer's imagination
in his three dramatic
works has a
universal aspect; they are not to be considered
from any
national or regional viewpoints.
Weisgall's principal achievements
are his three operas
and one of the most striking facts about him is that he has
never approached
any pure instrumental
forms. For even
his "Overture
for an American Comedy",
composed in
1942 and his ballets, indicate by their title and subject
that their conception
is dramatic. The really important
works apart from his operas are all vocal. Thus Weisgall's
creative personality is uncompromisingly
dramatic.
The development
of Weisgall'.s musical style can be
traced in his vocal but non-operatic
works. In his very
first work, "Four Songs" Op. 1 on texts by Adelaide
Crapsey composed in 1929 at the age of seventeen, Weisgall curiously goes over from a diatonic and consonant
language ill the first three songs, to a chromatic and more
dissonant one in the last song. The composer's
gift for
lyricism is equally already apparent in this early work.
The first important aspect of Weisgall's style is that while
he seemingly developed from diatonisffi to chromaticism,
he did not forego the former element but continued to use
it when it seemed necessary to do so. There resulted a
harmonic and melodic wealth in the composer's expressive
language.
Weisgall's next important
work to be consi'dered is his
song cycle "Soldier
Songs" for baritone
and orchestra
composed much later during the years 1944 and 1945.
This cycle which consists of nine songs on texts by various poets, reAects in an extraordinary
way the tragedy of
the second world war and reveals Weisgall as a dramatic
composer of the greatest magnitude. It also shows him in
full possession of his compositional
powers and of all the
particularities
of his style as they will appear later in his
operas.
In line with this song cycle, I have to consid~r here
Weisgall's cantata "A Garden Eastward"
which he com·
posed in 1952 after the completion of his second opera.
The work is written for high voice and orchestra <;lnduses
etude-december
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a poem by Moses Ibn Ezra, adapted from the Heb ew by.
Milton Feist. The structure
is that of a Sympboi y with
voice and it consists of three
movements:
F' ntasia,
Scherzo, and Free Variations
on a Synagogue
the e.
Here the composer combines in an extraordinary
wa
free flowing lyrical vocal line with the strongest
formal
structure of the symphonic texture. The writing is throughout chromatic.
The Fantasia is mainly religious in expression. In the Scherzo elements of Stravinskian
rhythm appear in the foreground but are rendered almost unrecognizable by the contradictory
nature of the vocal line. In
the Variations
the writing is very figurative both for the
voice and for the orchestra. This Cantata is certainly one
of Weisgall's most expressive and urgent works.
In the course of his three operas, Weisgall develops in
a constant manner towards the total unification
of the
musical and dramatic elements. Just as in his musical context he attains a very personal style through the combination of seemingly contradictory
elements such as diatol)ism
and chromaticism,
the elements
of Mahler and consequently Berg with that of Stravinskian
classic rhythm,
the almost Verdian quality of his melodic line with that of
Ught structure, so does he approach
the operatic problem
and through combination
of various concepts he attains a
marvelous unity. Thus the problem of the general structure of the opera is solved by the composer by combining
the two basic forms of opera, that of the set aria form and
that of the continuous
Ie it motivic dramatrc opera. Although each of the three operas is based on a few nuclear
themes which are developed in different shapes and forms,
set numbers such as arias and ensembles appear regularly
and flow into recitativos in the most natural way. Another
factor in Weisgall's successful
approach
to opera is his
ability to establish a well defined mood either for the different characterizations
or as basis for the entire work.
This he does by various means; it may be a melodic turn,
a specific harmony, a given rhythm or as is the case with
"The Stronger", an original sound conception. In his general philosophy
towards the theatre, Weisgall seems to
adopt that of Shakespeare
and of Mozart. Which means
that each of his operas contain both the elements of comedy and of tragedy. They
(Continued on Page 40)
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Maurice Ravel's
"Gaspard de la Nuit"

4;)
William

by IRWIN

aN

1908 Maurice

1 pleted

Ravel com-

a set of pieces for piano;

Ondine, Le Gibet and Scarbo. He
grouped them under the heading
"Gaspard de la Nuit" and subtitled
them "Three Poems for Piano after
Aloysius Bertrand." In 1835 the poet
Aloysius Bertrand completed a set of
fifty-one prose poems similarly called
"Gaspard de la Nuit" and subtitled
them "Fantasies in the manner of
Rembrandt and Callot." Since Ondine,
Le Gibet and Scarbo are more in the
manner of the little· known Callat
. rather than Rembrandt, it must be
mentioned that the 17th century
French etcher Jacques Callot concluded his life's work in 1635.
Painting, poetry, music-something
ther~ was in the etcher's fiery burin
that sparked the poet's imagination
some two hundred years later; some·
thing there was in the poet's imagery
that caught the ear of the musician
almost another hundred years later.
The connections are fascinating and
serve to highlight the pianist's, and in
a larger sense, music's relationship
to the sister arts.
Louis Bertrand, better known by
the romantic pseudonym of Aloysius,
flourished in the early nineteenth
century
(1801·1841).
Although
a
minor literary figure, he nevertheless
created a genre, the "poeme en prose,"

gests

he is in Hell.

What, the Del'il

himself? "If Gaspard de la Nuit is in
Hell, let him roast there. I'll print his
book. "
Follows
mythical

VENICE-

then a short preface by the
Gaspard.
Rembrandt and

Callot he says are two main antithetic
poles of art; Rembrandt, the philoso.
phising sage, white- bearded, medua
rive, withdrawn:
Caller, 011 the other

FREUNDLICH

(Irwin Freundlich has been a member
0/ the piano department 0/ the [uilliord
School of Music since 1936. In addition
he has, for several summers, conducted
Master Classes in Piano on the campus
0/ Bennington College.
He has also served as an adjudicator
for the National Music League, the Griffith 'Musical Foundation,
the Concert
Artists' Guild, and similar organizelions. With James Friskin, he prepared
"Musi~ for the Piano," an extensive
handbook oj 'concert and teaching material from the seventeenth
century to
the present.
-William
J. Mitchell

CJ

J. Mitchell

pointed spot and searches at great
length for Monsieur Gaspard. :'{owhere
is he to be found. Nowhere does any.
one know of him. A neighbor sug.

that found favor later in the century
with the French poets Baudelaire and
Rimbaud.
An introduction by Bertrand, himself opens the volume. It is a romantic fantasy in which the poet creates
the character of Gaspard. Seated one
day on a park bench in t~e mediev~l
town of Dijon, the poet s revery 1S
disturbed by the cough of a passerby.
"He was a poor devil whose appearance bespoke only miseries and sufferings. I had already remarked,
In
the same garden, his tattered frock
coat buttoned up to his chin, his deformed hat that brush had never
brushed, his hair, long as a willow and
combed like bushes, his skinny hands
like dead bones, his sharp, pitiful and
sickly physiognomy that tapered to a
Nazarene's beard."
Now there are two on the bench.
The old man fingers a manuscript fro III
which a withered flower falls. Gal·
lantly the poet retrieves this favored
symbol of romantic yearning
and
seizes the occasion to open a conversa·
tion. Quickly the discussion turns to
matters of art; the search for art, the
meaning of aTt. The old man holds
forth at great length and, as the cathedral clock strikes six, rises to his
feet and says, in words that might
apply to the meticulously styled IllU'
sic. of Ravel, ·"This manuscript
will
tell you how many instruments
my
lips have tried before finding the one
which renders the pure and expres.
sive note, how many strokes of the
brush I have used on the canvas before I saw the vague glimmer
of
chiaroscuro
Come into being. In it
there are, perhaps, new procedures of
harmony and color ... Read it; you
will return it to me tomorrow .." With
that he disappears into the dusk and
the poet is left standing ,with a manuscript in his hands entitl~d "Gaspard
de la Nuit." "Fantasies in the manner
of Rembrandt and Callot."
Next evening he returns to the ap.

hand,

the

blustering

soldier.trpe.

strutting in the square. noisy in the
tavern, enamoured of the girls. swearing only by hi rapi r, with no other
concern than the ar of his moustache.
Most of the fifty- ne prose poems
that compr i e th
Il tion can ist of
six paragraph
of a few lines each,
Of/dine i I O. It in a section called
"Night and it Enchantments" while
Le Bibet and carbo are Nos, XI and
XII
re pc tively
in an additional
group of thirt n "pieces detaches"
that cI
the volum . Within the confin

f this

paint

a crt

Callot.

Leaf

limit

d genre the poet

of word pictures from
the medieval
I. t. Qui I Haarlem. old
men with great bard,
alchemists.
spirit
of the night, dwarf. demons
and wash u kling soldier pass in
quick review, mold d in a pia)' of
light and had with accent on the
grotesque.
Grote qu ri
rovide the link to

18 que
sembled

through

allot,"

'"The World of

the slim volume as-

by Howard

Daniel. What a

world does thi 17th century etcher
reveal! Here are the Balli, fantastic
dance characters from the Commedia
dell'
rte. the ltalian people's t.heatre
that

Callot

saw

,City of Music

in Ital)':

gypsies en

route. a series of four plates that in·
spired Baudelaire to write Gypsies on
the 111arch in ··Fleurs du Mal," the
strange
Cobbi, dwarfs belliger~nt.
comical, satiric and macabre. bowmg.
scraping and plucking on man)' a mu,
sical instrumenl in the most outland·
ish attitudes;
the huge battle sce~es
of Les A1iseres ... de la Guerre With
every detail of pillage. plunder, tor·
lure. mass hangings on huge gibbets.
all unerringly delineated: the monu·
mental Baroni or street beggars. one
or two of whom might very wellserre
as portrait for Bertrand·s verbal image
of Gaspard: not to mention the sur·
realist Temptation
of St. Anthony
swarming with demons that Poe\\·ould
have relished.1 Continued on Page 561
t
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A brief visit to the city which
has always held qn eminent
place in affairs of music

f7N VENICE,

nobody minds the coming of winter. In fact, ,they even
look forward to it. For in November each year, the curtam goes. up
at the Teatro Ia Fenice and the winter-long season of Grand Opera begins.
There are not many towns which would regard a season of mus~c as a~equate compensation for the weeks of sleet and cold ahead. But In Ven!ce
they take their music enthusiastically, today as they ha,,: ~on~ for ce~tunes.
It is, without exaggeration, an integral part of the Cl,ty5 life: a .Joy not
only for the expert and musical student but for th~ ordm~ry Venetl~n.
Venice has always occupied an eminent place In affairs of mUSIC.The
city stood-at the forefront of new musical trends as l?ng ago as the late
Middle Ages. She gave to the world its very first ~ubhc. opera .ho~se. The
first commercial music-publishing finn was established 111 Venice III 1498
by Petrucci da Fossombrone. The singin.g gondolier. was not just a legen.d
of 19th century romanticism, but a real-life figure WIth a remarkable mUSIC
.. -eechnique and tradition. If we are to believe the evidence of contempora?
reports by prominent foreign critics, in the 18th century, so~ne of Europe s
finest singers were no more than children, young o~p~an glfl,5 and .fou~ldlings trained in the music schools attached to the city s charItable II1StltUtions. Less than? century ago, the great philosopher Nietzsche was able to
say-"If I try to find a new word for Music, I can neve~ find any other than
Venice." And today Venice is still in the forefront With her yearly International Autumn Festival of ,Contemporary Music, where may be heard
the very latest works written by the world's leading 20th century composers
-often specially commissioned.
,
Venice received most of her earliest and important influences in musIc
and art from the Eastern Church, centred on the great city of Byzantiu.m.
Its chief characteristic consisted of antiphonal chanting by two small choirs
in their churches, and this became the favoured style in the magnificent
Venetian cathedral of St. Mark's. In 1527, Adrian Wlllaert from the Nether·
lands was appointed maestro di cappella (Master of the Chapel) at ~l.
Mark's; and from about that time the Venetian Style developed along lts
own individual lines, making the city and St. Mark's one of the major music
centres of the late Middle Ages. There were two organs in the cathedral, one
choir assigned to· each organ. Willaert and his successors brought the
double-choir double-organ technique to irs highest point until, with the two
Gabrielis at the end of the 16th century, the interior of St. Mark's rang to
the stirring sound of intricate compositions involving three and even more
small choirs at a time.
(Continued on Page 58)
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the technical
precteron of Ihe e~~
lishmenls
In the Iaet part
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makes us wonder whether \lme '\0\
occasiona 1 technical impedection i,~
the product or her arti c tic nonchalal!"
With the present ccnveniem tape.~l.r,
of recording ......hen the artist i~
abl~l
correct
ever)' piece (and every -l'a .
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shortcomings
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Hi ndemj t.h r Symphon.y "Mathis
Maler"; Symphonic
Dances

,I

der

The opera "Mathis der Maler" was
composed more than twenty years ago.
The three episodes drawn from it and
known as a symphony have become
Hindemith's most popular score. And
justly so; taken as a whole it "is stir.
ring music. The composer is at his
finest in the quieter portions: the brooding and tender "Entombment"
and the
"Angelic Song." But the work's substance is strong _and wears well. The
"Symphonic Dances," on Side Two, are
minor Hindemith. The performances by
the Berlin Philharmonic,
led by the
composer, are competent, but lack vibmncy. (Decca DL 9818)
-Bernard
Rogers
Brahms:

Double Concerto for Violin
and Cello, Op. 102; Variations on a
Theme by Haydn,
Op. 56a; Tragic
Overture, Op. 81

Bruno Walter'·s authority is conspic·
uous in these three example of Brahms.
The soloists, Isaac Stern, violin, and
Leonard Rose, cello, are finely matched
and play with true musical feeling and
sensitive balance. Well played also are
the familiar variations
on the Haydn
chorale and the noble but relatively
neglected "tragic"
Overture. The reo
cording of the concerto is marred by
the occurrence of a continuous groove
in the opening section. This nuisancethe untamed gremlin of LP-can
sometimes be exorcised
by employing
a
heavier pickup-at
the expense of the
remaining
grooves.
(Columbia
ML
5076)
-Bernard
Rogers
Ibert: Escales; L' Amours de Jupiter
Jacques Ibert is a remarkable tech.
nician and man of parts. His orchestra.
speaks
perfect
French-Parisian
French. He likes to travel: in his early
success "Escales" he saunters through
the "Ports-of-Call"
of Palermo, Tunis,
and Valencia. He stays only briefly;
long enough to set up his easel and
with dextrous strokes produce sunny
sketches, quite lifelike.
With SaintSa ens, he is fond of the exotic. The
outcome is a tourist's record, sleek and
seen with the transient's eye. The Spall'.
ish sketch contains castanets, the African augmented seconds (played by an
expert oboist). There are outstanding
debts to Ravel and Chabrier. The "Loves
. of Jupiter" suggests the idioms of The
Six: Milhaud et Cie; very fashionable
18

.

music is perceptively
an d goo.d The
p .
played by the Orchestra
~f t~e
~ns
Opera under its composer s dIrection.
(CapitoJ

P 18004)

-Bernard

Rogers

..
l'
A Maj'or for
Sonata 1'10.
vn.
Violin
and Piano,
Op. 1~;~on.O/a
VlO1H~ atld
N O. 2· In E Minor. for
Piano. Op.. 108

Faure:

These are nobly conceived
performances-finely
can-red and delicately
incised _ by the violinist
Zino Fran c .
catti
and pianist
Robert
Casade us.
The first sonata, which
goes back t
1876, offers affectionate
tribut
I
Faurt~'s spiritual
sponsors,
humann
and Brahms.
Yet something
of the
finest of France is here;
the modera·
tion, the sensitive and patrician
line.
the lyricism
and ardor,
the
lo\'ing
craftsmanship.
Thirty years aft r nme
the second sonata, with its more
hodowed moods and deeper
brooding~.
The same hand guides the pen, but the
spirit takes a wider flight. The e are
high
examples
of
French
musi 01
thought;
the playing
does honor
t
their romantic beauty_ (Columbia
1L
5049)
-Bernard
Rogers
Chopin-Nocturnes,
Guio,n.ar
JVQt:(I(!.4
Listening to Mme Novaes' n w re r I·
ing of the Chopin Nocturnes.
one real.
izes how difficult it must be to present
works which have already
been w II
~ecorded by other artists.
Perhaps
this
IS the reason why we sometimes
find her
version of the Nocturnes
only satisfac.
tory_ Mme Novaes' musical
phrasing
i
neither
too spontaneous,
nor too cal.
cu]~ted.
She avoids
mannerisms.
but
heSItates to tell us what she is thi;lking
once she has learned
the thought
or
the composer. At times her playing
is
therefo~e
somewhat
academical.
The
dramatIC .element is achieved
by means
o.f ~yna.~ICs alone rather than by artis.
tIC IntUItIOn.
E'xceptions
are· the 7th
h
h
.
OCturne.
were
er dramatic effects seem to hay
a more Spont aneous
.
quality;
the 4th
where her approach
has a I
,.
1 I
ess COnvenIOna
C13racter:
discreetly
d'
d
voices in th I f
Irecte
'J
fee
t hand intensified
the
ro e 0 harmony·
lh
18 h .
M
N
,e
t
1Il
which
me
ovaes doubl d h
the Agitiuo b com .e _ t e me~ning
or
such freedor: that
~he VOIces with
created a new N t
e t hand almost
oc urne
The trills and runs
.
enough in Nocturnes 5 ~er; not precise
, , , and 17, but

~::~nf

PL 9632)
TOfnn

0 \lhinoni:ltCorttttrrial"i11l1

Op.9

Viuorio '\tftri Hr)" conduetint
holion Barf:t(lu(:' En~mhlr. "llh Ctsir
Fcrrare i. \ i Hni ..l. nd 'Ii htk \"
and F'iorelUino \liI ne-i,oIMJi'h,
Toma ..o Albinoni ,.. I \i\ld .rtb-tTy.
of 4n er mu ic II '014) htahhr 1M
spa\\ ned lht" fir"l prima donna... !Ill
tuo"'O , le.,~r mu"i ian iq lar ,.
ber
Rile:! a \P ..I rt'..ff\oir of mu
th:
could hartlll h... h.pJl"l!N Iud
men found mu"i _In.kin • pa-'
n Im(hl

naaural

•

lift il·dl ~

J\ Ibinoni'
f flltlh car he ill
(e ....('"(1 om I(.""ur l1IU". hUI 'Ill ,11

Ru

'11I

enoujth

I()

h,\(:' C'tlmlK-otd nQllltt·

ou opera and in lruM"nl,1 "'or\·
Th . fin ('fin .. I ar nu lnCt of
dullin,,: hlildll Ihal - rntlim Qt"",'ert
r II-mln.hip. f. "bOlDt'1.
on ngftt::inft nl'i"dc •• n~ Irt
iou I). if
" ...tonali' h. manipu~
on ..umm It' cl . Ao,," throop·
mO"\;l'Iwnt • \\hich I nd ilh('r l4Wm
Ih lr8 lilionall) ,......oral onht ptr..
Id In H \ r Iri\inp. for tht pal
of
relli r lIandtl.
Thtr' i...
pani ularh "flctful ~
for ~I i t in Ih four \iolin ('(ID(trt~
or
p. 9. \Ibinoni ~I" nOl WTJL'l
8\\'8 b lit compal1lli\t'h- nt'" COIJ(tJf
of "rilin@ for th \inU(H) lb.1 ht ~
fi ed lllu..ic.1 ,u~l.net'.
In\entitt L
ur8lionw. abound. bUI Ire u~ .irlI
ta..!'leful r ..traiut
tleoot'r rtaChiD! Ihl'
mechanical
"((' ~ lh.1 on OC'('~iOD it
'ad
Ie
Torelli.

in_ pired p.al!:~ of Yifaldi I\lIl

The 6ame .fJ«lion permeate- ~nnf
accornpanimenl"
in l1u" four cooctrt{l'
for ~I() oboe.
ne'~ ,"~ntion IrnJ~1\
\\ ander
rrom the IlItlll~'r stC line-'for
oboe
lO the
'erdai'll background 01
,iolin50. \iola. and «110. llohich~ p
wail ror ea h lulli cI"n« 10color aD!
Iht"n lhing ...up a bit. Cha.lltDgeand'
o[ Ih,e co",e~tion
characlt.rUt tlt
parls ror 1""-0 ""010o~
in abe fourrt"
maining
concerto ... or Op. 9. and M
binon] again C'ompo_ '4itb Ibe f~
ilnt'nthen
_'" of hb "ritin,@ for ~fUit·
etude-december 1950

The' first-rate performances .are well
recorded here, and their freedom from
fanfare is beautifully
apposite to the
music. (Vox DL 193)
------;FrankC. Campbell
Giuseppe

Torelli:

Tuietee

Concerti

Grossi, Opus 8

Played by Louis Kaufman (Violin),
George Ales (Violin),
Roger Albin
(Violoncello), Ruggero Gerlin (Harpsichord with L'Ensemble Orchestral de
L'Oiseau-Lyre conducted by Louis Kaufman.
Up to the present time the name of
Giuseppe Torelli had no meaning to
most musicians and music lovers. True,
scholars, history books and dictionaries
dealt with Torelli and his importance
for the evolution of the concerto. Some
of his works were even made available
in modern reprints. But they hardly appeared on the programs of concerts and
recitals and their creator remained an
unknown quantity to the general public.
This state of affairs has changed considerably in the past years thanks to the
phonograph record. Torelli's Opus 8, his
chief work as far as his pu"blished com·
positions are concerned, ceased to be a
library or archive item.
Contradicting the title "Twelve Concerti Grossi," Torelli's Opus 8 contains
only six Concerti grossi, two solo violinsand one violoncello forming the Concertina, and six concertos for one violin.
The anonymous author of the accompanying notes offers an incredible definition of Concerto grosso. He describes
it as "a combination of the trio sonata
and the string Orchestra, brought into
use by opera composers." This is not
the only case of r~markable confusion
to be found in these notes. Giving 1658
as the year of Torelli's birth and 1684
as the date of his election to the academy, the anonymous a·uthor tells us
that Torelli was then "in his middle
thirties."
T~reHi's Opus 8. is the achievement
of a mature artist. Captivating by the
freshness of the' musical ideas, vitality
and fine workmanship, these pieces are
by no means inferior to compositions of
Vivaldi. Judging from this collection, it
would certainly be rewarding to know
some of Torelli's sin/onie which are
still hidden in the archive of San Petronio. We can see why Louis Kaufman
who had lent his energy, patience and
artistry lo the popularization of Vivaldi,
was attracted by Torelli. As soloist and
leader of a well-known ensemble devoted to the cultivation
of Baroque
music, Kaufman approached
his task
with sincerity and expert musicianship.
The tempi are fresh, the playing energetic. And the performance as a whole
spirited. The recording is clear which
also makes for enjoyable
listening.
(London OL 50089-90)
-Joseph
Braunstein

etude-december
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Granados:

Coyescas,part
2 (Los Moios
Enamoradoe)
Mompou: Impresion.es Intimas
Alicin de Lerroctw, pi-ano

Alicia de Larrocha is a superb pianist. She plays this florid music of Granados better than anyone by the simple
device of following the composer's indications accurately and explicitly. Of
course in Goyescas this is far from easy.
The pages are black with complicated
patterns, minute playing directions; the
performer is asked to control a large
variety of dynamics and accents and
must sustain a melodic line through an
overwhelming jungle of elaborate figuration. Miss de Larrocha does all of
this effortlessly and in addition, reveals
an intensely musical nature.
The novelty on this recording is the
group of lmpresiones Intimas (1911-14)
by the minor Spanish composer, Mompou. His tiny salon pieces are useful for
pianists with no technic, bUl his music
has no persona] cast or pianistic in-~
terest. At best it contains dim reflec.·
tions of Satie or Ravel or Debussy or
Faure with surprisingly
few Spanish
characteristics.
This particular
set is
quite long and contains mostly slow.
gray pieces. The total effect is soporific
in spite of the exemplary performance.
(Decca DL 9815)
-Joseph
Bloch
Bach: Organ Works
JIelmnt W(dcha, organist

This magnificent collection, conlaining almosl all of the mllsic Bach \yrote
for the organ, is a musical treasure of
the rarest quality. Not often will anyone
hear, in a musical lifetime, these greatest of all organ pieces played so superbly, or on such ideal instruments.
Walcha is at least as good as anyone
p·erforming on the instrument
today,
and as a Bach interpreter he is greatly
superior to most. His playing is lucid,
intelligent, sensitive and-perhaps
rarest of all-rhythmicaUy
accurate for
the most part, and his registrations are
chosen with both imagination and taSle.
They do not demand attention as "effects" (which is what too many performers seem 10 seek, even in Bach) but
serve to clarify the linear structures,
while attaining a sufficient (but not exaggerated) conlrast of color.
The organs on which Walch a has
recorded are ideal· for the music of
Bach, and indeed give us an idea of
what the organ at its historical and musical best was and should be. Most of
the works were played on an instrument
built by Arp Schnitger in the late seventeel)th century, for a church in Ham·
burg. The organ is now in Cappel. The
remaining works were performed on the
smaller of lwo organs, also of the
s€venteenth century, in the church of
St. Jakobi in Liibeck. The sound of both
of these instruments is quite beautiful.
The Schnitger organ is, I should say,

the most completely satisfying organ
sound I have ever heard, on or off
records, Its stops have great variety,
and each is of' extraordinary
subtlety.
One cannot well describe the beauty of
the combinations,
but one may remark
that the Schnitger organ is less "ex.
treme" by quite a bit than most of the
modern "baroque" organs, although it
has every bit as much clarity. The small
Lubeck organ is more nearly what
modern exponents seem to fancy as
typical for baroque sound and texture.
Walch a tends to exploit its more acid
qualities, but even here he is not exltreme, and many of his registrations are
extraordinarily
effective.
As to the music itself, what is there
left to say? These are without dispute
the greatest o l all works composed for
the organ; and beyond that, are one of
the great achievements of our civilization. The set is a gloriolls enterprise,
realized with a success seldom attained
in recording
efforts. Archive Productions is lO be congratulated.
These
records which may be purchased singly,
ofTer a truly great musical experience.
(Archive ARC 3013·30)
-Richard
F: Goldman
Anlonio Vh·aldi: The Four Seasons
The Philharmonic
String Orchestra
under the direction of Carlo Maria
Ciulini; Solo vioUn, Manoug Parikian;
Harpsichord,
Thurston
Dart. Angel
Reco"d, 35216.
Antonio Vivaldi: The Seasons, I musici with Felix Ayo, solo violin. Epic,
-Monumenta Italicae Musicae LC 3216.
There are already nine LP recordings
of Vivaldi's stimulating cycle, "Le quat·
(1'0 stagioni,"
on the market. The recordings under consideration are excellent
in every respect. A short time ago only
a small fraction of music lovers knew
Vivaldi's "Four Seasons." Today we can
indulge in the luxury of choosing between different· interpretations.
Listening to the orchestra directed by Carlo
Maria Ciulini, one can feel the guiding
hand of an opera conductor. The performance of the superb Musici is perhaps a bit less dramatic but nevertheless splendid in the tonal balance. and
marvellously
polished in detail. The
delivery o[ the slow movement of the
fourth concerlo "The Winter" is partic·
ularly enchanting because of the treatment of the pizzicato accompaniment.
This reviewer has not the courage to express a preference. Both recordings are
recommended highly.
-Joseph
Braunstein
Anton

Bruckncr: Symphony
No.3 in
D ,ninor.
The Vi.e,wa Symphouy
Orchestra,
con.ducted
by Volkrrwr
Andreae

the sYJ;llphony is presented in the
Viennese Bruckner tradition and the
sound of the recording is clear and well(Continued on Page 42)
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The little Singers of Pori, arriving
for the dorf of another loUr.

MUSIC IN THE SCHOOLS

CHAMPION C~-

by P. S. H lANG

France's Little Ambassadors
I
I

the story of an amazing g;roup ... The Little
THOSE who have heard the Little Singers of
Paris have been fascinated by the skillful way in
"which they used their sweet 'and seraphic voices and have
felt at times as if they 'were lifted up to the "seventh
heaven" hy the songs of this "angelic" chorus.
Through their singing,
the little French
boys have
served their country as ambassadors
of good will to peoples of many lands. They have been missionaries,
as it
were, of their Gallic culture to peoples of different cultural
background
and have preached about France's
religious
fer:or as registered
in their songs. Since the founding
of
then organization,
the little singers have given more than
ten ,thousand concerts on every continent except Australia.
They are the most popular choristers
in France.
No
_French public celebration
or ceremony is considered
complete without the appearance
of these songsters.
They have
sung for heroes and heads of governments.
They sang, for
example, at the funeral of General De Lattre de Tassigny.
a hero ~f the Indo-China
.war. They sang at the reception
o~ Cardinal Leger, Archbishop
of Montreal,
given by Mr.
Pierre Mendes-France
when he was premier
of France.
Moreover, back in t1~e war ~ears, the Little Singers .sang
The Lotuionderr-y A~r"for Field Marshal Montgomery
of
Great Britain. The British hero of World War II was so
much pleased with the song of the Little Singers
that he
~~kedhthem to be his personal ambassadors
to President
rsen ~\~er and to .sing that song for him on their visit
to America. The LIttle Singers fulfilled their mission
in
1953 when they came to the United States.
~hroughou~ France and the Latin countries
the little
art1:ts of P~ns are known as Les Petits Chanteurs a la
Croix de Ems. Whenever
this name is mentioned
a F
h
. "
'
rencnman would unfa ilinglv
gIVe an. exclamation
of ad
.
.
.
( l111ratIon
an d words of pralse for the LJtLle Singers.
In the United States and other English-speakr'
.
I F
ng COuntrIes, tle rench choristers
are known as the Littl
S'
f P . l'h
L' I S·
e mgers
o
ans.
e Itt e lIlgers was founded
in 1907 b
Y
small group of ~a~isian stu~ents, who were impressed
ba
the great potentIalIty
of chIldren's voices . The y ga th eredy
a sma II number of.1Joys from poor families in th V
.
I
.
f P'
d
.
e aug',
rar ( .sectp,olll0 . ~flS an .trall1ed them in Gregorian
chant
an d In a estnlllan
mUSIC. For lack of funds
(th
h
y
only twelve dollars to begin with) they had t h led had
0
0
t en
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by UALPR E. RUSH

r.

of Pari

F

.!JiLL

)

1

first rehearsal
in an abaudoned
st r
n Jarman IO.I~f
The youngsters
were elr ..ed in -imple \, hite robes a
led by a wood n ro . That "a
"h) the) called the
selves In French the Lillie
inger:
f 8 ~ ooden Cr ss.
Soon this group
of loung
sing rs attracted public attention and aroused the ardent int r t of the Parisians
tl.leir ~inging.
In that v f) first l Dr the) were asked I
Sll1g In
more
than 120 chur h.
id _ singing I\.
church.es
i.n trance.
the Little
ingers traveled to other
countnes
In Europe
to gil
COn ens. B 1909 the) h
travele~
more than 1.600 mil . In the follo"ing )"eartbl
totalmdeage
increes d to 4.000.
. ] n spite of the splendid
a hi \ meru within so short a
tllll~, the Little
ingers
ran int
the twin difficulties of
gettlllg
enough
recruit
for lhrir choir and of finding a
permane
.
. . n t h Oille fOr lh Illse"
_ rorlunatel)
at t h'IS time
~ Sll11llar.
group
of liut .singers. called Petits .\Iailrit\
e. BellevJile. Or The Liltl
hoir of Belleville. came intl
~l~tence.
It was f~unded
b a pri I. Father ~ernand
. ~dlet.
nder the Ingenious
direction of Ihis pnest·mu,
SIClan th ,. I
.
.'
.'
e III e chOir of Belle,"iIIe gained qUick fame IJ\
Pans '. Ve ry l11u I 1 IInpre...."Sed
.
b lhe success of lh e nf1\'·1~
organIzed
ch ora I group. lle
I' director
. I S·
r'
.
of the Lllte
mge·
d ecrded 10 I
. It.
. T he) 5ugg~·t
h
laVe t I'lelr group merge With
t e merger

to Father

(Con/wuedon
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OR THE BENEFIT
of readers who may be wondering about the change in format of the School Music Page, the editor would like to begin with an announcement that starting in the January, 1957 issue, a special
article concerning choral_ music in schools will be given
the entire space. Then in February the column will present
a full article on the orchestra, while in March the total
space will be devoted to the band. Following this cycle,
each month there will appear articles emphasizing
only
one of the three areas in turn, so that all will receive equal
attention over the year and there will be no competition
or attempt to overemphasize
anyone type of musical performance. On the other hand the central concern of this
department will be to emphasize what the music department can do when a united staff seems- to have one teaching task, that of bringing the best music to children and
youth in American Schools. To answer a question which
may frequently
be asked: "What is the purpose of the
School Music Page?" this writer is pleased to state that
he hopes to make it occupy a distinctive place of its own.
Its field should be the area of common musical interest
for all music teachers and patrons of school music. It
should be limited to the field of inter-music
department
co-operation
and of a united effort in behalf of better
school music programs.
An effort will be made to deal
with what music departments
and performing
groups can
do together, in local communities,
in states, regions and in
the nation. The primary
focus of attention
will be on
choral and instrumental
music programs
at elementary,
secondary and higher levels that give vital expression to
music of the finest quality anywhere and everywhere, and
of the unity that must exist among music teachers and
music patrons to make such results possi ble for school
children, youth and adults.
It is hoped that the label School Music Page will signify
at least two things about the column. First it should provide an opportunity
for laymen and music teachers alike
to survey objectively
all the various musical activities
found in school programs
from month to month, giving
equal emphasis to chorus, orchestra and baJ1d. And secondly it should offer suggestions that in a sense may interpret the policies of the Music Education
Profe~sion as
evaluated, by experts who administer these programs.
Our two objectives for 1957 will be to truly reflect the
co-operative movement now sweeping the country in school
music' departments
and to reach the laymen, parents and
elude-december

elude-decemher

1956

school administrators
who support the school music program. If there is a season during the school year when
choral and instrumental music groups should join together
and share their finest efforts for their schools and communities, it is probably at Christmas
time. There is such
an abundance
of beautiful choral music to be sung during
this festive period and there is an almost equally impressive store of inspiring and thrilling
instrumental
music
that should be played that it is indeed a high tribute to
fine music when all music performer~ join in such a cele-

Wichita,
in The

Kansas,
Bottle

All-City

Orchestra

Hymn of the Republic,

and
finale

Band,

with

All-City

of Spring Music

Chorus
Festivol.

bration together. Another excellent time for co-operative
performance
is at the Spring Music Festival, so popular
in many areas .
As music educators have developed the concept of the
over-all school music program,
they have come to realize
more and more that each med-ia of musical performance,
band, orchestra
and chorus, has a real contribution
to
make in the growth and development
of children, youth
and adults in their communities.
And it has also been a
growing realization that when all phases of the music program are given equal opportunities
to develop that a
greater conUllunity-wide
support
can be gained for the
total music· program since it is everybody's concern, rather
lhan a specialized segment and of interest to only a part of
the community.
In many com- (Continued on Page 60)
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RADIO-TV

Let's take a look at .

RADIO

and

TV POLLS

and

PROGRAMS

from an interview with Bozidar Kunc,
brother of the noted soprano

by ALBERT J. ELIAS
~RE

I

ARE NO DOUBT many who have been curious ....
about why, how and by whom radio and television programs are given a rating. Behind the statistics
concerning these programs,
as published
in newspaper
column,", moreover, there is a story that is of particular
interest to music lo~rers who often are disheartened
by
the low "rating" their favorite music hour has received
in a certain poll. Many viewers take it to mean either
that the program's existence is at stake, or that there's no
~uture for the kind of music they like best. After looking
mto the why's and wherefore's
of the various
rating
bureaus, however, it is easy to see that these bureaus are
a busin:s~ necessity, though the statistics
they release
are deceiving to the untrained
eye.
To the trained eye of the advertisers
and network
officials, estimates of audiences as tabulated
by the bureaus

Mildred
Miller,
brilliant mezzosoprano
of the
Metropolitan
Opera,
guest soloist on the
Christmas program
on the Telephone
Hour, December 24.

r

are
rat'-Ilgs r
I }lOW
I . dearly .needed. For, to the latter ,evea
tlelr programs
stand in relation to the oth
k
fAd
h'
er networ s'
are. n, to t e advertIsers. they tell whethe
tl
..
.
r 1e program
th ey are sponsonng.
IS a worth-whil
.
e Investment
Wh'l
II
d
a a vertlsers \vant to reach as ma
I e
-bl
ny consumers
a
Sl e, nonetheless
those
that
SPOI1SO
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s
pos.
r ra 10 an t 1 "
,
Iew senous
music programs
do
t
e eVISlOn s
no expect t
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I
mass response.
For their p bl- - - d
0 s unu ate
u Ie IS, In eed
I'
small one-and
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•
or opera over th air. il is h~rdl) likel) Ihallhe~ artd(}
so only in ord r to sell their goocl~ or lOCnictt:on 1Ir.
scale. It is more lik('l~ rhut the~ are
lIing prNi!l', .\,
however
smnll it is, rhcir audience i-, allnO"1 unher~U\
grateful
an I happy one.
These sponsors
if their aim \HI 10 reach a \i:-t au

encc -

would

turn

to rhe

COOled}.

My Sister Zinka
Secured

quiz and the ~

higher-rated
sb \\". But siner- their program, ha\e
~il11itcd audience
1.0 b 'gin hilh.
the 8(heniser"" are~jrnph
intent on appcnllng
1(1 nil
thu ..e in that audience. !f.
clear,
therefore.
\\ h, the
nre nul di-turbed b\ ~kw
r atings.
Similarl).
it wn-, clrar tc tltl' drug firm I\hi
recently sponsored
11 program
011 medicine
that it IlU
well have rca ·hr I the nudienee it \qh rl r. thoughtht
rating
indicated
frh \ iew er .... For doctor -. after all,ret'
res nl a sllluli ~rgmenl
of th(.' IJHpulolicm!
I f we read Ihal ...u ·h-ancl· .. u(,·h {I pc-rcrnl ha .. tunM in
"T Love Luc)" It:''i;l \, ('(·k. \\ hilr onh n rflati\·eh It.people made up Ih(' au lielll:(' for "Tht' Voil-tOr Fir ione."
one ~an seC'. II()\\. Ihell til(' IIlU .. i(' p(()~r8m .. hauld notbr
con-Id~r
d doonl -d. The"
tli(·(.:!"" ")KJu'-{)r in aUIil:
hood
IS full) 8\\ are of thr ...iL{" audit'nce
il can rOO:
Ih.roll.gh thig prClgram .• l:tling 4lUI 10 '-('II it-- produd.
l~lIS Il1st~n'.
b) -r tHing gno(1 \\iII among dnot~
~Istcners. It doC's nol ('\peel II "high" raling an~ morellw.
It expects
10 s('lItir("~ in \ohlln~ on lh{) morning aflerit:
prog.ram.
And_ besid
. high raling~ do n I guaranlf'f
conllnued
sporsor~hip.
For \\hilC' "Lu ," had regulari\
been ~ated as on of Ihe "'op len:'
o~ol1lic reL'Oi15
rl
one kll1d or 8nolh('f forced
Philip 'Iorris. recent", t(,
drop its sponsorship
of the popular oomed~. Thu~.it ~
easy to see how
latistics
can decei\e g)lUe or u.:: lfho
read rather
than deal \\ ith lhem.
. To understand
\\hat
tile rating ~talistiC5 mean. it is
Inlportanl
for us to kno\\.
fi~l of all. (hal the on~ lie
read about represent
a p("r enlagt' figure desiplrd 10gire
eal,;h program
a sianding among all programs. If. Sll).tl'n
oul ~f a hundred
homc::, "itlt TV ~el$ were luned to a
cerlam
program.
then that program
has a 10 rating. And
so on up and do\\ 11 Ih
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MILANOV

by Rose Heylbut

(One of Jugoslavia's most distinguished musicians, Bozidar
Kunc [pronou.nced Kunz] has won recognition as pianist,
composer, and coach. He is Professor of Academic Music at
the Conservatory of Zagreb. He is also the brother of the
noted soprano, Zinka Milanov.-Ed
Note)

(]/J!zY

SISTER ZINKA has sung since her babyhood.
I took pleasure in listening to her when she was
tiny, and in working with her as soon as her voice began
to require earnest work. That occurred
when she was
around fifteen. Before that, she sang sheerly for the joy
of it. As a small girl of six or eight, she had a tremendous
alto voice-rich,
deep, powerful-which
became the chief
means of celebrating family occasions. On Christmas and
our parents' birthdays,
the little girl would give presents
of songs which she had studied, weeks ahead, with loving
enthusiasm,
When Zinka was thirteen, this deep voice changed to a
fine soprano. Her endowments
are a gift of nature; what
she has done with them is the result of hard work. In her
early 'teens, my sister entered the Conservatory
at Zagreb,
where she remained five years, not only learning but mastering the use of her voice, at the same time studying
general musical subjects. She has never believed in what
may be called the hurry-up techniques of singing-studying two or three years and immediately accepting engagements, or working solely in order to fulfill the de!lland of
some public performance.
She early realized
that the
purpose of studying singing is to learn to sing well.
I have always had a hand in Zinka's coaching; together,
we have worked at more than thirty operatic
roles, and
some hundred-and-fifty
songs in all languages.
Zinka's
first teacher was Milka Ternina, the eminent
Jugoslav
sopra11O, who appeared at the Metropolitan
Opera, singing
the first Tosca to be given there. After two years with
Mme. Ternina,
Zinka studied with Maria
Kostrencic.
These two great teachers saw to it that my sister's voice
developed gradually,
freely, without forcing of any kind.
As a result, her work progressed without the need to unlearn errors.
Today, exactly as in her student days, my sister's morning work begins with a thorough and gradual warming-up
etude-december

1956

of the voice. She sings scales (sung on all vowels and with
all attacks)
and exercises.
These drills are begun by
humming;
and then sung in the middle of the voice,
lightly and flexibly, as a preliminary
to working up to
greater range and power. She goes through the same careful and gradual process of warming-up
before appearing
on the stage, also, of course, working on the most tricky
passages from different operas and songs.
In working together, we give full respectful attention
to breathing
and breath control. Each breath should be
full and deep, supported
by the strong muscles of the
abdomen, a~d controlled by the diaphragm.
There is noth·
ing new in this, certainly, yet many young students tend
to forget it, concentrating
on their music to the point
where they breathe superficially,
let air rush out unvoca·
lized, or improperly
supported.
E.ffective singing begins
when breath-control
has been so thoroughly mastered that
it becomes second nature. This is one of the advantages
of the gradual, unhurried, careful training which my sister
enjoyed.
We Jugoslavs have this in common with Americans:
we
cannot sing our way into a caTeer with our own language
alone. And the language in which· one sings is extremely
important.
Whether in song literature
or in opera, the
words reveal not only plot and meaning, hut the actual
character of the music; and the singer needs more than a
slight acquaintance
with them. Hence, the various languages of international
music must be learned-more,
their individual
characteristics
must be mastered
as a
necessary part of vocal equipment,
Approaching
Italian,
Spanish, French, German, and English as foreigners,
my
sister and I have discovered
a number of linguistic individualities
which have helped us. Italian and Spanish,
like our own Croatian, are made up of pure, open vowels
and hence are easier to sing. French requires special care,
so that its fine forward resonances
may be kept in the
masque and not allowed to become nasal in sound. English, like German: contains diphthongs
(which, to the foreigner of a pure-vowel language, must be learned as carefully as pure vowels must he learned by the American!).
Once my sister and I tried to work out the number of
sounds (both plain and diphthong)
represented
by each
German vowel; and E, if I
(Continued on Page 48)
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Hark! the Herald Angels Sing
for Hammond

Organ

Angels, from the Realms of Glory

'F MENDELSSOHN
arr. by Anthony Can.delori
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H.SMART
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an. by Anth,ony Candelori
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THE OPERAS OF HUGO WEISGALL
(Continued from Page 15)
appear in different ways in each one of
them and thus .demand different solutions which the composer solves every
time in the most successful manner.
Weisgall composed his first opera,
I'The Tenor" in 1949 and 1950. The
libretto is by Karl Shapiro and .J ohn R.
Allen and is based on Wedekind's play
of the same title. There are six characters: the Valet; a Bell Boy; Gerardo
an opera singer; the Young Girl; the
Manager and Helen. The elements of
comedy (even satire) .and drama are
very well defined in this work and we
go over from the first to the second in a
gradual way. The first half of the opera
is characterized
by the prevalence of
rhythmic elements. The atmosphere is
scherzo-like and the entire first scene
between the Valet and the Bell Boy is
based on a rhythmic
motif and its
derivations which becomes one of the
principal elements of the entire opera.
With the entrance of Gerardo and his
ensuing scenes with the former characters the Scherzo element still prevails
but all the musical ideas of the work
present themselves in quick succession
in one form or another. With the
entrance of the Young Girl right after
the short Tristan scene, the atmosphere
changes completely. The dramatic ele·
ment comes into the picture and the
music becomes predominantly
lyrical,
foreshadowing the last dramatic scene
of the work. The Aria by the Young Girl
strikes by the beauty of the lyrical line
and by the figurative accompaniment.
The center point of this scene is the
short duo between the girl and Gerardo
in the form of a canonic chorale which
goes over directly into a developed
scherzo· like section and uses the material of the very beginning. When the
Manager appears the character of the
work becomes pronouncedly more dramatic. In the ensuing scene one has to
note particularly
the trio between the
Girl, the Manager and Gerardo which
has a Verdian quality about' it and is
written in contrapuntal
fashion. After
the departure of the Girl the scene between the Manager and Gerardo combines many of the opera's previous elements, in a changed
atmosphere
of
dramatic tension. From the entrance of
H clen, through
her big scene with
Gerardo and to her ultimate suicide, the
music is of extreme lyricism and Weisgall proves his great ability to handle
slow dramatic progression in the big
operatic way.
Weisgall's
second
opera
I'The
Stronger" was composed in 1951. The
libretto was adapted by Richard Hart
from the play by August Strjndberg.
The opera consists of a long monologue
40

Estelle In an
by the principal character
ktai11~unae,
c
.
p kAvenueco
.,
alcove In ~ aT E
\
addresses this
on a ChrIstmas
ve sue L·
I re[ri d
LsawlO
monologue to her rren
There
mains silent throughout the opedra. Sl rt.
n
of
moo
s.
a
is a very fast successlO
. 1
d
jog from an apparently superficIa orr.l •
Estelle talks about Christmas, ablo~~t ie
presents she has bought for her c .alking
and her husband and goes on ta 109
about the characteristics
of the la~le~.
More and more inita ted by Lisa s
silence, Estelle comes to ~eali~e that sh~
is talking to her husband 5 mlst~ess an
that he is influenced by her In eve~y
walk of life. The monologue
grow~ m
passion, irribation and dramatic tension.
At the very climax
however
Estelle
realizes that she is still the stronger as
his possessor. In the atmos~h~re
?f the
beginning she leaves Lisa erttmg In the
o

lounge.
Weisgall has marvelously
succeeded
in creating the quick succession
of va rious moods, while giving the work .8
structural unity by means of three baSIC
ideas which appear
throughout
under
diversified aspects. There is first of all a
melodic idea, treated contrapuntally
and
stated at the very beginning.
Then there
is a basic rhythmic
motif in 0/8 with
contrasting
accents which appears
first
when Estelle talks about one of her husband's other mistresses.
There is finally
the Waltz motif which is itself a transformation of the first melodic element.
The harmonic language
has a greater
variety in this opera than in previous
works. An ensemble of nine instruments
which include clarinet, saxophone,
trum·
pet, piano and strings
crea te a very
colorful and specific atmosphere
throughout the work.
Weisgall's third opera. the full length
"Six Characters in search of an Author"
was finished in 1955. Denis Johnston
and the composer
wrote
the libretto
which is based on Luigi Pirandello's
famous play of the same title. The
original
plot of the play is followed
very closely but the action takes place
on the stage of a provincial
opera house
instead of the original
theatre
in the
play: The cast is a very large one. It
consIsts
first of
Peo I>Ie ,n
. the "Real
name Iy, t Ile Dtrector.
the Basso Calltante, the Coloratura,
the Tenor Buffo,
the 1M ezzo, the Prompter.
the Stage
Manager,
the Accompanist
and the
Wardrobe Mistress. Then there are the
characters,
namely,
the
Father
the
Stepdaughter,
the Son,
the M~ther,
Madame
Pace ' a boy of tId
.
we ve an
a
duld
of five , the lalter
b emg
.
~
Sl·1ent
roles. In addition
there is a chorus of
the Seven Deadly
Sins . I n t IliS
. War' k
comedy and drama are combined
con.

tinuOusly, and thus the problem for the
com poser was that of pace, Constant
changes
of mood and involved inter.
woven situations
result in an Opera
which is almost breathless in its pace
and of which the only precedent ex.
amples
are
Verdi's "Falstafl'' and
Mozart's
"Marriage
of Figaro." As the
stage itself presents an opera rehearsal.
Weisgall
uses all the possible operatic
forms; every type 01' technique of sing.
ing and of ensemble is present. Thereis
no rest, for the planes are changingin
such ra pid succession that one cannot
dwell on any given situation. Weisgall's
music
itself presents all varieties 01
mood and expression, but is stylistically
strong and personal. It has great rh)1h.
mic vitality, expressive chromatic lyri.
cism and fare contrapuntal ingenuity.
There is a sharp musical differentiation
between
the unreal and tragic quality
of the charnel rs and the real and
om what ironic quality of the actors.
While th fir t are musically fullyrealized, th
actors are much more \"B.C·
illating and only their Director is mu.
ica lly well defined, Thi differentiation
i also 10 he found in the sound color
sch m of th w rk. Although the basic
musical id a of th op ra is the theme
of th Dies IratI each of the threeacts
has a diff rent mu, ical content.
F \Y' OrilP c;ers ha\e \. nlUred in our
lime 10 appr n It an opera 01 suchcom·
pli at d nalUr a this one. Whilethe
I r bl ms \Y' re gr at. Wei gall ha~~uc·
e dec! in
hing them and in creating
a work of r al talure. A such he mu~
b eon~ ider d as being in the. firslrank
of 1 da)" \. r)' few opera composers.

---
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ord in the trade for taking the trouble
to get up and switch the dial to another
program-if
it's a mystery tale. If their
loyalty, indeed, had not been so strong,
the situation might have been different.
Also, since the advantage of following
a high-rated show is 'obvious, if "Dragnet's" rating had been, say, ten points
lower, the Ford Theater might have
suffered proportionately.
The Audimeter, at this point, seems
to give the most detailed picture of
when and where TV sets are in use. But
another kind of meter for rating programs turned up in the news a few
weeks ago. It's a Poll-a-Meter, by name,
and a group of business men in Los
Angeles are hoping it will provide a
"100%
accurate"
TV rating system.
According to eye witnesses, the Poll-O.
Meter is mounted on a truck chassis,
and, cruising the streets, records the
oscillations of household TV sets. And
the oscillations provide the number of
the channel tuned to in each home!
Well-wl;atever
the method used to
estimate
a program's
popularity,
we
might do well to remember that the
sponsor of music programs marked by
high calibre but low ratings is in the
same position as a publisher of rnagazines that are popular but that haven't
the largest circulation. He knows one
thing: They have appeal.
Having sponsored its program
for

countT)'-.diarie
in which newm are
su ppo d 10 ke p track of
5hot'
the
luned in: how man)' men. ¥iomfll
or children
looked on: when thrl"
changed
to another tation: and otMr
notations
depending on the houseboJd.
er' dilig nee. his memor)·-and l\;llin~·
ness.
One rating 5)'51 m. bOVl·e\·er.
boilsthf
human
lement do\\·n to a minimum
and. consequently_
narrows the rnarPn
for error. That's the ·ielse.n Companl.
whieh g
about obtaining its factslJll!
figur
with a device called the Aodim teT.
special tape recording~·
chine. it automatically records the~
a T
t is turned on, hoY!'longIt .
kept on. and to what station it is tu¢l
at any moment.
Having
been :;elected at ran~~
rougbly
one thou~nd of the n~lJtlO~
£orty.~eYen million "TV hom~ ~
equipped
with the in~rument. Tb·
•
hoi"
p r~ons with an Audimeler auac
fllil
their ~eL ha\e only one dutl to ped

we
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MUSICIANS

COMMAND

You can receive the highest type of musical training
in your
Own home. These Extension
methods
and the curriculum
have been developed
and perfected
by the Conservatory
over years of time. Their value and soundness
is proven in
the careers of thousands
of musicians
and teachers,
who
owe their success largely to the personalized
and painstoking coaching of this great Conservatory.
Courses
include:
HARMONY:_ Written by two of the
finest theorish in the country. Simple,
yel thorough in every woy. From basic
fu~domentols right through to CounterPOint ond Orchestrotion.
ADVANCED COMPOSITION: - Designed
to give you a useful knowledge
of muskol forms ond the genera I processes
of Composition.
~ORMAL PIANO: _ Especially designed
or teachers or future teachers.
Treats
and solves every problem of the progressive teacher.
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC: _ Fits you for
octual work in the school room. Our
m.odel lessam develop
originality
and
~Ive you on excellent guide for teach.
Ing others.

UNIVERSITY

HISTORY: - A modern course including
all types of music from ancient origins
to 20th Century.
Interesting - with em·
phasis on the analysis
of music-not
0
dull collection of faefs.
ARRANGING: - All the tricks of modern
arranging
drawn
from the eJ(periences
of the biggest "name"
arrangers
in the
country.
CHORAL CONDUCTING: - Brand
course includes
all the modern
niques-even
broadcasting.
VOICE:-lncludes
all essentials, such as
Breathing, Resonance, Vocalization, Enun·
ciation, Phrasing,
Style, etc.

EXTENSION

CONSERVATORY
etude-decem
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twenty' eight years, Firestone brings us
on Monday evenings (ABC·Radio and
TV) this month: Cesare Siepi (Dec. 3),
Dorothy Warenskjold (Dec. 10) ,Jerome
Hines (Dec. 17), Eleanor Steber (Dec .
24), and "The Voice of Firestone"
Choir (Dec. 31). Later on the same
evenings (NBC-Radio).
The Bell Telephone Company-in
its seventeenth
year as sponsors of music on the airpresents Lucine Amara (Dec. 3), Brian
Sullivan (Dec. 10), Robert Casadesus
(Dec. 17), Mildred Miller (Dec. 24),
and Igor Gorin (Dec. 31).
Another "Festival of Music" is due
on Monday evening, Dec. 10 (NBC·TV),
again under the supervision of Sol
Hurok. Marian Anderson, Artur Rubin.
stein and Andres Segovia head the list
of artists featured on this venture which
will have RCA and Buick as sponsors.
The New York Philharmonic
Symphony continues its season of Sunday
afternoon broadcasts (CBS·Radio) this
month, while the Metropolitan Opera
is brought back by the Texas Company
for the sixteenth consecutive year on
Saturday afternoons (ABC-Radio), beginning Dec. 5.
"Amahl and the Night Visitors," GianCarlo Menotti's Christmastime
opera,
will be repeated on Sunday, Dec. 16, by
the NBC Television Opera-which,
unfortunately, still lacks a sponsor.
THE END

IN MUSIC

Teacher'so.Diploma
Bachelor's Degree

CONSERVATORY-TRAINED

RADIO AND TV POllS
( onlinued f,om Page 22)

etude-december

-and only every two weeks, at that.
Then, they must simply insert a new
tape into the machine, after having
taken out the old one, which is to be
sent to the Nielsen headquarters
in
Chicago for analysis.
With all this minute-by-minute
information on film-processed
by a number
of IBM machines in over two hundred
different operations-the
analysis can
give the advertisers and networks as
accurate a measurement as there exists
of the size and habits of anyone program's audience.
One of the more important aspects of
research into TV viewers' behavior is
the study of the flow of an audience out
of one program into another. How long
does it remain with the first? Then,
what does it switch the dial to? The
answers to these questions shed light
on the effect of fore 'n' aft programming and of opposing shows-the
cornpetition. In a Thursday evening period
not so long ago, for instance, it was
found that more than half of "Dragnet's"
audience stayed tuned to NBC and the
program that followed-thereby
making
up three-quarters of the Ford Theater's
audience. Meanwhile, most of the remainder switched to "Big Town" on
their CBS stations-and
thereby consti·
tuted more than half of that program's
audience. Almost undoubtedly,
these
were mystery fans, as they have a rec·

BETTER INCOMES
•

•

Study In Spare T,me
t H
'
a ome.

t---------------------This is Your Opportunity -Mail
UNIVERSITY

EXTENSION

Coupon Todayl

CONSERVATORY,

Dept. A-866

_ 2000 South Michigon Blvd., Chicago 16, Illinois

-

P]eo$e send me catalog,
sample
lessons ond full informa.
tion regarding
course I hove marked with an X below.

o Piano, Teacher's Normal Course
Piono, Student's
Course
o Public School Mus.-Beginner's
o Public School Mus.-Supervisor's
o Advonced Composition

o

DEar
Training & Sight Singing
History ond Analysis of Music
Harmony
Cornet-Trumpet
Professional
Cornet-Trumpet

o
o
o

o

Name

.

Street

No.

0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

,
Age

City
Are you teaching
you?

Voice
Choral Conducting
Clarinet
Dance Band Arranging
Violin
Guitar
Mondolin
Saxophone
Double Counterpoint
Banjo
_

State

If so, how many

now?
Do you have

a Teacher's

Have you studied Harmony?
the Degree of Bachelor of Music?

Certificate?
Would

you

pupils

have
_

like to earn
_
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SOME BASIC ISSUES
(Conl.inncd

from

Page

14)

teach while musicians quite naturally
say that the graduates are not good lUUsicians.
The MENC has anticipated Mr. Schuman's criticism by some several years
through the establishment
of its ~ommission on Accreditation and Certlfi~a.
lion in Music Education. This Commission has suggested the following allocation of time in the four year undergraduate program:
33%
General Education
47%
Basic music and performance
20%
Professional education
Because of various pressures involved,
t do not believe that these percentages
can be fe-shuffled to any great extent
and even if they could, I am not at all
hopeful that it would solve the probl:m
under discussion,
that of producmg
teachers who are better musicians. All
that we can do for a student in a four
year period is to give him th~ sta.rt of a
general education, develop 10 hll~ ~he
first elementary skills in transmlttlllg
what he knows, and set him on the road
to the development of musicianship. The
full development of these areas must
continue for the thirty to forty years a
teacher spends practicing
his profession after graduating
from college.
Whether this development takes place
and to what degree is pretty much dependent on each individual, hi~aptitudes, ambitions, and needs. I WIll a~d
this note: a music teacher rarely fails
in his first years of teaching because of
lack of musicianship. Failure-s for this
reason usually come later when the
teacher wants to step up into more impOltant positions where musicianship of
a more advanced type is required.
My suggestion for improving this situation is to unite in back of a movement
to encourage high school seniors with
high innate ability in music and good
training to enter the teaching profes·
sion. Let's start from a higher level in
our training programs. If this is to be
accomplished we will have to revise our
present tendency to encourage the best
material to enter the fields of performance, musicology, and composition.
In conclusion it would seem that there
is no great divergence in the aims which
the critics of music education set up for
us and those which we have long been
attempting to achieve. There are some
significant differences in why we consider these goals to be important. It
also is quite obvious that we fall short
of achieving some of our goals but that
is not surprising. Every baseball player
who approaches the plate has an objective-to
hit a home run; every composer who sets out to compose a piece of
music hopes to turn out a masterpiece;
every school which forms a chorus hopes
42

nne one But somewhere
beto have ~
. I'f
bition and comtween this zerut 1 0 a~
b
d which
.j
].
a pomt
eyon
plete Iai ure res
it us to
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ill not perm I
human limitauon Wl
.
1 e limits
o Eventually we -eoogruze t res a sug
the 300 hitter is consIdered
an
.
I
om oser who turns
perior batter, t ie c
P
.
is 'conout an occasional m~st~rPl~~;h
school
sidered supenor-an
t e
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chorus
which really turns out a supeno~ecause
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,
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Adagio
and fine
the ,"","
sect.ion wh He , he concen,

in C major is a masterpiece in orchestration.
Yet the presentation under reo
view is not an original but a modernized
Vivaldi.
How far the editor, Alfredo
Casella, went can not be judged without
knowledge
of the original For instance,
who is responsible
for the exact repeti.
tion of the opening ritornello of the first
movement,
the editor or the conductor.
In view of the tremendous effort made
by the Ist.ituto Italiano Antonio Vivaldi
and the firm of C. Hicordi in publishing
a Complete Edition of Vivaldi's worksit
seems incredible
that Angel Records
used the arbitrary
Opus numbers 01
Mario Rinaldi in the citation of these
two compositions.
The Scarlatti Orchestra, led by Thomas
chippers, does very
well with the music and the achievement
of the re ording engineer is on par with
the urtistic
a compli hment. (Angel

(Continued

from

Page 19)

balanced.
The introductory
notes by
George lellinek contain some inaccurate
statements.
The version of the. presel.'t
recording
is not the one publishe?
I~l.
1877 after the first performance.
~t IS
the revised version of 1890. Jelltnek
mentions some of the outstanding
Bruckner interpreters,
past and present, but
omits the two foremost Bruckner
A postIes Ferdinand Lowe and Franz Schalk.
Thi~ unpardonable
omission
is an
achievment which in another
direction
matches the fine quality of the recording. (Epic LC 3218)
-Joseph
Braunstein
Durante:
Concerti
for
Stri.ngs, No.1 in F' tninor lind No.5
in A rnnjor. Anton.io Sali.eri, Over-

Francesco

ture
to the
Opera
uAxu.r,
ftc
d'Ormus."
Antonio Vi"'aldi: Sinfonin in II rnillor
Al Santo Sepol.ero; Concert.o for
Orchestra
in C rnajor, edi'e('1 by
Alfredo Casella. ScarlaUj
Orchest ra
conducted by Thorrws Schippers.

Angel Records offer us a real treat
with this selection which revives pieces
that are charming.
beautiful
and interesting. One reservation must be made.
however. The Durante
concertos
are
edited
Adriano Lualdi. and one doe
not know how far the editor went in
adapting
the pieces which are written
for quartet only. for string orchestra_
Be that as it may, Durante's
music is
fresh and enjoyable.
The same holds
true Of Antonio Salieri's
overture which
shows perhaps more affinity to Mown
than to Gluck.
The two Vivaldi items once more eloquently
display
the
versatility
and
originality
of the Prete rosso. The sin.
fonia entitled Al Santo Sepolcro shows
Vivaldi's bold harmonic
idiom in the

by

(7,,'1

THE FIRST ARTICLE of
this series, which appeared last
September, there 'were comments on
and examples of the modern
technique of shifting to the fifth position,
the present-day system of fingering for
three-octave scales and arpeggios, and
the more frequent use of the second
position. We are continuing
here our
discussion of the last topic.
A striking example of using the
second position to avoid clumsy string
crossings occurs in the last line of
Kreisler's SicilielllJe and Rigalldofl.

V

Braunstein

IIi:-it{'u'y of 1I'It" Dune c: Form.
UOllrrp(' (I'HI CournFl'c,
£1'111\ IIcillcr.
IIf1rIJ$idwr(l.

\01. 2:

This ontinuil1g project will interest
music.history
sltldents desiring to con·
cenl-rat
on a particular dance form.
The Bourr'e~ ar by Lebegue. J. C. F.
Fisch r. Kri g r, Pachelbel. Kuhnau.
Tel maim.
IlX. Muffat. Richter. Wen·
keJ. Kreb~ and On h; the couranles.by
rescobaldi,
J hn Bull. Ollr friend
An Ilrm \1....
'rg ant Major Ken·
n dy."
hamb ooier !o. Loeillel. Fux.
Buxtehud
. and Bach,
n my copy.the
lab Is tl the 1","0 side~ were re\"ersed ..\
courant
in 13·not major. pla,'ed be·
I we n the
\IX and Buxt hude danc~.
is omill d ir m Ihe listing on .the
jack t: the Fi<;,cher B urree in D mmOT

II d··

slide.
For Ex. C let us take the first four
measures
of the Romance
from t.he
Wjeniawski
D 1\llinor C~lcerto.
Ex.C
!

~ old

minor··
., (The km. 01

Plays 5hOS(ako\i~~p~

Preludes
curd Fugues. From·
'( i
(tules 0;1(:1 FII~lle$. Op. 87. u nllr

Shoslllko\

teh. piCIIIO,
.
ed the ~set 01
hOSlako\ Ith
comp()~
preludes
and fugu("::, in all ker~ ed~~
. . . he recel'
I
result of th
lO~plratlon
•
\l\
the Leipzig Bach fe~li\al {l950l.·
compo;er
honor to th conte:mporar Y
"u
•
'0 terms 1\1
for all mlllmg to come
.
r...
temngl~
th
baroque
ma~ter- blit. 1d
lhe long ~tretches
0 f hi eak
.
a ademic
counterpOint.
on e fee'- .tJI4'ed
.
k h ld ha\e remain
llerhall~ lhl~ war .:: ou
. JI'i'
in the mu~ician'~ ~ludl· Occa~lo.na~'rr
in lhe mildl
joco~e F·~harp mlDo~hPi"
.
lude ,,"It
lude. or in the C minor pre.
hant.
.
f
Id
Ru,·"n
C
.
.\6
Il.auntmg au 0 an 0
· (eotllWLle
. d on Pa~r
we gel a Iamt

p""
I: .•.,
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ing with the simple and tranqu iI mood
of the music. But the modern (upper)
fingering,
with its use of the second
position, eliminates these shifts, keeps
the simplicity of the music, and allows
only one shiit of noticeable
widthfrom the E-flat to the B-flat in the
second measure-which
can easily be
made without
any suggestion
of a

modernAndanle

the~lllflat
and Wendel Bourrw-... nol
slaled here. are
minor and C maJor.1
R produ('tion
f the harpsichord sound
is faithfuL Erna Heiller's performa~c~
are turdy. earn ;0:.1. and plodding. ( nJcorn
NLP 10271
, I.
-Dika :\e~iD
Sho~toku~ich

1
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The traditional
fingerlng
for this
passage would be to remain in lhe
first position, taking the second B in
the third group wilh the first finger,
whith makes for clumsy bowing, or
wilh a fourlh finger eXlension-usually resulting in a B that is too flat. The
fingering given in the example eliminates both these shortcomings
without
posing any new difficulty,
for the
shift from the 1st finger F-sharp to the
2nd finger D should give no trouble to
anyone advanced enough to play the
piece.
Another instance of the preferred
use of the second position
is to be
found at the beginning
of the 3rd
movement of the Brahms
G major
Sonata. See Ex. B

In this example the lower (older)
fingering has two noticeable
shifts:
with the second finger from the C to
the [·flat and from the next E-flat
(2nd finger) to 3rd finger D. Both of
these sIr.ifts are too wide to be in keep'(Copyright by Oh"r!e8 Foley.
Reproduced by 8pfcin/ pam i88ioll of Ihe copyright owner.)
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'f.he upper (modern)
fingering
is
certainly
an improvement
over lhe
lower (old) fingering:
the slide belween the B-flat and the
in the
second measure is practically
elimi·
nated, as is the slide to the A·flat at
the beginning
of the third measure.
Then there is the opening
of the
first movement
of the Mendelssohn
Concerto.
Too many editions have it
fingered
and phrased
as in Ex. D,
lower fingering and bowing, whereas
the essential content of the music is
much better brought out by the upper
bowing and fingering.

r

Ex.D

"

modern :'-

ftCN
old

~

~
,---....1
--

a

eEl·
~"

Any number of examples could be
cited to show the increased use of the
second position. but those given above
should
stimulate
thinking
about
it.
and help towards an understanding
of
its value. Whenever
a passage
is
fingered La go back and forth between
the first and third, generall.y it will be
found that a little thoughl will evolve
a fingering
utilizing the second position, making the passage sound rnuch
smoother and more even.
The use, or rather the non· use of
natural harmonics is an important aspect of modern technique. The feeling
today is that a harmonic
used on an

important
melodic note is a cold and
expressionless sound. Yet the editions
most used today are bespattered
with
just this sort of fingering.
For example, the edition of the Mendelssohn Concerto most widely sold gives
the lower fingering in Ex. D as well
as the lower bowing shown in the
same example. The upper bowing and
fingering are obviously more in keeping with the character of the music.
]n this edition
of the Concerto, the
fingering for the first two measures of
the slow movement calls for similar
criticism.
Ex. E
Bx. t.::
Andante
moder~
"a,

a~3

~r:&lr r I
old ~

'"

a

~

•

'Unquestionably
the upper-Modern
-fingering
expresses better the mood
and meaning of the music-the
ugly,
lifeless harmonic being replaced by a
slopped note capable of taking the
slight vibralo needed by the phrase.
The upper fingering for this example
will be discllssed in the third article
of this series when Extension Fingering is examined.
The late August '\X1ilhelmj was in
Iliany ways a good editor, but he was
a great believer in melodic harmonics.
,"Vh)', goodness
only knows. Ex. F,
from the Wilhelmj
transcription
of
the Prize Song from "Die Meistersll1ger," is typical of his thinking.

old ~

.:.

Perhaps two harmonics in the first
four notes 6f a melody lhat is supposed to throb with warmth was satis·
fying to the audiences in the eighteennineties, but to present-day
listeners
the effect is cold and unexpressivewhich is the reason the upper fingering in Ex. f is now preferred
by all
players and teachers with the exception of a few diehards.

(Continued
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Maurice

Dumesnil

Temporary Disability
Q. Because 0/ an operation, the result
of a burn,

one o! my pu-pils

will no:- he

able to use her right hand at the pwno
for a year.

Do you think

she sl/.O~ld dis-

continue her lessons jar that tune, or
keep up her music ioitli the left hand?
She can do third grade work. I am not
familiar with much left hand m~tcrial,
so would appreciate any snggestwns as
to what studies and pieces she could use.
W ould ,'on advise giving her material in
which the left hand predominates, and
adding the right -Iuuui later? I sh~dl
be grateful for any help YOlt may give
me.
(Miss)
H., Kentucky

r.

A. Your pupil

should

by no means

dis-

continue her lessons. I can speak from
experience since I was in the same predicame-nt the first year of my admission
to the piano classes of the Paris Conservatory_ With a broken right wrist,
this is what I did,
I took the volumes of Czerny and
Cramer ETUDES, and selected those
written for the left hand, in which the
right hand is only a side issue, an accessory. I worked on'them
faithfully,
slowly, then gaining speed, and using
different rhythms_ For pure technique I
practiced scales, exercises, arpeggios,
octaves, double thirds and sixths. About
one hour a day proved to be sufficient.
All the time my left hand progressed.
Like in the case of you-r pupil it took
my wrist o-ne year to recover. But when
it did. how gratified I was to find my
two h~nds equal in every way! Besides,
my playing had acquired greater flexibility and ease, due to that work by the
left hand alone.
There is little literature for the left
hand alone a-nd what exists by Scriabine,
Leschetitzky, Saint-Saens or Max Reger
is difficult and :way above the third
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grade. But may I sugge~t that you: or
one of your other pu pr·1s P lay. the Tight
hand with the little girl playing the left,
in Mozart, Clementi, Haydn, Beethoven
sonatas or sonatinas, as well as properly
selected teaching pieces. If you ~an ~o
that twice a week for instance ". It wil l
keep her interest alive and she will have
something to look for, a refreshing
half
hour and a-n encouraging
ex pertence
after her faithful left hand work.

Hand Motions
Q. One of my pupils,

twelve year~ old,
is bright and intelligent,
and she LS doing very well but doesn't. seem. to be able
to control her hands and keep them
qu iet: ] t.ell her that. it spoils her playing.
but repeating this over- and over is 0/
no avail. Are there any exercises
you.
could suggest, or anything
else I could
do to conquer this trouble?
Thank you:
very m.uch for your h.eip,

(M".)

C. W. J., New York

A. First of all yOll ought to analyze
that trouble, and find out whether it is
natura-I, or artificial. By this I mean: are
you her first teacher, or did she come to
you £rom someone else?
The best way to overcome that trouble
is to give the girl some exercises in helddown notes with the hand
extended
widely, let's say over one octave. the
"Exercises for the Independence
of the
fingers" by 1. Philipp. for instance. The
position of the hand will pI-event motions
while the fingers are in action.
There is also the old psychological
approach. You say that the girl doesn't
heed your repeated advice ...
1 heard
that years ago some teachers
got results
through placing a penny on top of the
pupil's hand, which would become her
~roperty if,it didn't fall. You might try
It. But don t forget that these are inflation times. Make it a nickel instead of
a pen?y; or even a dime. if you can
spare It. What child could resist the lure
of that shiny little coin?

THE END

ORGAN

AND CHOIR

QUESTIONS
Frederick

Phillips

Q. Our church has purchased 0 new
Baldwin electronic organ Model5. When
it was bcinK demonstrated the young
lady put QII severat sholl'Y lliDerenm in
tones by combinations that she uJed.1
have studied pipe organ, and am rBident in the c!Jangt"$ lor das.sica/ and
sacred
music,
but the dro51ic lone
ch an ges I heard hnlle me plI:zled. Can
you cn!i/:htttn 11U'?
£.,1/.-11I.

A. It i~port of both th an and the
hni of II d rnonstrator 10 bring out
nil

th
I sslbltiue,
of an in~trumenl.
and the ability to do this comes from
long and p rs v ring e~perimeillation
with all Ih st ps singly and in ~ery
conceh'abl
combination. From youre!perience with the I)ipe organ you ha~e
disco\ red aim ::.1 endless lonal ellecl~.
When Ihe organ was installed the Bald·
win
ompan)' probably left with )"o~a
pamphlet
entitled "Registration ..HID~
for the Baldwin Electronic Organ. This
will gi\e you many bajc principles on
which to build. Then. lhe CompanypU15
out a \-ery c1e\-er Registration Chart.
suggesting
\'arious combinations 01
.
I
and on the
stops .III varymg
\-0 um~.
suggestions for solo SIO~
aCcompan y,·n-to <'op'~
~ Tbi,
too. will gh'e )'OU a working start. Th~.
siml>ly g t to the organ as 0 ft enas~' '1
.
"
~Ibl
and eXI)enment
on )OU r own untl
you are able to de\elo)J the full capar·

other

. \

side

. hi

Wit t Mllta

ilies of tile organ. Thi5 proces5 ~~}II"fiOd
.
·dfi'\
..tIO U
tillue
In
e IlIt )'. an d·lOa),
}Oll
.' ~
other
tone combinations 8\811able.
rticles roeoyou do not I13\e t \Ie twO a
'n
lioned lour local Bald'",in dea.ler h"
elll
supply them. or ou may O.blalll I r.
.
Plano
UJhy addressing
the Ba \dwin ..
C·,n C'mila l'I. 01,,·0 (Or-an
e DimlO.).
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master is a sound idea-within
reason. It Is a good thing to have auxiliary choirs in addition to the main
one; this stimulates
interest
in the
church program
and gets people to
come to church. A varied repertoire
is something
all of us should aim at.
On behalf of contemporary
composers, we ought to present new works as
often as possible;
besides which, no
congregation
mInts to hear the same
anthems and offertories week in and
week out.

Quality,
Not Quantity

~RE

TEACHER'S
ROUNDTABLE

PA~E

IS an old story
the international

concernpanel of

writers who set out to make a study
of the elephant. Each writer's
approach to the subject was revealing
of his nation's mentality.
The German wrote a scholarly
work, "An
Introduction to the Life of the Elephant-in Three Volumes." The Englishman wrote on "Hunting
the E}ephant with Gun and Camera."
The
Frenchman described the "Love Life
of the Elephant."
The Russian produced a brooding metaphysical
work
caned "The Elephant-Does
it Exist ?"
The Pole discussed
~'The Elephant
and the Polish Corridor."
And the
American's book was entitled, "Bigger and Better Elephants."
The cult of "Bigger and Beller" is
the curse of our national
life. We
have the world's biggest
buildings,
the biggest collection of automobiles,
superhighways, refrigerators
and television sets, the most widespread
network of communications.
At a recent
exposition in Australia,
one of the
exhibits which attracted
1110st attention was a New York City telephone
directory. The idea of so great a concentration of telephones
in one city
was staggering in thinly. populated
Australia.
Bigness is identified in our minds
with progress. Because a thing is bigger, we tend to assume that for that
reason it is better. That this is not
always the case may be seen by anyone who weighs the relative merits of
closing a rip in his trousers. with a
safety pin and with a Stillson wrench.
These thoughts came to my mind
the other day when a young organistchoirmaster showed me around the
"operation" (I use this military term
because it reminded
me of a troop
movement) which he was conducting
at the First Denominational
Church
in downtown Parishville.
One's first impression
was that
etUde-december
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there was an immense amount of activity going on. In addition
to the
regular choir, there were young people's
choirs,
junior
choirs,
novice
choirs, sub-novice choirs and possibly
a few others which have slipped my
mind. To schedule rehearsal times for
all these groups was in itself something of a feat.
The church
kept elaborate
statistics on attendance
at each group.
To do this it was necessary to maintain an elaborate filing system which
listed every chorister's
name, address
and telephone number and the group
to which he or she belonged.
Another,
110
less elaborate
card
index covered repertory.
The choi~
prided
itself on never repeating
a
number within two years. AccordingIYl a filing system was maintained
which showed when each work had
last been performed.
The church made a specialty of first
performances
of new works, revivals
of old works, or music which was in
some way unusual. Special services
were presented
at all important
seasons of the church year. For these
were prepared,
under the choirmaster's- supervision
programs
which
were marvels of the printer's art.
The
young
choirmaster,
having
shown me about, waited expectantly
for my comments_
I have a habit of plain speaking of
which I have never been able to break
myself. Also, as it happened,
1 had
attended
one of his services not long
before.
I asked the young man what he supposed his function as a Choirmaster
to be.
Somewhat taken aback, he replied:
"To provide music for the worship of
the church."
I told him to stick to that, and forget about double-entry
bookkeeping.
The point is that everyone
of the
projects
undertaken
by this choirl

We need to know how many members are in our choirs, how many we
may reasonably
expect at rehearsal,
how many anthems
we plan to do
and have done. It is important
that
our programs
be neatly and attract.ively printed, since they are part of
theimpression the church makes upon
its worshippers.
But this young choirmaster had bitten ofT more that he could chew. He
had launched
a program
suited to
Riverside Church, say, which he could
have run quite successfully
with six
or eight assistants.
Single - handed,
however,
he was so snowed under
with the minutiae of filing and cardindexing, and dashing from one rehearsal to another, as to have insufficient time for the really important
business of preparing music for Sunday worship.
Generally
speaking, it is better to
do a si III pie anthem well than to attempt "Elijah"
or "The Messiah" and
make a hash of it. Congregations
are
more sophisticated
musically
than
they used to be. Thanks to radio,
television,
movIes
and Music
by
Muzak, we are so saturated in music
nowadays
that it is next to impossible to find a listener who does not
know
what
well-performed
mUSIC
sounds like.
Aspiration
is fine, and 1 would be
the last to discourage it. We: all ought
to strive to make our performance
better year by year. On the other
hand, we must keep [ealistically
in
mind the capacit.ies and limitations
of our choirs, to say nothing of ourselves.
During the past year my concertizing has taken me from one coast
to the other, and from Canada t.o the
Gulf of Mexico. It has becll my impression that often the choirmasters
who are doing the best work are those
who make the least fuss about it. They
do modest services, and do them well.
Riverside
Continlled all. j.Jagc 50)
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america's
smartest

piano
fashions

Edited by Theresa CostAlllo
Here is a new achievement ...
in purity and brilliance of
(one, power of volume, .
permanency of touCP . : . 10 a
small piano-only
37 high.
It's equipped with the
wonderful
new Supertone Scale
... the Gulbransen
exclusive
miracle scale and the reason
for the glorious
deep-dimension tone.

THE REAL VALUE IN
ACCORDION ENSEMBLES
From an interview
with
Anthony Galla-Rini

(Anthony Galla-Rini is a uiell- known
concert accordionist.
instructor.
composer and arranger 0/ many im.portant
works-Ed.
note)
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from Page 42)

whiff of Shostakcvich's
personality. He
is a generally competent interpreter of
his music, though his tone often sounds
harsh and bangy, and he sometimes
gets into technical difficulties (especially in the brilliant D minor fugue).
(Capitol P 18013)
-Dika Newlin
Franck: Sl-r;,ng Quarter
in f) Major.
Loewcngut.h Quartel
(Alfred Loew~ engu tb and Mum-ice Fucri, vi.ofi.ns;
Roger Roche, viola; Pierre Baseoux ,
'cello).

Replete with melting melodies and
luscious sequences, this quartet, at its
best, typifies Franck's noblest inspiration. Structurally, the strongest move·
ments are the elfin Scherzo, with its
mysterious muted
flurries, and the
poignant Larghetto. These sections also
receive the best interpretation from the
Loewenguth Quartet, which throughout
performs intelligently, with careful attention to nuances. A richer, wanner
tone might be desired, especially in the
soaring opening phrases, where the
violin sound seems unnecessarily wiry,
even nasal. But at least this interpretation successfully avoids the over-saccharinity which can spoil Franck for
the modern listener. The first and third
(Continued on PageSI)
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BECOME

active

as a

judge and adjudicator
of accordion competitions
in recent years,
I am very gratified to find that good
musical
literature
is being
adapted
more and more for the instrument,
both in respect to original
and transcribed compositions.
What
is particularly
noticeable
though is the importance
and prom inence given to accordion
ensembles
in these competitions.
Also, the formats of accordion
school recitals
are
featuring
ensembles
as well as solos
in recent years and the better type of
selections
are in evidence
on these
programs.
In turn, concert
accordionists
are
often being presented
In professional
recitals as guest artists
on programs
that include a concert
accordion
ensemble of symphonic
proportions.
The
artists
have even been accompanied
by the ensembles
in concerto
movements and other selections
of concert
calibre.
The solos and ensembles
are both
important
for the development
and
recognition
of the accordion
on a
plane of equality with other accredited
instruments,
but 1 believe
there is a
slight difference in the basic functions
of the two.
Fine ensemble
selections
skillfully
played cannot but help convince
serio.us musi~i.ans of the genuinely
muSIcal qualItIes of the accordion
and we
may hope that our outstanding
Contemporary
composers
will consider
writing
original
works for accordion
ensemble. as enthusiastically
as they
would wnte for a woodwind
ensemble

or a choral group.
However,
the accordion will prove
its equality
with the pianoforte or
organ
(its neare t com parables) only
when played
as an instrument unar.
companied.
ev rth I
without minimizing

uplifting
effect f accordion enle performing
befor audiences.
I would Iik 10 point out the peds
ogieal advantages
r ensemble activo
ity ev n th ugh an ensemble rna)'

the

scm

never

b

appear

f re an audience.

The pr-i Ie training of ensemble
w rk inv I c man)' detail, of which
these mal b
mphesized: (1) DIS·
I PLI
. 0 TH
IH. required in
group
I laying, a d terrent to the nc1ination
in
I work of choosing a
at

radi

t

mpo

B

the com

against

poser's indi ali n ; (2) I DEPE~D.
EN E F' TH
GHT. developed esp iall) in polyph nic compositions
and
dent

not difficult for a cordion stu
to a hieve ince accordion parts

are m stly for ae hand: (3) SICHT·
HE 0 I r . devel ped with more ease
perhap

to
SI

singl

than in 010 work. again du~
-handed
parts:
(4) Ml·

AL

PPH·

I TIO " developed

through
pia) ing compo it ions of \lide
and complicated
scope. which is pos'
sible
in ensemble but not in solo
work. Appreciation
of any trpe of:n'
semble,
as such. is promoted; lJl

ALL·HO

NO

1 SlelA

'SHIP.

which may cover any musical detail
conceivable
and which is impartw to
the ensemble participant in due time;

THE

TUOEIT

WHO PERFOR)I~
CAP BLY IN AJ E SE~IBLEb
BO NO TO O£VELOP INTO A
CAPABLE

OLOI T.

In short.
accordion

il is our thought thai e\'e~
chool should have grad
. ..
. '1 curriculumI
ensem bl e actl\'ltles
111 15
and
every
student
of that sch~
should be encouraaed to take part o~
the basic purpose of pedagogical a~
cultural
development.
Of course, \hI'
'ed e.
ensembles
should not be dem
.
I
f
udiences.
Il:i
opportulllty
to payor
a
END

desired.

Maillet, who was pleased with the proposal and gladly accepted it. Thus the
Little Singers gained not only new recruits for their organization, but also an
able director in the person of Father
Maillet, who, in the subsequent years,
was to bring them greater fame and
glory.
Once Father Maillet took charge of
the Little Singers, a new day dawned
on them. He established a regular school
for the youngsters and made it a center
of religious as well as secular training.
Thus in this school the boys are trained
not only in singing but also in moral
principles and religious
piety. It is
Father Maillet's intention to train the
children to be good singers so as to inspire others to take interest in singing
and to generate a love for songs.
Somewhat like the boarding schools in
this country, the school of the Little
Singers provides them with daily needs
and keeps them there all year round for
four years until they reach their fifteenth birthday. When they are fifteen,
they usually leave the school. A few of
them, however, remain with it as instructors or staff workers. The eligible
age for admission to the school is eleven.
In order to be admitted, each boy has to
take a competitive examination.
The
competition is very keen, for there are
150 youngsters taking the examination
each year, and only thirty are admitted.
Selections are made on the basis of
voice, intelligence. and temperament.
The admission does not, however, put an
end to difficulties, for there is a period
of probation. Thus a hoy admitted to
the school does not become a permanent
memberof the institution until he passes
the probation period successfully.
Father Maillet devotes all his time
and energy to the education and training of the Little Singers. He is constantly watchful of their well-being, both
spiritual and physical. He has taken
them far away from France and thus
has spread their fame to almost every
part of the world. Moreover he made
the organization of the Little Singers in
Paris a nucleus for other choirs in
France and in other countries. A worldwide organization came into existence
in 1943 under his creation. It is now
well known as "The International
Federation of Little Singers." Thjs Federation embraces more than 2,200 member
choirs throughout the world. In the
United States alone there are over 280
choirs which have joined the Federation
since 1952.
Owing to his great accomplishments,
Father Maillet was elevated by the Holy

THE
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See in 1951 to the dignity. of papal
domestic prelate. Thus Father Maillet
became Monsignor Maillet.
From six to eight months of the year,
Monsignor Maillet takes his little singers
to a foreign country on a concert tour.
However, he would not let the tour in.
terru pt the boys' education. He brings
the faculty members along with the Little Singers 50 that their studies can be
continued.
Although they live away from their
families, the Little Singers seldom feel
homesick, for they enjoy the companionship of their fellow-singers. Under Monsignor
Maillet's
fatherly
supervision,
the little
Singers conduct themselves

well. They are heroes of France and
"idols" of French youth.
The repertoire
of the little Singers
usually consists of two parts; namely,
religious and secular music. In religious
music they sing pieces taken from
Gregorian
chant, Palestrinian
masterpieces and contem porary religious works
of French composers. In secular music
they sing folk songs, French madrigals
and Christmas carols from many lands
-all
sung in their original languages.
The Little Singers are, indeed, France's
best ambassadors,
for they have given
peoples of pther nations good impressions of French culture and of French

youth.

THE END
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You're the Life of the Party

I
I

with Your HOHNER Marchesa

I

I
I

Whatever other instrument you play, or plan to, for creative expression
-learn to playa Hohner Marchesa. It can be your most valuable social
asset opening up undreamed
of opportunities
for fun and friendship.
Thanks to Hohner's unique genius, the compact, lightweight Marchesa
has the large range, rounded tone and easy touch of a large 120-bass
instrument. Smart design. Exciting colors. Moderate price. Get it at your
dealer's-or
write for new catalog describing the entire accordion line.

m
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Fourth
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New Yo,k
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SOME ASPECTS OF
LEFT HAND TECHNIQUE
(Continued
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A godsend
to beginners
and students
...
a lime saver for teachers
& professionals
... A few minutes daily will greatly benefit
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.• INTONATION
.. TRILLS
VIBRATO
FLEXIBILITY
AND TONE."

Endorsed by Berkley, Dounis,
and mony others ...
"To my mind.
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Of course, not .all melodic har~oni~s
are bad. Where the note in questIOn
IS
passed over quickly
(Ex. G) from t~e
Beethoven Concerto, or where the mu:lC
calls for a certain playful charm (Ex.
H), from the Pierne Serenade,
a harmonic often adds considerably
to the
effect of the passage.

;G'"
-=JilltlE

E~'Gn

Mischokoff,

p

your "Finger-Flex"

is

the only mechanical aid 10 violin playing
which fulfils the claims made for it. I am
convinced that it can be of the utmost
benefit to stude,;ts and professionals alike.
The results amo~ed me."
(Signed) Harold Berkley
and I recommend "Finger-Flex" to
all instrumentcfists who desire 10 owoken
their nervous reAexe, and improve the
tonicity of the muscles of the hand."
(Signed) Dr. D. C. Dounls

Frank Saam's "QJ::remono" JLustre"
WORLD'S OUTSTANDING
ClE"ANER &
POLISH FOR STRING
INSTRUMENTS

Write for full particulars

SAAM'S MUSICAL SPECIALTIESBox 3866, Park Grne

Station,

Detroit

OUR

NEW

INSTRUMENT

CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE

1
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3, III.

SPECIALISTS
OLD

Ex. T

5, Michigan

30 E. Adams St.-ChicClgCl
VIOLIN

The modern
fingering
for chromatic
scales is another example
of the trend
towards fingerings that result in greater
clarity of technique.
In Ex. I, the upper is the modern and the lower the old
fingering.

& VIOLINISTS"

P,ri.. P;"~".

.-!.h!l>f~A,N
~ Flash_Beat Electronome
the only Underwriters
opproved
electric
m;lr~nome
with
beat YOll can SEE and HEAR!
~.')Yaccurate,
convenient, dependable
• light vi$ible from gil $ide$
• 5 year written guorontee

There is no doubt that the lower fingering, with -its half-tone
slides, is an
excellent exercise for strengthening
the
fingers. There is also no doubt that the
upper fingering, with its avoidapce
of
slides, gives an infinitely
cleaner
and
more musical effect. Students
should
ne taught the modern first. so that it
may become natural to them, and later
given the old fingering
if they need a
strengthening
exercise.
In the February 1957 issue of ETUDE
there will be a discussion
of what are
probably the two most significant
developments of modern left-hand
technique
-Advance
Fingering
and
Extension
Fingering.
THE END

J

A" i"valuable (:lid for teacher$, students,
·performers. Write for our booklet.

FRANZ MFG. CO.

WM. S. HAYNES CO.
Silver Flutes - Piccolos
12 Piedmont Street, BOSTON, Mass.

MY SISTER ZINKA
(Continued

from

Page

23)

r~member correctly, offered at least five
dIfferent
values (exemplified_
for inslan~e, by the words Jaeger, oelle, Meer.
endh~h, and haben). We had much fun
workIng our way through all the various
vowel sounds-and
when the fun was
?ver, we practiced singing them, send_
mg the tone freely, without constriction.
through all the different
patterns
.Whether as student or as interna;ional
IH?ma donna, 2inka
has never
been
WIthout a capable teacher
and coach
Tod~y, she does not need 10 learn hO\~
to SIng; yet wherever she goes without
me she puts herself in touch with the

leading
coach. His task is simpl\' to
listen to her and to tell her. sincerely
truthfully,
how her tones sound to a~
impartial
judge. This is extremelr im
portant.
Every singer needs to keep On
checking
tones and techniques of emission. Don't ever think you are so good
that you don't have to learn. is oneof
my sister's
favntite maxims. Constant
care. not only in learning how to sing.
but in keeping one's singing up to stan.
da rd. builds a reserve of security which
is indispensable
in a public career. One
should not study merely to learn a part.
but to sing correctly. under all circum.
stances or emergencie .
And em rgen ies can arise! At this
ver y moment, my Ister and I are lac.
ing one. Tn giving this interview for the
admirable
magazine,
T DE. I am
very c nsciou
of the fact that less than
an hour ago. and within seven hour, 01
p rformanc
time. In) sister has been
call d upon 10 substitut her TOJca for
an indisposed
ollcegue's Aida et the
M rropclhun
pera.
he is perlectly
familiar with the role. having sung it in
Europe, C ntral America. hicago. and
levelund,
bUI never in Nc.w York,
'Vhil" T am speaking, Zinka is warming up her voice. reviewing the score.
and familiarizing
herself with the individuuliti
f th J\l Ir politan Opera
product!
n r the work. I am certain
that her long training in preparing for
emergen ies will be of assistance to her.
(Editor's Notc11 the morning of
February
17. Ihe New York papers ga\'e
enthusiasti
)}raise to Mme. ~fiIano\"s
first M tropolitan Tosco, prepared with·
in a few hour of curtain time.)
o far. we !lave discu&icd singing. but
my sister has 01"0 put much work inlO
the dramatic
aspect
of her career.
Stage lOlirtlure was an important part 01
her studie::. at th Consef\'ator)' and we
have often talked together about it. The
secret of good operalic siage work. she
feels. is to approach each character as
a separate
and individual entity. Oper·
atic acting is different from (and perhaps more exacting than) Slage acting
because e\'er)' mo\'e and gesture mU5tbe
geared to the demands of good vocal
emission.
O)}eratic aclors must reject
any movement
which might hamper
good lone: Ihey must always watch the
conductor;
yet their acting must seem
natural.
easy. and unconstrained. ~IJ'
siSler often says Ihat one does not learn
how to wa Ik on the stage-there
i5 no
one way of walking. One walks and
moves only as the character one is pOT'
traying.
and each portrayal must be
different
from the others. revealjng the
individualities
of the person in the play.
Thus. Tasca walks with the security and
Iraining of a great stage star who is also
a great lady. Fidelio, who has heen
masquerading
as a man to save her
husband-s
life. walks ]jke a man. San'
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tuzza, a peasant girl. walks and moves
. a different manner from the personill
.
I .
ages who are queens or princesses. t 1S
therefore easy to see that no one way
f behaving on the stage can be of much
~elp. Each character must be stll?ied i?
its own right, and thoroughly mvesngated-not only as to cues and entrances, but as to background, tradition,
habits.
An excellent way to help master operatic acting is to study Lieder! The
essence of good Lieder singing is to
projectthesignificance of the song without any acting whatever, only through
words and music blended into a single
expressive whole. The singer who is
able to effect such projection develops
skills in expressiveness which are of
enormous aid in opera. Not only does
the complete stage routine build the
part, but the ability to express meaning through words and music alone,.actually helps with the added action.
Whenmy sister was a student, I recall
that Mme. Ternina kept her one month
on Schubert's Der Neugieriege.
She
sang it charmingly
when she beganbUIone charming performance was not
enough.Terniaa kept her at it, perfecting phrases, deepening meanings, most
of all build.ing a fund of security and
relaxation in the work which made her
performance a month later not only entirely.sight, but seemingly as easy as
secondnature.
Tlral; in the essence, is the secret of
goodartistic projection. It comes through
hard work. All the elements of good
vocal emission are important,
but the
one my -sister considers the most important is never to force the voice, in
any way,for any reason whatever. Some
times, a young singer feels panic the
first lime he is on the stage of a large
theatre; he wonders how he can fill it
with tone. The answer js, he should not
- indeed, he cannot - fill it through
forcing. Well focussed tone projects itself through the largest theatre. It is
the carrying power of tone, not its volume alone, which counts; and: properly focussed, a naturally smaller voice
will go further than a large voice which
is badly used. When we work together,
my sister Zinka and I always remember
two wise old vocal proverbs: One sings
out of the throat. but never with the
throat. One sings' on the breath, neverwith it.
Good vocal emission is the basis on
which must rest that seeming ease of
singing which makes the audience feel
they could go home and do just the
same thing. People are so kind as to
compliment my sister on the ease with
which she sings. After, she often won·
ders whether they would be pleased or
disappointed to know that it isn't easy
at all-that it comes only as the result
of years of hard work!
THE END
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new French Provincial Spinet

lovely!
Lovely,

and distinguished;

characterized

by its graceful

lines.

In this new Starck

piano

you have a period

piece in its most liveable
version

...

and a spinet

of fine musical

quality.

There are many other
Starck

styles.
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Styled in Mahogany
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For the loveliest voice in the sk II
listen to the_ music of Schulmerich
"Carilionic Bells"! Your ear will
tell you that their rich brilliant tone
isas pure as the traditional Old World
bells-a triumph of tonal engineering.
Your church
can have their
voice-no
tower
is' required-Only
a modest cost is
involved.
Write
for details to:
SCHULMERICH
Inc.

CARILLONS,

12F58A Carillon
SEltERSVlllE,

Hill,
PA.

Hands ...
~
~
..

that haue grown
to Musical Achieuement!
It's hard to believe as you hear him
perform today that those are the same
fingers you took in your own and
placed on the proper keys.
But his success is your success. As his
teacher you have guided him through
a maze of notes and keys ... and of
equal importance are the pianos that
hav~ b:y th.eir response to his ~very
feehng inspired him to greater heights.
Today he knows that tJis performance
can be only as good as the piano he
use~. Tha~'s why ~his choice is always
a plano With a Wood & Brooks Action
the action found in the World's
Finest Pianos!
~

Write today for your free
copy of "The Piano"
and W & B ActIon
'. Data Booklet.

.":;'~~

~fifjft.·~
...........
,
WOOD

&

BROOKS CO.

Manufacturers of Piano Keys and Actions
tor More than 50 Years
Buffalo 7, New York
Rockford, Illinois
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Lake City TaberChurch or the Sa 1t
nacle can do no more.
These men of whom I speak have no
fancy programs 'or elaborate
announcements nor do they have hundreds
~r
people making large
shows of mUSiC
programs in the Church.
They also do not distress
themselves
overmuch about repetition
of the same
work. As one of them observed, regarding the no_repeats-under:two-yeal:s
rule;
"If the congregation
likes a piece of
music why make them wait two years
to hear it again?"
sense ought
Why, indeed? Common
is as bad as
to rule here. One extreme
the other.
It sometimes happens
that a choirmaster fritters away his time and energy
in unrewarding
directions
not of his
own accord, but as the result of pressure
from his ecclesiastical
superiors.
Ther
are numbers
of church
positions
in
which
the choirmaster
is virtually
punching a time-clock. Music commit·
tees and ministers are constantly
check·
ing up to see whether Mr. So-and-so is
"on the job" that day; meaning. whether
he is physically present
in the church
building. He is expected
to be around
the church doing what amounts
to secretarial
work,
unimportant
teaching

QUANTITY

front Page 45)
and ol,her duties which di~tract him
Irorn his real purpose.
If these worthy gentlemen only rea.
lized it. their choirmaster
would be het.
t er employed
in the privacy of his studio at home. trying 10 prepare some.
thing
worthwhile
for next SundaY's
service.
.
The sardonic title of "numbers game"
has been applied
to this feverish que~l
for big choir-s and lots of <;latistic5.
wit h no regard 10 quality.
Because
a chancel or choir loft seats
fift y. the choirmae
r ought net to be
oblig d to operate
a fifty·voice choir.
Twenty
good voices who know their
bus!n
r;:o;; ar
h ruer than fifty w ho do not
'0 ne ought
to feel obliged to do a
given
work
...illlpl)
beceu ..e it "looks
w II"' on the pr grum.
Why do unj rhing merely for elfect~
~Iorc to th
point i~ careful prepare.
lin.
do) in and da)' OUI. "Iri\in~ for
wef l-orgnnized
ser\ ices w hh as mam
people raking part a~ can rea~nabld~
handled
in Ihe church.
.
What we need abo\e all in our pro.
rc~~ion i.. the hard·""'orking... incere.
dcdicolCd
man who pUiS him~elf in the
ba k~r un I. ~elling the ""ark doneand
not ~eally caring hho gCI'-credit lor it.

TIlE E'ID

A CRADLE OF MUSIC
(Co/1/i/1ued from Pagt' ] 2)
centers of music circles.
A well preserved room in the oldest
section of the firm houses the manuscripts of music's great. and might well
be called Europe's cradle of ml!sic.
Beethoven, Mozart. Rossini and Liszt
are bu~ a few of the immortals
repre.
sented m the manuscript
filled museum
!n this room Wagner gave the first read~
mg of "Die Meistersinger."
and it was
here that Humperdinck
sat in front of
~!le..small square window and composed
Hansel and Gretel," especially
beloved
b~ every German boy and girl. Also to
t111S room,. and t.o adjoining
studies.
came Chopm, Paganini
and Schumann
followed later by 20th ce t
..
leaders.
n ury musIc
Despite its glories, the Streckers
are
not
content to let B . Schott'
.
..
s 5··/
0 file I·IVe
m the past. They continually
devel
new comp~sers and introduce
new ide:~
to the ow
mUSICworJd. This is a sl
process, b ut the Schott firm ,·s .
I
Th S
JIl no HI rry
e treckers work on the b .
I .
tl.
aSIS t. lat
le reputatIon
and acceptance
of even
the greatest composer comes
I
{
the test of years.
on yater
Fo~ inst~,n~e, Stravinsky's
first orchestra piece,
FIreworks"
unnoticed
B l
I
":'e~t completely
.
u Wlen
" Fl·
d"
produced
b S
.
Ire}Jr
was
Ballet R
y serg~ Dlaghilev
and his
usse, travll1sky became an in.

slant ~u

all

~".

hmonin frc: 6r"l srnphon)' and
I>inno concerto
\\ r ..uch failures he
wa plunged into a d ~Jlair from which
h re o\ered
only aft r 5eleral )·ear'
time and eXlenshe medical care.
\' ill)'
treck r commented. ")I05t (If
Our great cOl1lpo~er:: were failures for
many year:; because lhe best musicis
alwar~ ahead of Ihe taste of the general
l}lIblic:' E\en \1/agner was caricatured
as d riving a chisel into the ears of Ii..
teners.
although
p8&:ing years hale
made him seem le~ fierce.
An out~landing contemporary exam·
pIe of fame after failure is Carl Orffl.
whose music was "di:.eo\-ered" in Amer.
ica two rears ago. 1i )·ears after his
firsL European
success and almo;;t 30
years afLer his fir::! music wa!; published

by Schou's.
DrfT's predicted success in America
is one more slep in a climb to fame
that began wilh a rejection slip. He
sllbmilted
his first ,,'ork to
holl'S in
1911. But it was refu:::ed and not until
1925 did lhe compan)' publish anr (If
his music.
Dr. Ludwig Strecker. the grey haired
senior c11ief of
hou· .... is the picture
of a dignified
European who has the

-U"C"C ''Cgrl 0,..1', JifI,iaJ Tktdn lI"orU'. i. lit
.\ortmtKr Et"dc-I-:.d. :"olc.
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sense of history to know unnecessary
haste is as distasteful as it is wasteful.
This belief is applied in a practical
wayat Schott's.
From the 20 or 30 manuscripts that
arrive each day, the finn chooses a
work because it shows promise rather
than just because it might sell. 1£ the
composeris unknown to the firm, he is
asked to submit other works so a line
of development can be traced. If reaction to the work is still favorable after
further review, he is asked to visit the
Schottfirm. The Streckers consider personal contact especially important in
determining the knowledge and potential of a composer.
The golden age of Schott's was during the period when it was known as
the "Wagner House." These were the
productiveyears of the mid- 1800's that
brought "Die Meistersinger,"
"The
Ring" and "Parsifal."
Inheriting the company when the last.
Schottdied, the elder Ludwig Strecker
developeda friendship with Wagner althoughthe composer was something of
a belligerent.
Followingthe Wagnerian period came
the popular French and Italian com·
posers,and more recently new leaders
suchas Hindemith, considered by many
as potentially the most profound inAuencein modern music.
During the fire that destroyed most
of Mainz in World War II much of
the publishing plant was demolished.
But the bombing raid that sLarted the
fire was directed away from the area
aroundthe Schott firm in order to avoid
theancient Mainz cathedral. Because of
this fortunate location and feverish efforts to save historical material, many
priceless manuscripts and letters were
presened.
It seems in keeping with it.s rich historical tradition that the SchOll's company still does its own printing and
engraving.
Schott's music engravers can turn out
but one plate a day. working completely
by hand upon a tin and lead form.
Sin.c~it takes a minimum of {our years'
trammg to develop this skill. most of
today's music is printed by a cheaper
process rather than from such quality
engraving as is found at Schou's.
Schott's engravers. often grandfathers,
fathers and sons working side by· side.
f h·
as IOnt he metal plates with the grace .
and dexterity of a silversmith.
RowsUpon rows of books of music at
B. Schott's Sollne are kept ready to
supplygrade scbool children and entire
opera companies with music. If placed
sldeto side on library shelves the music
books would stretch 33 miles. They
stand in eloquent tribute to the men
who continue to bring great music of
the world from the composers to the
public.
THE END
etude-decem
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NEW RECORDS
(Continued

from

Mozart: Symphony No. 41 in C Major;
Symphony No. 39 in E-Flat Major. Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra of New

Page 46)

movements
could go slightly
faster,
though-after
all Franck
did write
"Poco lento" andt'Larghezro."
My copy displayed slight pitch-waverII1g in the long 0 major chord closing
the first movement.
(Epic LC 3227).
-Dika
Newlin
Following
recordings.

is a list

0/

additional

new

Offenbach: Gaite Parisienne. The Philadelphia
Orchestra
(Ormandy}.
COLUMBIA (KL 5069)
Schumann:

Symphonies

4. Israel
Philharmonic
ANGEL (35372)

No.1

and No.
(Kletzki).
r

Strauss, Johann and] osef: Champagne
for Orchestra.
The Philharrnonia
Orchesu-a (Von Karajan) .ANGEL (35342)
Mozart: Sonata No. 11 in A Major, K.
331; Sonata No. 12 in F Major, K. 332;
Beethoven:
"Moonlight"
Sonata. Jose
ltudJi. ANGEL (35378)

York

(Waller).

COLUMBIA

(ML

5014)
The Genius of David Oistrukh Oistrakh
violin; Yam polsky, piano. COLOSSEUM
(CRLP 249)
The Sound of Genius. PhilharmonicSymphony
Orchestra
(Walter).
CO·

LUMBIA

(WZ 1)

Music of the 17th Century.
.String Instrument
Ensemble).

PHILE

(Ancient
AUDIO·

(AP-36)

Dvorak: Symphony No.5 in E Minor,
Op. 95. RIAS Symphony Orchestra
(Fricsay). DECCA (DL 9845)
Brahms: Symphony No.4 in E minor,
Op, 98. Philharmcnia
Orchestra (Von
Karajan ] . ANGEL (35298) THE END

I llUSTRATION

CREDITS

12-WolfF
& Tritschler
13-R.
W. Ohler
17-Giacomelli

Teach correct ti'JJzing early

with METRONOME de Maelzel
by SETH THOMAS
Noone
realizes better than you how
important is the early development
of a good sense of timing. In order to
establish good timing habits, it's only
natural that so many teachers and students have turned to dependable Metronome de 1'Jaelzel by Seth Thomas'"
-the company whose name has meant
precision in time for 141 years.
This durable instrument is famous
for its exact and dependable measuring of time-audibly
and visibly-by
distinct tick and oscillating pendu_R~g.

u.s.

Pat. Off.

lum. It is easily adjustable for tempos
from 40 to 208 beats a minute.
Enclosed in a handsome hardwood
case, its sturdy key wound mec1wnism
is built with the skilled hands of master craftsmen. Great painstaking attention is given to every detail of
construction to assure yOll unparal~
leled quality-to
make Seth Thomas
Metronome the finest you can buy.
Ask your music dealer, dePllrtment
or jewelry store to show you this fine
metronome. Only $13.50t•
tn~tail-

Prlc~ sul>je<:lto change
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A Christmas Serenade
In War Time

(President:
Sir Ernest

b)' Vi" ce11 L Ed wa rd..

MacMillan)

For Autumn
feature
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ij1F

have been
pinned
clown in
Christmas season.
and most moving
of French soldiers
the Germans
in

MacMillan

A. Scholes

Glenn

Gould

Harry

Adaskin

Helmut

$3.00

Address

inquiries

to:

Music

Journal

Unquestionably
the 1110st celebrated
member of this company
was )oung
Henri
Regnault,
the br-illiant
artist
who, stirred by patriotism.
had laid
down his brush to fight for his ccuntr y •
The Prussian
army was then at the
very gales of Paris.
On this cold.
snowy Christmas
Eve Regnault
and
his comrades
were stationed
with the
outposts
on the banks
of the Seine.
'The Illen lay, two or three yards apart.
1Il trenches,
exchanging
shots
wiLh
the enemy on the opposite
shore.
The
night
advanced
cold
and
gloon1y. The falling snow hushed all
sounds, save the occasional
raLlle of
the German and the F rench gun~.
Suddenly a church
bell in the nearby village of Suresnes
began Lo toll
the hour.
Then,
in the
distance.
another
began to ring, and another.
Frol11 one of the trenches
the forlorn, cheerless voice of some soldier
spoke up, "Midnight!
It's Christmas!
But what a ChristnH::'S!"

yeorly

Editor,
The Canadian
New

Brunswick

Canada

MUSICORD PUBLICATIONS
"Once

Tried - Always

Used"

LET'S PLAY CAROLS
65c

• by ~ermont

18 Favorite
Christmas
Corols
made easy to sing and play. Arranged so that both hands retain
all the important
harmonies
&
chords.

"PLAY THAT TUNE"
Four Books

Very easy arran~e~ents
of f~miliar
tunes for the first an1 second year
Diano student. Lies well unjer the

hanj. Really singable.
Compiled & Arranged
George
Bermont

by

Only Regnault
seemed
to realize
what the hour signified.]
n the thought
~f the day. that was being rung ill. the
young artist was deeply Illoved.
He forgo~ a!1 about the horrors
of
the war, hrs surroundings
and the
guns of lh~ Germans.
He remembC'red
only that It was Christmas.
To the consternation
of I .
. 1
I.
liS COinlac
es.
Ie
suddcnh'
<;,t
b
. ~ ooc I up on lilt:'
east\\1orks, in full siO"hl of II
H
II
0
le cnem}
eee ess of the bullets that
I.
,.
.
d I.
sp atlerec
11111, h~ began
to sing Olloly
f!, t, the Chnstmas
song of A I I I
Adam:
co p lC

75 cenb

THEORY IS FUN
Book

One

•

Bool.: Two

The firs! NEW book in generations on
THEORY that is DIFFERENT. Presents
theory funda~enta.ls in a colorful way
by use of comiC stnp style illustrations.

Technic Is Fun
Scales & Chords Are Fun
Duets Are Fun
Pieces Are Fun
Music Appreciation Is Fun
by David

Hir$chberg

MUSICORD
("-rh,·
858 PO~I A.."n"r
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told of armies being
warfare
during
the
one of the strangest
concerns
a platoon
who were fighting
the Franco-Prussian

War of 13,0.

Kollmann

Subscription:

Scekvitle,

ALL THE STORIES that

V

arti~les by:

Sir Ernest
Percy

pATRIOTIC
SONGS.ANOMARCHES
Americalhe Beautiful
.
Bailie Hymnof the Republic
CaissonSong
Dixie
SemperFidelis
StarsandStripes rore~er, The
Star.SpangledBanner, The.
V/~en JohnnyComes Marching Home
Y~nkeeDoodle
FOLKTUNES-USA
Blue.TaIIFly, The
CarryMe Back to Old Virginny
DrunkenSailor, The
ErieCanal,The
H~meonthe Range
.
rve Bee~Workln' on the RaIlroad
OnTopof Old Smokey
RedRiierValley
.
Sile'li BeComin' Round tile Mountain

6 Books
2 Books
2 Books
3 Books
1 Book

.. each..

. SSc
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PUBLICATIONS

for fire,· f._lalollor,
!"a"·n

hland

10. N.

1·.

Nlidllighl. Christians
If is the solemn hou,: .

~lith his full. el ar voice he sees
and defied the enemy \\ilh a differe~;
kind of a ·hal]cllgr. Iii song carried
th ever-last ing Illes age of "Peace on
earth. good will toward mcn.'·lttold
that.
in pit of hatred and violence
and death.
there was still JO\'eand
I autj on this earth. and that as long
as the heart of the singer heal. it
\\ ould
heal for (Ill that wac; lovabls
and beaut i Iul-c-for art, for famih, lor
country.
an I for mankind.
.
\Vhcn he ended his song. Regnault
was surj rised to find Ihal the shooting
had halted. A grent . Hence reigned
0\ er
bolh sh re of Ihe cine. His
comrnd s had stopped fighting 10
listell to him. and so hod lht>enemy.
Then frill neros the rh r anolh~r
\ oice broke Ih stillnc.s. It \\35 thai
of annan
oldier. and he \\35 sing·
Ing a
hristmas h) mil of his natire
land:

...ilent night. "oly "itt"'.
A 1/ is cal",. all is bri!!!lJ:
ROllnd )'011t4rgin lI~/"erandchiJd.r
If oly I,,/anl. so le"der alld mild ...
As the words rose in the darkn~5.
the French listened as r pectfullyand
as allenli\eh
as their enemies had
listened
10 Regnauh.
There was a
solemn stillness over both lines on Ihis
memorable
Chrislmas Day.
hen the song finallr died all"a~.
the silence continued for a few min·
utes-like
a re\·erent
hush to com·
memorate
the occasion. But all too
soon the guns look up their former
exchange.
It was. not long after this thai a bill·
let found its mark. and Henri Reg·
nault
pain the price of patriolislll.
\Vhen he fell. France 1051 one of her
mosl promising
artisl" and one of her
mo~t 10\ ahle 50115.
Ilis cornrad~
in ann!' ne\er forgol
how his beautiful
nature had found
full expre~ion
in the song he slIlg on
the banks of the Seine on Chrit'unas

FOLKTUNESFROM OTHER LANDS
FrereJacques
Gle€nsleeves
lochlomond
LondonderryAir
MexicanHat Dance
OTannenbaum
OLOFAVORITES
Al Dawning
AuldLangSync
BandPlayedOn, The
BicycleBuill for Two
Bythe'/Iaters01 Minnetonka
Icma Bac~to Sorrento
.
Jeaniewith the Light Brown Hair
NarcissUS
o PromiseMe
OldFolksat Home
Sidewalksof New York
ToaWildRose
OANCES
AdiosMuchachos(Tango)
OonGiovanni(Minuel)
Frlokieand Johnnie (Boogie Woogie)
PolkafromGolden Age Ballet
Skaler'sV/alll
Turkeyin the Shaw (Square Dance)
SACRED SONGS
A MiRhlyforlress
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me

g~~~e~~~~ha~rr
fairest lord Jesus
Go Down Moses
Heavens Are Telling. The
My lord, What a Morning
Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen
Come. All Ye Faithful
Holy Night (Cantique De Noel)
Old Hundred (The Do)(ology)
o little Town of Bethlehem
Palms, The
NOVELTY SONGS
Girl 1 lert Behind Me, The
Old MacDonald Had a Farm
Reuben and Rachel
Row, Row, Row, Your Boat
Three Blind Mice

o
o

\s Our God
AbideWithMe
DeepRiver
Fir,t Nowell,The
Prayerof Thanksgiving
Rockof Ages
SilenlNiRht
Swinglow, Sweel Chariot
NOVELTY SONGS
Alouette
GoG~t3nAxe
John~,Schmoker
Manonthe Flying Trapeze, The
PeplGoesthe Weasel
SchnilzelBank
ThereIsa Tavern in the Town

WU<llUJ!L!l(l>!llU'il
<Il!l'
1Jl'.£llIlU£LllilUl
lll(g\:lUW

... wimWtg ~
pimuY teaeIrPM

f(}J(;

euM!J~!

:o..-Io ..., ..............
r......

.-"1.........
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No wonder
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THEMESfROM STANDARD liTERATURE
A. Minor Concerto-GRIEG
Arloso-BACH
Bb Minor Concerto- TCHAI KOVSKY
C.MlnorConterto- RACHMAN\N OFF
OleFlede.rmaus-STRAUSS
Fanla.sleIn C Min.or-CHOPIN
F1reblrd-STRAYINSKY'
FlowersThat Bloom in the Spring. The
G '
SULLIVAN
~~nV~R: (New World Symphony)
love of Three Oranges (March)
-PROKOFIEFF
MuseUa'sWaltz Song-PUCCINI
Pa~ane-RAVEl
Pelera.nd_theWolf-PROKOFIEFF
PGlonarse
In Ab-CHOPIN
PolD~elzlanDance-BORODI N
Prayerhom Hansel and Gretel
-HUMPEROINCK
RGm~and JUflel_ TCHAI KOVSKY
Veltlla Glubba-lEONCAVALlO

E:\ e!
etude-december
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PATRIOTIC SONGS AND MARCHES
America
Captain Jinks
Chester
High School Cadets March
Hot Time In the Old Town Tonight
Thunderer . The
we're Tenting Tonight
FOLK TUNES-USA
Blow the Man Down
Buffalo Gals
Camptown Races
Down in the Valley
Frnggle Went A-Courling
Poor Wayfaring Stranger
Shenandoah (Wide Missouri)
Skip to My Lou
FOLK TUNES FROM OTHEil LANDS
All Through the Night
Ay·Ay-Ay
Frere Jacques (Brother John)
How Can I leave Thee
John Peel
La Cucaracha
OLD FAVORITES
Beautiful Dreamer
In Ibe Gloaming
Lost Chord. The
Melody ot Love
Oh, My Darling Clementine
Rosary, The
Silver Threads Among the Gold
Sleep
Viennese Refrain
When You and I Were Young, Maggie
DANCES
Arkansas Traveler
GavoHe (Classical Symphony)
Hungarian Dance No.5
Minuet in G
Waltz of
Flowers (The Nutcracker)
SACRED SONGS AND HYMNS

etUde-december
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THEMES FROM STANDARD liTERATURE
Andante (E Minor Violin Concerto)
_MENDELSSOHN
Ave Maria-SCHUBERT
Barcarolle (Tales of Holfman)
-OFFENBACH
Celeste Aida-VERDI
Children at Play_BARTOK
Choral (Symphony
No. 9)-BEETHDVEN
Elude-CHOPIN
finale (Symphony No. 1)-: BRAHMS
Great Gate at Kiev, The (PIctures from
an Exhibition)MUSSQRGSKY
Gymnopedie (No. 1)-SATtE
Gypsy love Song (The Fortune Teller)
-HERBERT
last Spring-GRIEG
March Militaire-SCHUBERT
Meadows in the Moonlight
-PROKOFIEFF
Nolturno (String Quartet No.2)
-BORODIN
•
Pilgrim's Chorus (Tannhauser)
-WAGNER
Promenade (Pictures from an ExhibitIOn)
_MUSSORGSKY
Reverie-DEBUSSY
Romany Life (The F'Jrtune Teller)
~HERBERT
Sabre Dance-KHACHATURIAN
Scene (Swan lake)TCHA1KOVSKY
Two Themes (Pictures from an
E.xhibilion)MUSSORGSKY
Valse (Petrouch ka)- STRAV I NSKY
Vissi D'Arte (Tosca)-PUCCINI
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Great Composers and Young Musicians
by Wilburta Moore

(1/1/1 ANY PEOPLE who are not
\ Jill L musicians themselves, seem
to think that the world's greatest cornposers wrote long, complicated
and
difficult compositions
only, but they
overlook the fact that many of these
great composers also wrote delightful,
simple compositions,
not difficult, and
intended for young players and beginners.
Bach wrote his "Fifteen Two-part
Inventions" for the instruction
of his
son, Wilh~lm Friedman;
and many of
the Preludes in the "Well·Tempered
Clavichord" were intended to be "for
the use and profit of the musical youth
desirous of learning, as well as for a
pastime for those already skilled." He
also wrote "Six Little Preludes"
"for
the use of beginners."
Bach prefaced
some of his Preludes
with' these
words:
"A plain
introduction
by
which the lovers of the clavier are
taught a clear method of playing cor·
rectly in two parts." (And he was very
particular
about
having
his pupils
practice lots of finger technic!)
Mozart, himself a child prodigy,
wrote little minuets and such when-he
was only about eight years old, and
these are played by most young pianists today.
'Haydn wrote his very amusing and
popular Toy Symphon.y for young
musicians to perform,
some of the
instruments
being whistles, cuckoos,
etc.
Schumann
had young players in
mind when he wrote his "Album for
the Young," and "Three Sonatas for
the Young,"
•
Brahms, who was a great friend of
the Schumann family, arranged some
folk·songs for Schumann's
children to
play. He also arranged
a number of
choruses for the young girls "in an
orphanage to sing.

S4

Grieg composed many short, simple
pieces which are played by most
young pianists of today.
It is true that many composer
did
write music for young people which
was too difficult for them to play, but
such

compositions

were

intended

to

be listened to by the young musicians.
Among such are Tchaikovsky's
famous "Nut-Cracker
Suite,"
which
more

or less tells fairy

stories

La

the

listeners. But Tchaikovsky also wrote
simple pieces for young people to play
in his "Album for the Young." Dehussy, in his "Children's
Corner"
gave the young people some listening
pieces, such as the Serenade
for a
Doll, The Snow is Dancing and the
Golliwog's Cakewalk.
The French
composer Milhaud wrole a set of
pieces which he called "The Household Muse," some of the titles being
Cooking,
The Son Who Paints
and
The Cat. MacDowell
wrote
musical
stories in "Of a Tailor
and a Sear."
(Continued on Page 55)
.

Trudelf

(KeepScore. One Hundred

Everyone knows of lawns whichwere
named
for men, such as Georgetown,
Brownsville.
Walsonburg. etc.. hut can
you name two famous composerswho
are known by the names of the towns
where they lived and did most of their
composing?
One fa mons musician. born in 1525
was Giovanni Pierluigi. During the sixty:
nine years of his life he composedmany
madrigals
(part songs or glees) an~
much church music. whereby he gained
the reputation
of being the greaten
composer
of contrapuntal music of hi,
time. You do not know him br his name
of Pierluigi.
but by the name of his
town in Italy. Pal strina!
D you r cogniz the name Giovanni
Bau ista Draghi ? H \\'8 also born in
Italy
(in 1710) nnd during his brief
lif
twenty-six
years h gare to the
w rid fine n op rac;, twelve cantatas
and mu h church music. by which he
i known today, lIiq .. rabat 'tater" is
still in frequent use. Dragh!'s father
was a silo mnk r end the family lived
in the t wn of Pergole. TlIU'i the great
composer.
lovanni
Beulete Draghi's
su rnnm
is f rgou n to all but a few
p pl. bUI h i" known c\'er)'whereas
Pergolese
(c;;om tim s ~p lied Pergo.

r

leoi) .

11I"itma

Game

Did
yOll
C\'er
plar uLiule Boy's
Pocket" or "I Pa ked my Trunk"? This
game has s "cral names. one of which
i the "Christmas Came."'
Example:
First player: Santa brought
me a book of Bach's music. Second
player:
anta broughl me a book 01
Bach's
music and a guitar. Third
player:
Santa brought me a book of
Bach's music. a guitar and a recording.
Fourth player: Simta brought me a book
of Bach's music. a guitar. a recording ~
and a book of arpeggios. etc.. etc. See
how far you and rour friends can go
without a "forget."' because a "forget"
puts you out of the game. The player
staying in the longest is the winner.

Iy Piano
b.\' Elsa lA",d

My piano may be made of wood. but
wooden things can't sing; it may be
made with steel and wire. but it's a
wond'rous
Ihing, I loye it as I lore a
friend. in fact. that's what il seems, for
it can share my very thought: I tell it
aU my dreams. And J can tell it loIs
of things that I just love to hear. Oh.
we're the "err best of friends: it al\\'ay~
gives me cheer.

etude-december
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is Perfect)

NO CONTEST THIS MONTH

Howmany whole steps are the.re in
I. an augmented sixth? (10 po lilts )
Name three operas by Verdi.

(5

points)
In what country did the type of
3. singing known as Gregorian Chant
originate? (10 points)
4, To which class of instruments d)o
the castanets belong? (5 points
5. Many of you have studied etudes
lor piano by Stephen Heller. Was
he French. English, Cerman or
American? (15 points)

...

~

6. Which of the following words relate to music: collude. coloratura,
contraband.contra-bass. colla parte.
collate. choler. choral. ca lando.
caloric? (10 points)
7. If a major scale has five flats in its
signature. what is the letter-name
of its leading-tone? (10 points)
8. Was the col1ection of piano pieces
known as Songs Wilhaul
Worrls
composed by Schumann.
Crieg.
Mendelssohn. or MacDowell?
(10
points)
9. Which of the following composers
was born before 1750: Bach. ]\'10'
zar!. Dominica Scarlatti.
Haydn,
Gluck, Rossini? (20 points)
10. Fromwhat is the theme given with
this quiz taken? (15 points)
Aflsu;ers on t hi.~ page

From the Mailbag
The following would like to receive
letters.and we regret space does not
permit printing their letters in full.
Patricia Culpepper
(Age 13). J\'lississippi,collectsstamps and foreign coins.
playsaccordion and piano; Doris Ann
Sweigart (Age 17). Pennsylvania. stud·
ies piano and voice and is pianist for
SundaySchool; Esther Schleifer (Age
11), California. studies piano and voice.
hobbiesare horseback riding. playing
pianoa!1dreading Junior Etude. Marilyn Kay Bader (Age 9). South Dakota,
studies piano, likes to work out the
Junior Etude quizzes,

GREAT

Letter Box
Send replies to letters in CUl'C of
Junior
Elude, Bryn 1\la"H, Pa .•
and if correct.lv stnrnped , they
will be forwarded to the wri tcra.
00 not ask for addresses. Foreign
postage
is 8 cents. Foretg n air
matl rate var-ies, so consult your
Post
Office
before
stamping
Foee ig n air mail. Print yo u r n am e
anti re t.u rn address on the buck
of t.hc envelope.

•
Dear Junior Etude:
I play the piano and accordion
and
am taking piano lessons. My father is a
dentist. T like .J unior Etude very much
and like the pieces in Etude. I hope you
will print my letter and I do not mind
being last in a long waiting
list of
names. 1 hope some readers will write
to me.
Robin Lim. Kok Wah (Age 10), Malaya

•
Deal- Junior Etude:
I play accordion, piano. violin. organ.
ukulele and 1 sing. My brother
plays
cornel in the College Band and the viola
in the All.Valley Symphony Orchestra.
My second brother plays cornet, baritone. ukulele
and piano. My older
sister plays organ, piano. cornet and
bass viol and sings in the High School
Choir. My younger sister plays violin in
the orchestra
and also the piano. One
of my younger brothers plays 'cello and
piano and the other plays violin and
piano. !\!Iy father has played band in·
struments
and my mother plays organ
and piano. I am enclosing a picture of
us.
Ingrid Norquest (Age 15), Texa.s

1956

and "Of Brer Rabbit,"
and Moussorgsky wrote a little piece called The

Child's foke!
The
American
composer
john
Alden Carpenter
wrote a novelty for
orchestra
which he called "Adventures in a Perambulator,"
supposed to
describe
the "emotions
of a baby
being wheeled about."
(Who knows
what babies
think when they are
being wheeled about?)
Probably
the greatest composition
ever written for children is Humperdinck's opera, "Hansel and Gretel,"
which he wrote originally
to amuse
his sister's children. Later he enlarged
it and turned
it by magic into an
opera, one of the most popular operas
of the present lime.
1£ you do not play compositions by
the world's great composers,
do not
wait until you are more advanced j
start on some of those mentioned and
add them to your repertoire,
or add
some records
of the' more difficult
compositions
to your record collection, just for listening pleasure.

Dear Junior Etude:
J like music very much and play
piano, f1utephone a-nd I sj~g in the
Church Choir. My hobbies are bicycle
riding. dancing.
and music. I would
like to hear from other readers.
Sue Palmer (A/?e 9), New York
See letter above

See letter

c;
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from Page 54)

•
Norquest family
Edinburg, Texas

Answers to Quiz
1. Five; 2~Aida, Rigoletto, Trovatore.
Traviata,Otello, Falstaff; 3. Italy; 4.
percussion; 5. German; 6. coloratura.
contra-bass. colla parte. choral. calando; 7.
8. Mendelssohn:
9. Bach.
~Iuck.Scarlatti. Haydn; 1O~ Sonatin~
10.5. by Beethoven.

(Continued

COMPOSERS

Mark,
Neil

Eric.
(Age

Ingrid,

Carrol,

Jr.,

Marie,

below

I

Dear Junior Etude:
I have studied piano for six years and
have just been accepted at the Juilliard
School of Music in New York as a stu·
dent. I won a medal at the Irish Feis at
Fordham University in May and won a
plaque at the CYO Talent Show. I am
very fond of opera and have an extensive collection of opera recordings. I
wOlild like to hear from people in
Europe and the. Orient as well as from
America.
Francis A. Gannoll (Aw' 13), N(';w York

8 to 21)
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RAVEL'S "GASPARD
(Cofif,inued

Night plays a great part in Bertrand's imagery. Ondine deals with the
story of the water sprite denied by her
mortal lover. In a moonlit atmosphere
the poet delicately
suggests the splash.
ing, running,
showering
and surging
water whose equivalents
in shimmering
sound delighted
Liszt and Debussy as
well as Ravel.
Both the harmonic
sonority and the
rhythmic grouping of the figuration with
which Ravel opens
Ondine serve to
create, with the utmost technical preci·
sian. the "vague harmony"
and "mur·

DE LA NUIT"
from Page 16)
,
"L' IS t en. ! Listen
! It.
mur" of these lines.
, I 0 I" " And Ravel unfolds
her
JS
,
nc me.
now intersong now below. now above,
.
.
laced with the wavelike
figu~atlOn Jl~
inaenious pianlstic transformatIOns.
FOI
'"
seven
pages the murmuring.
son g proceeds within a context of p to PPP, and
only then develops to a great ciJ~ax
along well-planned
[ines of a modified
classic tonal structure. TI len the music.
rooted around Ccsharp major.
a questioning halt in remote
An unaccompanit:;d
recitative
and a cascade of arpeggios

com~s to
D mmor.
fol1ows
dissolves
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... that's why we pick the Brand that's made a Name for itself!"
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into an evocative
tran<:formation of lhp
opening
figuration
thai fajrl~' e1aporate,
under
the pianist's
fingers. It is almo~l
a literal
tonal equivalent of Bertrand',
closing
lines: "And since I replied that
I loved a mortal
she wept a lew
tears. uttered a buret of laughter and
vanished in showers lhat<:treamed white.
down
the length
of my blue stainel.
glass windows."
The gibbet.
a kind of gallows. is a
frequent
sight in Caller's huge <:eriesof
etchings
on the "Xlisertes of ~'ar:' It is
usually adorned
by numerous corp<:esin
the mid", of huge public squares crowd.
cd wilh maSl;les of curiou... onlooker;,
But Berlrand\.
gibbet j<; a lone spec.
lacl . dc~erled. a gri<:lrand
mournful
im8,ll:c. 1\ line from "F'au<.(" preface,
the pro"'e Jloem: "What do I ..ee mOling
about
thio\l ,",ca(fold'?'" Bertrand po~e~a
s~rie~ of flu' qu ttion ... a..king-What
d I hear: the o\li~hillj!;of the corp-e.
a gruo\l!olhopp ·r. a horn bertie. a fly. or a
pider weal inf; a crallit of mu~lin for
this stran~d d n ck? ~o. noneoCthe-e.
"It is the hell "ollndin~ on the wall- 01
th
town. hela\\' the horizon. and the
eOl'pse of 8 han!!:cd one r ddcncd by the
sClling sun."
The tolling bell fincllOits lonal realiza·
tion in a remor ..clc!oll:;.unyielding l)fdal
point on B-Oal in til middle register of
thc piano creating
lin une'en swinging
ff Cl by its insio\ltcnc on n monotonous.
syncopal
cd rh)·thm.
['cry thing is
hushed.
eiglllh
Ilotc~ throughout. with
occ8c;ional
dotted n te.. r languorous
t ripl ,,, in the melod)' mo,ing within a
low d}'nnmic rang .una corda. Ingenious
sl)acing..
and doubling .. of a series
of extraordinaril)
\ocllti\e sonorities
aehie\("
a hop les!ol. dull quality. E\en
the melody
di<:lIppellrs for mea~llres
while the pedal point ~ohly lolls in a
sctling
of iridescenl
sound. At the
finish only the belliones remain. finally
to fall away in Ihe distance.
Now a comic. leering character makes
a macabre
appearance.
Ra\'el slip~ him
into the picture by a threatening motive
in the ver), bowels of the piano. Surely
Berlrand.
who mentions Scarbo se\'eral
times in his nocturnal
poems. had in
mind the daringly
misshapen. distorted
Gobbi of Callot: moslly head and torso
on ridiculously
stumpy legs. ready 10
draw sword or dagger. feigning beggary.
amusingly
gallant.
furti"e1y scraping
a fiddle or morosely blowing a pipe
while executing
some wry step or wik·
ing some preposterous
pose . .A line from
E. T. A. Hoffmann's Noctllrtlal Tales
provides
the springboard
for Bertrand's
falllasy. Hoffmann. himself. had wrillen
"FanLasy
Pieces in the 1I1anner of Cal·
lot" in 1814!
"He Jooked
under the bed. in the
chimney.
ill the chest-no
one. He could
not understand
how he had entered or

56
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de nrted." But the poet has
low he ha.d Pthis dwarfed demon of
b
o
Scal .
dl' us reseen iuht.
many,_ times hear
.
I
tlen"
I
Itrandhisnailsgratlllg
d' u auau e
mun Jn~lk n"'curtains of his bed. There
onrhe s: e
.1"
from the cer mg. prrouhe deocend5
b
I
~
foot and rolls a cut the
cites on one
d ? TI d
(
I Has he vanished:
ie war
chambff.
f
the enormous stature 0 a
groWSto
II
Id
I' athedral tower, a sma
go en
gotmc C di
on his pointed bonnet.
bell suun mg
his body wanes. becomes
I
But men
d
d
bnhanous. hi-:>. visaee
pales an
suedlap
..
denly-he is oblJterated.
\ r the wonder of Scerbo, as of the
". 0\\ "GaslJal"d de la Nuit,"
lies not
enllre
.
I
. the vivid lUuslcal ana ogues
I
on)' m
.
f
' Ravel at the suggestion
0
created b)
.
I
t's imarres but also III .the a<·
tb e poe"
I
eXj>criences clenvcd • )yI
d"monaI artdic
:>
the musician from the l~urelY mUSlca
elaborationof his material. The three
main motives are extremely compact,
seeminglyallied to pfl)'sical mov~m~nls
01 leaping. darting. twisting, SP.lIlnlll~.
The elaboration of these motives
IS
sometimessuggested by the poem but
more often gives the poetic image an
addeddimension by extending
the ex·
periencein time. Scarbo's very opening
motiveis twice haIted by a confused
"buzzingsonorit)'!' l3ertrand
actually
used this term in describing
Scarbo's
laughter.Onl}' on Ihe third try do
it
forceits way, in a written out acceler·
ando.to the top of the keyboard
culminatingin a piercing tremolo. a dead
silenceand the first full statement
of
Scarbo'stheme, itself bill a Illotivic de·
velopmentof the opening entry.
Scarbo's grotesque growt h "to the
heightof a gothic cathedral tower." his
diaphanous transformation
and final
obliterationare all stated on the final
twopages in terms of a huge melodic
augmentationstretching over the entire
keyboard.a textural thinning out of the
figuration and a quick. fina I brokenchordfragment analogous to the sensationwehave when blowing out a candle.
Space forhids a more complete
ex·
position of the many relationships
of
the musical structure
to the poetic
world of Gaspard. Ravel's
Gaspard
transcends the experiences provided by
both painter and poet. for what CaIJot
can only hint at by freezing a single
instant of time at lhe lip of his etcher's
hurin or Bertrand can only evoke by
highly concentrated verLal images
in
his tiny "poemes en prose."
Ravel
elaboratesinto a more ample and more
dlrectly·shared experience. This is one
of the magical attribules of tone. It is
10 Ravel'scredit that his inimitable
fan.
tasyand masterly craftsmanshi p realized
this possibility so completely
in purely
~us.icalterms while freely nourishing
hISI~spiration on the rich fare directly
~:Ovldedby Berlrand
and. more in.
Iteetly,by CaHot.
TH E END
elude-december
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HUNGARIAN

FOLK MUSIC

(Continued

from

published
in the future. His books on
Hungarian.
Serbo-Croatian.nn.I
Rumanian folk music •. as well as his many
articles
and essays. are landmarks
of
scientific
musicology.
Bartok's
immigration
in 1940 to the
United Slates is also connected
with his
folkloristic
research.
He came as a result of being appointed
Visiting
Assistant. in Music at Columbia University.
a

Page 10)
position which enabled
him to study a
large collection
of Yugoslav epic songs
whose style is completely
different from
that of the ordinary
Balkan folk songs,
and whose tradition
may go back to the
Homeric epics. Bartok's stature in composition and research
is still growing,
and his influence
is making disciples
who tr y to perpetuate
his unique integration of art and science.
THE END
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group
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Association
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Director
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IO [suburb of Clevelond)
liberalArtsCo!lege.four and
f~ull1 of Artist
to:
.
W'MUNK' Director, Bereo, OhiO
CECiL.
SUfA, OH

Affililte>:lwilhI firl:a~~~
10 degrees ..
c!l.1loiueor information

The n xt great :::tep look place in
1637. wh n ne of lit \\orld's finest
oJ>eras was P rform d in a Venetian
theatre. d ...Iined Iher b)' to become the
world's fir~t pullli opera·hou~e. A few
decades previoll~ly. II florenline group
known as Lhe alllerafll had cxperim nted with a differ nl I) pc of musical
offering than Ihe I}rogranllnc of madri·
gal singing-II
Drallllna per ~lusica
(Drama Lhrough Music). BUI this Nell'
J\1usic (L Nuova ~Iu~iche. as it was
CD lied)
wa~ 1I$1It) lIy wrillen for private
performance
at lhe palace of a local
prince or counL Long works would be
commissioned
for a special occasion or
for select weekly musical galherings of
noblemen and friends. receive perhaps
no more than a single performance. and
be consigned thenceforth to oblivion.
Venice changed all that fore\'er. With
the opening of the Teatro di San Cassiano in 1637 for a public performance
of .Manelli"s '·Andromeda." opera was
placed for the first time on a commer·
cial and highly professional footing.
Venice
also made other importanl
changes in the nature of opera. The first
privately
performed
works had con·
sisted almost entirely of a declamatory
technique.
which was really the ances·
tor of recitative. The Venetian audiences
cried out for less slory and more mel·
ody. more musical airs (the aria). and
in the capable hands of the great Monteverd i_ they gOI it. Monteverdi. too. had
worked his stint as maestro di cappella
at St. 1\lark's cathedral since 1613. He
turned later 10 try his hand at opera
and was one of the first to break away

~
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Robert Whitford
I
Founder.President
nternotionalPiano TeQcheu Auociation
hOI devoted h' .
.
j
h'
II entire
professional
career
[I I.e I~teresh of the
piono teacher.
You
ore InVitedt
.
f
PIANO
0 Wfite
or a free copy of
will ols:EACHING TODAY. With it you
Whitford' be lent complimentory,
Mr.
MOST s master lesson
on
MUSICS
UNUSUAt
CHORD.
RobertWhitl d
•
301Q N. W
or MUSICEducation Bureau
. 2nd Ave.
Miami 37, Fla.

A Division of the

School of Fine and Applied Arts
Courses
in all branches
of music and
music education
leading
to the degrees,
a.Mus., M.Mus.,
D.Mu5.A.
In conjunction
with the Graduate School
M.A. and Ph.D.
'
In coniunction
with the School of Education, M.Ed. and D.Ed.

Eminen' Faculty Includes:
George BornofF
Alexander
Borovsky
Rafael Branstein
lee Chrisman
George Faxon
Arthur Fiedler
Karl Geiringer
Julius Herford
Allan Lannom
David Blair McClosky
Harriet Nordholm
Emanuel Ondricek
Gardner Read
Jules Wolffers

The end of the 17th century, however,
began to
the end of Venetian
predominance in the p rutic field. Like so
many lead rs of movements, Venice began to g t ab ve its If. and its opera
r lied more and In r on sensational
staging with Iantu lie mechanical
gimmi k , until finally the singers, conductors and compo er w re of far less con·
sequcn
than the theatre engineer.
Fortunately
for Venice, its musical
vitality re ted in the ordinary
citizen
rather than uperficially in a fashionable
clique. Thu
when the English Doctor
of Musi , Charles
Burney,
made his
critical pilgrimage
to report on music in
Europe more than fifty years later, in
1771, he could write of Venice: "The
first music that I heard here was in the
street. immediately
on Illy arrival, per·
{armed by an ilinerant
band of two
fiddles, a violoncello and a voice, who
performed
so well that in any other
country of Europe they would not only
have excited attention but have acquired
applause,
which they justly merited."
The convents and charity institutions
had become the prime sources of secular
music ability in the city. Each of four
institutions had its own music conservatorio (the word "conservatorio"
origi.
nally meant a home for the poor or for
those who needed to be looked after).
These charitable
institutions
were fi·
nancially
endowed by wealthy citi~ens
and the pupils were all young girls.
Such places as these were the first of
the world's
conservatories
or music
schools which were not directly tied to
the Church.
It was just over twenty years after
Burney's visit that the next great event
in Venetian
mu'sical prominence
oc·
curred-with
the opening of the Fenice
opera house on the night of May 16,
1792. The Fenice
(pronounced
"Fen·
eechay," not as a rhyme with "Venice'.')
was built in accordance with the MUnIc,
ipal Decree of August 8, 1787, author·
izing the erection of a new theatre and
enjoining
that .It s IIOU ld "b e an orna'
."
ment and decoration to the Great CllY·
The present theatre dates from 1838,

UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE of MUSIC

Over the following
years, the Cassiano theatre
heard
more works
of
Monteverdi, his pupil Cavalli, and Cestt
until, before the century was out, more
than a score of opera houses had ..opened
in Italy. a dozen of them in the city o·f
Venice alone! It was in Venice, too, that
Giovanni Legrenzi developed the instrumental side of opera. taking away from
it the typical thin plucked-instrument
quality and replacing it with the fuller
sound of a strings section and wind instruments in pairs.

r;cl::. ~~~ds~,

o promin nt had Venice becomein
this form of composition and perform.
ence thai we find the traveller Thomas
or yst wriring.
in the year 161l: "I
heard mu ·h ~ood mucicke in 51. ~Iarkes
hur h. but e"I}C ially thai of a treble
violl which
"0'" -o excellent. that I
tbinke no IllOIl could ~urpa"~e il. Upon
I. Hoeh ....day. r heard Ihe be,,1 musicke
Ihat ev r 1 did in all my life. ~o good
thai 1 would willjn~ly goe an hundred
miles on foolc fiI any time 10 hear the
like."

History

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR 1957
- For information

from Page 17)

Meanwhile.
another important chanue
was taking place. Both church and sec~.
Jar music had been predominantly for
the voice: instruments
were seldomreo
garded as anything more than mereac,
companimenls.
But Giovanni Gabrieli
began
to write concertuti (a SOrt01
madrigal)
in which the instrumennl
parts were of equal importance-Qr in.
deed for instrumental groups alone.The
Venetian School thus led the wayto the
liber-ation and independence of instru.
menta: a maj r step on the road 10 the
orchestra.

from the tradition
of musical declarna(ion. Where recitative had formed the
bulk of an operatic work before, it now
became the bit between the arias.
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for the old Fenice was half destroyed by
frre on the night of December 12. 1836.
And further
reconstruction
look place
in 1938. to bring the theatre In line
with the latest ideas in stage production.
Since its first programme m 1792 (a
performance
of Puisiello's "Games of
Agrigento"),
the Teatro has staged the
- works of Italy's
leading composers:
Cirnarosa.
Rossini.
Bellini. Donizetti
and the greatest of them all, Verdi, who
wrote five works [including "Rlgolenc'
and "La Traviata")
specially for the
Fenice. And that tradition of putting on
new works-symphony.
opera. chamber
continues to this day.
For in 1930. the ·idea was first propo-sed of making the Fenice a showcase
of contemporary
composition. in an annual season of modern music. The centrul aims were to present the best of
new works-symphony.
opera. chamber
music-com
posed during each year;
and to gel the composer to conduct his
own work where possible. so that it
should have the best chance of receiving the truest interpretution. Since the
1930's. completely new works have been
commissioned
by the Fenice and given
their first ncuring in Venice-from such
international
composers as Stravinsky.
Hindernith
and Benjamin Brinen ; and
the festival has also given a wider fame
to modern
works previously known
only to tile select few. For the world's
contemporary
composers.
famous or
relet ivel y unknown.
success at Venice
has become a major goal-as it should
be 111 a city whose name throughout
history
has been synonymous with
music.
THE E~D
SCHOOL MUSIC
(Cofllinucd
from Page 21)

,

RICHARD

I GO TO STUDY?

McCLANAHAN

Teacher of Piano
M~tthay exponent.
for.merly his representative
P~I~<;'lte lenons,
~ech.nlc courses;
ovoilable
a~
VISiting lecture.recltallSt,
or critic-teacher
Six·Dov Piano Seminors
.
BOl 5teinwoy
Bldg., 113 W. 57th St., N.Y.C.

EDWIN

I

HUGHES

PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE
AND FOR COllEGE
UNIVERSITY AND CONSERVATORY
TEACHING
POSITIONS
.
m East 79th 51., New York, N. Y.
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EVANGELINE

LEHMAN:

"Teacher
of Successful
Pianists"
Master's Technique- Tone-I nterpretotion
Speciol Courses: Harmony, Improvisation
166 W. 72nd St., N. Y. C.
Tel. Sc 4.8385

Viola Hull (Desmand)
of singing-European
trained
"Bel Conte'"
Voice culture-diction-coaching
Phone: Trofolgar
7·8230
608 West End Ave.
New York City

Mme.

Giovanna

Teacher

CRYSTAL WATERS
Teacher of Singil'lg
Popular Songs end Clauics
TV-Rodio-Stoge
Concert
105 Eost 54th St .• New York 22, N.Y.
Studio re·openl October 1

LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
Pianist, Teach.r,
Composer
ood
Feccher of Aaron Copland,
Elie Siegmeister
mony artists and tee cber s,
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Hot.1 Ansonia, 8'way at 73rd St., New Yotk City

FICHANDLER

WILLIAM

Pianist, Teacher
314 West 75th St., New York, 5u-7·3775
Compositions
published
by G. Schirmer
ond Theodore Prener.

CONCERT PIANIST AND PEDAGOGUE
N.w York City.
teaching
fo,
Studenu
given opportunity
public appearances.
For information
write:
150 Greenway
TerrClce, Forest Hills
75, L.t., New York

'0

GEORGE

FORGE

Honolulu, Hawaii
Organ
Piano
Teacher of Specialized
Techniques fo, beginning
studenu of all ages. Classics. Art of Modern 1m·
provisation
and Musical Therapy for the Retarded.
Tel. 998291
P. O. Box 2474

0'
1455 Harvard Blvd.
Phone: Walbridge

BOX ALL BOYD

Pupil of teschelizky
ond Artur Schnabel
.
"Pianist
and teacher
of renown"-ETUDE
mUSiC
mogazine
Now teoching at Nola Studios, Steinway
Hall
113 W. 57th St.
New York City

Toledo 14, Ohio
2594

HARRY EULER TREIBER: Mus, 0,
"Voice Building
Pupil of the late Wm. l. Whitney
.
(Vannucini
Method)
StudIO 509: 270 Huntington
Ave., Boston, Moss.

DUNCAN

VIOLINIST
104 N. M~le St., Philo. 2, Pa.

Lo 7-0723

ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Ieccher sModern Piano Technic: Coaching Conee-t Pianists,
Group Work, Far further information address
Studio 202, 1005h
Elm St., Dal~lI:Is,Texas

EDNA

GUNNAR

PETERSON

Concert Piani5t-Artist
Teacher
17447 Castellammare
Pacific Palisades,
Gladstone
4·1803

MAE

GILBERT

Calif.

REESE

PIANIST
Specialized
training for
teachers and concert artists
857 5. Rimpau Blvd., Los Angeles 5, Cal.
We 4-4272

HAROLD

HURLBUT

H(ls taught
singers
of METROPOLITAN Opera,
Chicago and Son francisco Operas, stage, screen,
radio, television, including
NADINE CONNER, HOWARD KEEL, Evelyn' Herbert, Henry Cordy and many others.
2150 N. Beachwood
Dr., Hollywood, Cal.

ALFRED TROEMEL
. Teacher of violin
Tone, technic,
Great
Secret'
Leopold Auer's
6 year5 with Auer.
together.
bound
artistry
Res. Studio, 336 E. 71, New York 21, N. Y.
School of Music
Manhattan
Faculty member,
violinist Wolter Brewus
Teacher of "brilliant"

THE SYDNEYS

DAVID
Vaice Teachers
Unmask the mystery
Develop the Bell of the Voice
Sing with the Ease of Speech
Diction, languages,
stage deportment
All phases of theatre and vocal technique
8 West 13th St. (near Fifth Ave.)
Chelsea 2·3390 • New Yark, N. Y.
Bostan, Mll:lss.
DE 2-9106

ANNA

HAZEL
MARY

Mus.D,

Eminent Vocal Teacher
167 Elmhurst Ave. H. P., Detroit 3, Michigan
Phone: Townsend 8-3567

LUCIUS
HELEN ANDERSON

ERNESTO BERUMEN

munities will be found citizens who have
participaled
in band, or choir or orches·
tra to the exclusion of all other forms of
music to the extent that they have de·
veloped a strong feeling of loyalty and
eagerness
for their favorite medium
and an apparent di::dike or e\'en antag·
onistic attitude
toward other forms of
mU!"ic making. This is usually the re·
suit of a lop.sided or "one-group em·
phasis" s.;hool music program. However
when all three groups. orchestra. char·
us and band appear 1Il the same pro·
gram. or better still when one of the
instrumenlal
groups joins lhe choral
group in the performance of a great
musical opus for chorus und orchestra
or choru~ and band. this same confused
and narrow·experienced
person sud·
denly realizes that he has been cheated
in his pa':'l experience and training. and
that the greaL arl of music embraces
all form." of mu~ic. nol just his narrow
segment. Helice we :;tate again the good
school mu:;ic program must include
both choral and instrumental Illu::,icand
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WHERE SHAll

GRIGGS

Pianist
BeginnerS to Young Artists
Teacher's Workshops
SC 3-6085
522 Stein way Hall
113 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

ROSE RAYMOND
WILLIAM

T. POLLAK

A.M .• Mus. Doc., A.A.G.O.
New York College of Music
Piana, Organ, Conducting,
Coaching,
Choir Training, Improvisation,
Harmony, Counterpoint,
Fugue,
Composition,
Orchestration
Correspondence
Courses
9 Melrose Lerne, DO\l9111:1stol'l
63, L.!., N. Y.

Eminent Pianist
Exponent of Matthay principles
Teacher of teachers
Private le550ns
Available
for Recitals
and Lecture·Recitals
86th
St.,
New York City, 24
32. West
Tel. EN 2_7586
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STORY OF ROY HARRIS
(Continued from Page 11)

INCREASE YOUR INCOME
TEACH MODERN

PIANO

Clas.ical teachers everywhere
class-building
aids. 50th year.

by note

helped by cur method
Send for lree llrochure

and
and

samples, Latest 96 page instruction book only $2.50. With
Home Study Course, $3.50, postpa,d.

THE CHRISTENSEN

METHOD

Dept. E, Box 2248, Hollywood

m:

ACCORDIONS

28, Calif

m~LOG

KING SIZE DISCOUNTS TO 80%. Convince yourself.
SPECIAL-Metronomes, $7.
Music Stands, $2.
Retail at wholesale prices. All musical merchandise.

JAY STEMMERMAN
8932 88th St., Woodhaven

21, N.J.

3-D Educational Colorful Music Chart
The combined colors and perspective view make it
an easy aid to see the bass. treble clef and key.

board

all at one lime.

classroom

study

and

Use for individual
theory.

and

$1 postpaid.

No

C.O.D. Size II" x 17" Suitable Christmas gill.

TISCKOS TEACHER
710 Myers Building

Springfield,

Illinois

TO AUTHORS
seeking a publisher
tI youarelooking
lora publisher,sendforourlree, illustratedbolIklet

t,tledTofheAufhor
,n Searchof a PUblisher,It tellshowwetan pub·
lish,promoteanddistributeyourbook.as wehavedoneforhundreds
of other writers.All subjec;tsconsidered.Newauthorsweloomed.
WritetodaylorBOOklet
ET. It's free.
V,ANTAGE PRESS, In<:., 120 W. 31 St., N. Yr1
In Colif.: 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28

mola
~

violinists

A
Comprehensive and
rapid approach
by Jay Spalding
$1.50 poscpaid

VARITONE, INC.
545 5th Ave., N. Y. 17

When the Bile Symphony
Orchestra
broadcast Harris' Third Symphony, an
irate listener wrote to the London Radio
Times: "Roy Harris should have' stuck
to truck driving instead of insulting
music-lovers with his senseless noise."
Harris was twenty years old 'when 'he
began to study music seriously. He attended music courses at the University
of California, at Berkeley, and took lessons with Fannie Charles Dillon. Soon
he was able to write simple music. His
first complete piece ....
vas a nocturne for
piano, in vague imitation of Chopin.
Then Harris met Arthur Farwell, the
enlightened American teacher, composer
and writer on music. whose enthusiasm
fired the imagination of his students.
Under Farwell's friendly tutelage, Harris wrote a set of variations on a folksong for chorus, strings
and piano.
Arthur Farwell himself conducted
this
first opus of his pupil with the Pasadena
Community Chorus.
There were other teachers and advisors, among them Modest Altschuler,
the Russian conductor, then living in
Los Angeles, who gave Harris
some
hints in orchestration,
and the English
composer
Arthur Bliss, who was in
California at the time.
Having absorbed the rudiments
of
musical science, Harris decided t.o try
his luck in New York. He had no funds,
and 'hitched rides in trucks and freight
cars. He arrived in New York with a
five-dollar hill in his pocket. In the big
city, he eked out a meager livelihood
doing settlement. work and organizing
school concerts. But the struggle
was
unequal and soon he was back in Cali.
Iornia looking for opportunities.
His
old teacher Arthur Farwell publicized
a frank announcement:
"I know of
nothing that is likely to briner O"reater
honor and achievement
to AI~erican
music through the work of an individual than to support Roy Harris in every
possible way."
With Farwell's help, Harris got a job
as a music critic with the Illustrated
Daily News of Los Angeles, and taught
harmony at the Hollywood Conservatory. He wrote an impressionistic
suite
for strings entitled "Impressions
of a
Rainy Day," and embarked on the com_
position of an American
symphony,
tentatively entitled "OUf Heritage."
A
movement from this symphony was performed by Howard Hanson at the East·
man School of Music in Rochester.
Harris horrowed money to attend the
performance;
this time he traveled by.
train as a paying passenger.
His pioneer days were over and he was makin<:T
good in the music world. A Californi:
paper announced his success with flamboyant headlines:
FAME FORESEEN

FOIl IlOY HARRIS.
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His se
foray in the east was much
more successful
than the first. He received a private stipend to study in
Europe, and soon he was on board a
transatlantic
ship. bound for Paris and
slated to take lessons with Nadia BouIanger , the musical nurse of a whole
generation of American composers, who
was famed for the exactness of her
knowledge and severity of her requirements. For his first lesson she asked
Roy Harris to write twenty melodies. He
brought in one hundred and seven. Then
she told him to write counterpoint on a
given cantus firmus. He brought her a
book of 128 exercises. At this rate he
absorbed contrapuntal
science in a couple of months. Under Nadia Boulanger's
friendly supervision,
Harris decided to
write a full-fledged
concerto. In his
school days in California,
he used to
play the clarinet,
and this was the instrument he selected
for his first concerto, scored
for clarinet,
piano and
su-ing quartet. The work was presented
by the Societe Musicale Independante
in Paris on May 9, 1927, and Nadia
Boulanger,
herself,
played the piano
part. Cahuaac. the famous French clarinetist, was the soloist, and the Roth
Quartet took charge of the string parts.
The Paris reviews were encouraging
and Harris came back to New York
with a sense of triumph. That year he
was awarded a Guggenheim Foundation
scholarship.
The League of Composers
put the Clarinet
Concerto on its program for February
12, 1928, which happened to be Roy's thirtieth
birthday.
But on that day he was on his way back
to Europe to fulfill the conditions
of
the Guggenheim
grant.
The Clarinet Concerto was soon published, and it was followed by the publication of a piano sonata. In these
works Harris
already
established
his
characteristic
style. its strongly interwoven contrapuntal
lines, broad diatonic melody, poly-chordal harmony and
throbbing asymmetric rhythms. Rhythm.
in particular,
was important
to Roy
Harris as an American composer. "Our
rhythmic
impulses
are fundamentally
different from the rhythmic impulses of
Europeans,"
he wrote: "rhythm comes
to us first as musical phraseology, and
our problem is to put it down into trans·
Jatable symbols and consequent
melodies." In his early works Harris tried
to solve this problem by using asymmetric time signatures
such as 13/4.
14/4.5/2,7/2,
but later on he adopted
a more functional
system of notation.
adj listing metrical divisions to the pHmary rhythmic
pulse. Probably
the
most frequent
time signature
in his
works of maturity is plain 4/4. but in
his Seventh Symphony ~le has an important section in 15/8, because the musical phrase corresponds
precisely to
this metrical designation.
(To be continued next month)
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HARMONY,Composition, Orchestration,
Musical Theory. Private '" Correspondence
Tnstru~tion. ~tanll.lcripts revtsed
and corrected.
MUSIC
arranged. Frank S. Butler, 32",46 107 St., East
Elmhurst 69, N. Y.

ACCORDIONS-Direct
from importer-save
50%
and more! Free tnal. Lifetime guarantee.
Trades
accepted.
Free Catalog. Write Accordion
Manufacturers
Outlet,
Dept. 126EU,
2003 Chicago,
Chicago
22, Illinois.

LEARNPIANO TUNING-Simplined,
instruction S4.00-Lilerature
free.
456 Beecher St., Elmira, N. Y.

HAND
BUILDING
EXERCISES
FOR PIAN~
ISTS
by 'Weldon
Carter.
Teachers,
concert
pianists,
advanced
students.
A better
technic
with 20 minutes daily practice.
Send 81.00 for
copy to Washington
Musical
Institute,
1730
Sixteenth
Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C.

authentic
Prof. Ross,

WRITE SONGS: Read "Songwriter's
Mag,)zine,1650-ET Broadway, New
25¢ copy; $2.00 year. (Est. 1946).

Review"
York 19,

SWING

PIANO - BY MAIL. 30 self-teaching:
S3. Samples. Over 50 publications.
Phil
BretonPubliclItions, P.O. Box 1402, Omaha 8,
Nebraska.
Il'SIOllS

LEARNPIANO TUNING AT HOME. Course
by Dr. wm. Braid White, world's leading piano
technicianand teacher. Write Karl Bn rtenbnch,
lOOlAWells St., Lafayette,
Ind,

FREE MAIL-ORDER CATALOG:.J'lundreds
of
self-instructivebooks for musicians from jazz to
symphony. Walter Stuart
Music Inc., 421·B
Chestnut St., Union. N. J.

SACRIFICINC 200
ACCORDIONS
- ALL
KINDS.Discounts to 70%. Free catnlog. CIIlvielines or other musical instruments
secured.
Discount House, 8932 88 St., \Voodhnvcn
21,
New York, Vi 7-0866.

BACK POPULAR SHEET MUSIC
TO 1850.
Catalog 15¢. Classics exchnnged
for popular.
Fore's, E3151 High, Denver 5, Colorado.

OLDVIOLINS AND OTHER INSTRUl.fENTS.
Repairing. Supplies. Eaken, 310 E. Washington
sr, Chambersburg, Pa.

T\'PIA/I;O. The Touch System of Plnyimr the
Piano. The Powell Piano Mask blocks the sig:ht
of the keyboard but permits sight ·of the music.
Piny like the artists-by
the exclusive senses of
touch and hearing. Effectively Ilids hand independen~e,ear-trnininj:t, sij!ht reading, memorizing. One piano mask with mllnual of instmction
and original exercises. Send 52:. Address John E.
G~nlner, 1001 Churchill Ave., Utica, N. Y.

GROTRIAN-STEINWEG PIANOS, internationally acclaimed "The \Varld's Finest,"
imported
from Gennany. Write
HOLSTAD
MUSIC
HOUSE, 337 Oak Grove, ~1inneapolis,
Minn.

PIANO TUNING COURSE-Complete
self-in~lructionlessons. Also teaches you piano regulat109, repairing and other servicing
operations.
Wonderful illustrations. Full price only $4.95
postpaid-or c.o.d. phIS postage.
Satisfaction
guaranteed or refund. Nelson Company,
210
S. Clinton, Dept. AT-lOO, Chicago 6, Ill.

PLAY ALL THE LATEST POPULAR
PIANO
SHEET MUSIC at sight, professional style. $1.00
~
Kazaks, 234 E. 58th St., New York 22.

'MODERN INDIVIDUALIZED
PIANO or organ
taught by tape recording
and correspondence.
Write for information:
GEORGE
FORGE
NAT10NAL
CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE.
Box
56, ETUDE
Magazine, Bryn Mawr, Fa. (George
Forge
is the author of the copyrighted
text
"Tbe LrIW of Chnrd Construction.")

SCIENTIFIC
SIGHT READING
guarantees
immediate
sight reading improvement-36
pagesSI-:Morong,
Box 21, Brooklyn 25, New York.

FOR SALE. Rare recordings,
tions bought. E. Hirschmann,
Jersey City, New Jersey.

free lists. ColleclOO Duncan Ave.,

ARE YOU A CHRISTIAN
SINGER, OR MUST·
ClAN? Are you a "HAPPY HEART"?
For information,
write: The "Wright"
Mcstc,
2213
Christine
St., Wayne, ~·fichigan.

"PRACTICAL
VIOLIN MAKING" with patterns.
Sl.OO. Supplies. Chelsea Fraser, 2025 Stark St.,
Saginaw 4, Michigan.

ARRANGEMENTS-rich,
full sounding
Tenor
Band Arrangements,
"Pops:' Standards, Specials.
Bob Bullard,
1118 North Sixth, Maywood, Ill.

TEACHERS,
PIANISTS,
BEGINNERS!
Don't
waste time! Learn professional piano secrets now.
World's
most amazing
popular
music system.
Free Literature.
Ernest Weidner System, 423 E.
7th se., Boston 27, Mass.

Fon

SALE. Back issues of ETUDE
dating to
Volume
T, No. I, year 1883. Some volumes
hound
in green buckram.
Write Dr. R. D.
Perry, Kingsville,
Texas.

GROVE'S
DICTIONARY
OF MUSIC
AND
MUSICIANS.
New Fifth Edition, nine volumes,
8,398 pages, thousands of tllustrations,
$327.50.
Extended
payment plan. Postcard brings details.
St. Martin's Press, Dept. 4, 103 Park Ave., New
York 17, N. Y.

FOR SALE.
SELMER,
Paris, alto saxophone,
lacquered.
One each: Conn, York, Liberty trumpet; Cavalier
cornet, lacquered. All instruments
rebuilt, equipped
with cases. WANTED:
tenor
saxophones,
baritone
and euphonium
horns;
sousaphones.
Wrfte
for bargain hulletin.
Stripping, lacquering", rehuilding.
Waltersdorf
Music
House, Creston,
Iowa.

RECORDERS
(Wood flutes). Ideal
for home,
school,
club-easy
to learn. Free catalog.
The
Recorder Shop, 309 \V. Fourth, Los Angeles 13,
Calif.

NEUPERT
HARPSICHORDS.
Spinet
harpsichords from $975,
to concert models.
Metal
jacks, no climatic problems. Descriptive literature
on request. MAGNAMUSIC,
Sharon, Conn.

LEARN
WHILE
ASLEEP! Method
proved.
Results
guaranteed -. Details
search Association,
Box 610, Omaha.

"TRENDS
. , . IN LEISURE
LIVING."
An
exciting gift emporium
of home entertainment
accessories, with the accent on music! Free cata-.
log. Leslie
Creations,
Dept. C249, Lafayette
Hill, Pa.

universityfree. Re-

HOME STUDY PIANO COURSE OF GOSPEL
MUSIC. 52 self explanatory lessons and 52 study
and practice
pages bound in book form for
$5.00. Willis J. Gage, 119 S. Montreal, Dallas,
Texas.

SHEET
~'IUSIC BARGAIN OFFER.
Our loss is
your gain, as we are greatly overstocked
in all
kinds of sheet music and books. Send us Sl for
each "grab-bag"
(at least $5 retail value) of
new music you desire. Specify for what instrument and/or
voice(s) desired.
Menchey
Music,
. Hanover,
Fa.

FOR SALE.
Imported
Italian
collection:
10
violins, 2 violas, 1 cello, 8 haws. E. Adamsen,
r.kAllen,
Texas.

'WHOLESALE.
Genuine italian, French, Gennan,
string:ed instruments.
Bows. Historic materials,
tuols, etc. \Vl1ole or part. R. Nusinov, 2918 W.
North Ave., Baltimore, Md.

KANZLER
HARPSICHORDS,
finest imported
Austrian
harpsichords;
modem style. lngeborg
Kanzler Ebbesen,
Redwood Falls, Minn.

HULL'S
SUPPLY HOUSE, Importers
and Jobbers. Stringed instruments,
supplies, violin makers' tools and materia\. Fine repairing.
33 years'
experience.
John S. Hull, Violin Maker,
Fort
Hunter,
New York.

SPANISH
CHRISTMAS
CAROLS
for young
pillnists. \Vords, music and numbering.
Easy ar~
rangements.
Also suitable
for singing. 50¢ a
COpy. Immaculate
Heart Press, 4501 SOllth Ashland, Chicago 9, 11\.

I)IANO
TEACHERS-Sell
all music
to YOllT
students.
\Ve supply teaching
music wholesale
(50%
of retail
price).
Write
for free
list.
STUART
MUSIC
INC. 421-B
Chestnut
St.,
Union, N. J.

DON'T MISS THEM. Two new and beautiful
songs-just
out. "1 Want You To Come" and
"Miracles
of Jesus," from your favorite music
dealer or direct.
The "Wright"
Music, 2213
Christine St., Wayne, Mich.
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ARTICLES
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:'\01',
Bri!J!J.~ Oct.
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of High Fidelity
B:,llct Music in Washington's
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School
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Time
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Apr ,
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'25
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Oct.
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IKreutzer Double-SLops. PI. \!
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25
~Kross Edition of Kreutzer Studies :\Oy.
43
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Feb.
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Julv Aug . .J.1
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Each Month
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Dec.
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Sept.
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Terry
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Da,'is, Jolm A. Stepping Stones to
West Point
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[Donald Voorhees nnd Telephone
I Hour
Apr
'28
IExploring Organ \'ia Hadio
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45
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Jan.
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Apr.,

Jul,I'-Aug., Sept.
Elich Month
Josep~ May-June 1'.1
l.crson May-June I!)
Jf"ier Jan.
'21
Jucoto Feb,
14
KuerS!firwrApr.
15

Music Lover'» Bookshelf
"Music. Music Everywhe1'e"
.\fusie. New World for
'l\fusie. xcw, for \'ew Yenr
Music School, People's, in Swcdr-u
MT'IA In Action
l\-fIIsic They Build Democracy,
Through Their
Uravee
Music, They'll Comc Back to Good Johnslone
Music W),crC\,CI' They Go, They Mukc Antrim
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Musical Hevue in Student Life
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Toro,
SllIgllll\, D'etlOn III
nnlfrw

i
I

'l\far,
~6
Feb.
16
Mar.
1t
Each Month
Jul'y-Aug.~[
Apr.
\!!)
Apr.
~3
Apr.
17
Apr.
[.to
Ellch Month
'10'"
15
Feb.
10
Oct.
'20
Mar,
17
M l\' JI ne'21

'N,'o',··.· , "

July-Aug. III
No\".
11
Each ~1onth
Apr.
Apr.

"

Dpc.

."

18

Oct.
1(l
July-AUl.(.,
Sept.
l\far.
Scpt.
Dec.
Oct
Feb.
Jan.
Oct.

'""
l(i
'.!1

Mnr.
t9
11

l\far.

13

,Inn.
Sel)t.

17

Feb.
Apr.
Dec,
Oct.

"
17

"
"

Scpl.

48

July-Aug.

15

.July-Au).:, 11
.}ul,,'.Alll!. 19
July-Aug. 13
,Ian.
1.'\
Dee.
I~
ApI".
~:I
Mnr .. Apr.
Sept.
~l
ADr"

tlfa\'-,llIlle
Sound, Piett!l'c Pninted in .".lllrl.-,{-P/"mmer S{,;;'t.
I.~
Southpaw Solo Flight
.,
Arnold !\f,"'.
t'l
Stl"inl( Study Problem in lol"do, ()hio.
Solving
1"llJlholl' Apr.
'!II
S,Vlllphnlly Orchestra "f Colombia
1.0mb Feb.
'20
Tape Itccordn in l\-Iusie ]{(}om
Kuhn .Ian
[.to
Teacher's Roundtllble
DllmClJ/Ii/ E.,,,!l MonU,
Tomkins, Thomas, Last nf
"Eli7.ahetll:ll~ yirgin,dists
.
file"fuR ,luly'Aug. 16
I une flooks, Illncslllllh~ nnd Sln).:inl':'
"Schonh
I,nll'rns :'\o\".
lureek, Hos"I~'n, Le"rnillg 10 I,e",'n
Bach
/If}jl/lIlt i\"lny-,Junel:1
Turnl"ble. Timeless
Ilhi"es Feb.
~6
Venice, Cit~, of Music
,In,~eph Dec.
17
Wcisgall. Hugo, 0llf'r"s of
Sk"lsk}f Dec,
15
World of Milsie
E,,('h Month
MUSiC

Chopin-Levine
Dads
Duugn n
Eisler
Erb
EverettStevens
Freed
Gaynor
Ghys
Hayes
Jovncr

Kraft-Freed
Lewis-!\famlok
I,ind
Mar-tin
Mutt.hews
McHnle
MendelssohnAga~'

'l\fozllrtBroder

OffenbaehAgay
Oldenburg
PortnofT,
nrr. by
PurcellPnrtnolf
Rcnd~F'reed
Rebe
Scher

Sehnmann

Shepherd
SieKlIlclster,
nH. by
Smith
Stnirs
Starer-Freed
Sieincr
StCI'ens
Strauss-AKnv
Tehaiko\'sk;',-\gn.\'

Tra,'is
\-erdi-AKay

In (I Contrury .110011
I.ong, l.ollg Ago
8kiplo:lty
l.01l
I'laying Tug
The !lummirlY Bird
Pillfde
Post/I,de
OIiMoor.IJu$ic

34

3~
36
38
36
31
~4
~.to

Soft Rain
Toccatino
f Elf ,II an's Serenade
(Solo.for the Cello
Anwryllis
,")kippillg AlONg
Jlerry Little .I/i11u ..heel
Perky Pete
Parakeet'~ Slumber SOllg
Dark Ni(Jht
Rock "nd Rolll.llilaby
The Pines
The Jolly Gir~.ffr

Sept.
Oct.
Feb,
May-June
Sept
Jan.
DeL
Dec.
Oct.
Oct.
Dec.
Sept,
~o\·.

36

Alldante
Allegretto

Jnn.

3~

31
38
H
31
38

;\0".

f Adagio
Alld(lnle

39

118

30

sa

35
38
38
H
39

36
~6
28
38

~l:~-June ~~
,'An.
£i
.July-AUK, 23
l\fn~'-Jufle-23
AlIT.
38
Oct.
30

I

A'ldu'lle
A "drlllte A morwo
PuntasH i11 D milwr
[ Frllllu"y ill 0 millOr
!Jarcllrolle
Dainty Jfiu

Jul)'.Aug. 28
May-June 36

.,)hepherd lIey

Dec,

31

~Ol·.
July-Aug,
Feb.

39
26
4£

AI)T,

50

Jan.
Mar,

38
38

Mar,

4\!

May-June
Mar.
May-June
lIlaT.
Mar,
Oct.
:\'o\'.
Dee,
MAr,
July-Aug.

£8

Mar,
loeb,
No\'.
Oct,
Sept.
Mar.
Apr,
\'0\'.

40
27
38
38
~6

;';0\',

\!6

Mar.
July-Aug,

Dec.

3~
36
36

JRn,

30

The Steinway 'pays its way' in values that are exclusive with the Steinway.
The world's great artists constantly demonstrate this to their audiences,
in the golden tone and sensitive response that only the Steinway yields.
The Steinway teaches the student music and also helps him discover the
fun in accomplishing, and the satisfaction
in rising above push-button living.
The Steinway stresses, in an age of
plenty, the values money can't buyand the values money can. Built to
resist depreciation, the Stein way
is over the decades the most economical
of pianos, and the wisest investment.

Riglll/doll
Dfly'6 Elld
Mrrrc~ of the Cub Scol/I.
Dapple Grilli
The Ol(l Cel/i.1
,\/archinu Jf/ll"iontltu
A/h/lm l.eaJ, Op. 99, No. (J
iIlbl/m l.enJ, Op. ,99, No,"
Chopin, Op. 9, No. Ii
JOYOl/" Pe«"ullt
Rererie
V"/"II Noble, Ol!, 9, No.
Eclogne
1,111110.."while
In Modo O$tinnlo
The Cuckoo
Rai/rond 110000ill
When Johnllll Come.
l Marching 1/ome
Prell/dll
l1lwny Truc'"
{ J/oming Prayer
!tl/Ule, Drnm Gild Fife
&i"I"'lo ROIlWIl~11
A [.irely Danu
{ .TlInu ill Folk Slyle (l)
"Fldermal/,"
PnU'a

l

rrlllt~ of Ihe FlOl-rtr$
In Ucorice Cl1ndy I,and
{ Walt: of Ptppermi,ll Stich
C,/e..te Aida

'is
32

~9
\!7
2-1.

28
28
41
S8

30

48

Feb,

S/mtes

1),IIICi"!IO/I

Bnrnb,\'
TlarlleU,L'luL
Hendl'l-Felton
Hnn<:rt, nrr. h\"
Mendelssohn:
(andl,I,.,";
,'il,,,in-I-I,,nerl
:-\chulJ{'rlF"llon
Sm"rtCHndl'l"ri
Von WeberHaTH'rt

When J/nrllinu Gild., the .'ikit$ Sept.
A f)rt'um
\'0\'.
.lriO-lO
~r,n'-June
7'ht' Creell Culhed'lll
Jan'.

34

/fur"! The /fmdd Allgeis Sing Dec.
.II iyhly I,ak' rr Rase
Apr.

31
H

Organ
35
30

34

..Indlmte CO/I .1/010
.lugels.from
the Rel1/m.
oj Glory

Jul,I'-Aug. 30
Dec.

35

11IlilulifmlolhB

Apr.

"

Feb.

3S

Dnllce

Vocal
Dunglln

Serl' Duy

Latham
Lieurnnce,
Cande10ri
Sobotka.
arr. by
TenagliaFihgerald
W"lkn

Pusloral (lib Tl'IlIllpet)
Mar.
or Comel
Oh. F(lire"f I'armland
Sept,
(l'iolill & Piano)
Jrln,
Air (Trllmpd Ulld String.)
!ty Ihe Wolert of .Iliullrlonko
Jan.
(Accordion)
l';nsler

Promenade (AcrordiOIl) Apr.

Aria (Bb Trumpet)
.I/omerlt J/,l.tic/l1
(Ub Clarinet)

that money can't buy

come into your home with a Steinway

ZJ

Miscellaneous
Fitzgerald.
transcribed
by

The things

3j

Dungan

Kaufuwll
July-Aug.
Feb.
Mar.
Sept.
Dec.
Jan,
Ma~'-June
:-.ro\".

Dec.
Sept.
Dec.
Jan.
Sept.

Piano Duet

Piano
Anson
flayle)' King
Heck
Bentl<:y
Bircsnk
Bnlhms-Agay
Brodskr
Chene,;,

Theme from Polonaise
Jiminy Jingo
f'ldimr Summer
Willier Wind
[Piggly-lVigg/y March
(Piccadilly CirCllS

Apr.
Oct.

etude-december

Steinvvay

THE INSTRUMENT

"
31

'"
35

"

"
"

1956

OF THE IMMORTALS

Steinway, the plano of great artists ...
MARIA TIPO (at piano), Browning,
Gregor, Nadas,
&hwalb, New Orleans Symphony,
Hilsberg, Brailowsky,
'Appleton & Field, Hinderas,
etc.
. nearly all of the
nation's leading orchestras,
radio and television stations,
Our booklet,
"How to Choose
Your Piano,"
will be
sent lree il you write Steinway
& Sons, 45-02 Ditmars
Blvd., Long Island City 5, N. Y.

Your Steinway
dealer
is a piano authority,
Let him
help you invest wisely. Ask him "What makes the Steinway
superior?"
He will demonstrate
important
differences
on
the Steinway Contemporary
Grand, one of the magnificent
line of Steinway
Grands and Verticals (liberal terms),

Loon in, and dream a little ...
Organ,
some lonely evening, some tense and wasted
day. And suddenly, its music does a magic
thing.
Dream you are sitting at this Hammond

It lifts you when you're sad, it rests you
when you're tired. It plays even your simplest
tune with such power and joy, you feel like
singing with it.

For the Hammond Organ has thousands of
orchestral tones and tone combinations you
can conjure with ... far more than any organ
that even remotely compares with it.
Now, too, you can add beautiful orchestral
percussions like harp, chimes, guitar, and
xylophone by means of Hammond's
new
"Touch-Response
Percussion
Controls."»

This is an exclusive feature found in no other
organ.
You're afraid

you can't play it? Actually,

a

Hammond is the easiest of all keyboard instruments. The tones are rich and sustained,
so that even a beginner's fingers can manage
them smoothlv. Even if you've never played
before, you can create music you enjoy, in a
month. Thousands have.

On(}' a Hammond
"Touch.Response

Why just dream? Step inside the door, and
try the Hammond
Organ. It doesn't cost
much to have a Hammond this Christmas.
Only $135 down for the Spinet Model, with
often three years to pay. Your Hammond
dealer can tell you more about it. Or mail the
coupon below.

Low as $135 down for the Spinet at most dealers.

Percussion

gives

yOll

0/1 this:

Conlrols."*

for blending thousands of tone colors.
Separate Vibrato Conlrols for lower and upper manuals.
Reverberation
Control in the Console Models adapts
cathedral-like tones to the smallest roOI11.
No Tuning Expense. The only organ that's never out of tune.
Hormonic Drawbots

"'The percussion tones are produced at tile option of tire pillyer
by playing any selected single nole ar f,,11 chord, in a detached
manner, with a fingering pause of as Wtle as 1/20111 of a second.

Often 3 yeors to pay.

r--------------------------------l

.HAMMOND OElGAN
MUSIC'S

MOST

GLORIOUS

VOICE

: Hammond Organ Company
I 4110 \V. Div"n;,'y Avelltll', Chit-ago ;39, Illinois
I Without obligation, send me details about the Hammond
: Organ models checked.
I 0 Spinet
0 Home
0 Church
0 Concert
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